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Abstract

This dissertation presents a computer-based collaborative learning environment, called

CLARE, that is based on the theory of learning as collaborative knowledge building. It

addresses the question, "what can a computer do for a group of learners beyond helping

them share information?" CLARE differs from virtual classrooms and hypermedia sys

tems in three ways. First, CLARE is grounded on the theory of meaningful learning, which

focuses the role of meta-knowledge in human learning. Instead of merely allowing learn

ers to share information, CLARE provides an explicit meta-cognitive framework, called

RESRA, to help learners interpret information and build knowledge. Second. CLARE de

fines a new group process, called SECAI, that guides learners to systematically analyze,

relate, and discuss scientific text through a set of structured steps. summarization, evalua

tion, comparison, argumentation, and integration. Third, CLARE provides a fine-grained,

non-obtrusive instrumentation mechanism that keeps track of the usage process of its users.

Such data forms an important source of feedback for enhancing the system and a basis for

rigorously studying collaboration learning behaviors of CLARE users.

CLARE was evaluated through sixteen usage sessions involving six groups of students

from two classes. The experiments consist of a total of about 300 hours of usage and over

80,000 timestamps. The survey shows that about 70% of learners think that CLARE pro

vides a novel way of understanding scientific text, and about 80% of learners think that

CLARE provides a novel way of understanding their peers' perspectives. The analysis of

the CLARE database and the process data also reveals that learners differ greatly in their

interpretations of RESRA, strategies for comprehending the online text, and understand

ing of the selected artifact. It is also found that, despite the large amount of time spent on

summarization (up to 66%), these learners often fail to correctly represent important fea

tures of scientific text and the relationships between those features. Implications of these

findings at the design, empirical, and pedagogical levels are discussed.
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Chapter 1

Overview

This dissertation presents a new approach to collaborative learning that is based on the the

matic structure of scientific text' and the theory of learning as collaborative knowledge

building. It also describes a software system called CLARE that embodies such a con

ceptual approach. Furthermore, it discusses the experience from sixteen usage sessions of

CLARE by six groups of students from two different university-level classes. This usage

indicates that CLARE is a useful environment to support meaningful learning in collabo

rative settings.

In general, this research addresses the question, "what can the computer do for a group

of learners beyond helping them share information?" This question can be rephrased more

specifically as, "how can the higher-level knowledge - the knowledge about (1) deep

structures of individual scientific artifacts, (2) inter-relationships between artifacts, and (3)

processes of knowledge-construction - be used to facilitate meaningful learning in group

settings?" Alternatively, "what kinds of structural, process-level, and computational sup

port are required to help learners reconstruct and evaluate the thematic features of scientific

artifacts, compare different interpretations of those features, deliberate reasonings behind

those interpretations, and integrate different points of view on the artifact?"

CLARE responds to the above questions with the following features:

• A multi-user, distributed environment for supporting artifact-based knowledge

building;

'Throughout this dissertation. the term scientific text is used interchangeably with scientific artifacts.

research literature. and learning artifacts; they refer to the written record of human knowledge. Examples

of scientific text include discussion papers. journal articles. conference papers. monographs. Literary text.

such as poetry. short stories. and novels. is excluded unless explicitly noted otherwise.

1



• A two-phase, five-step process model for helping learners organize their collabora

tive learning activities;

• A thematically-oriented representation language that serves as the principal integra

tive mechanism between learners and various types of learning activities;

• A shared, evolving knowledge base that captures not only the final product but also

the process that leads to that product; and

• An unobtrusive instrumentation mechanism that collects fine-grained data about the

process of collaboration and learning.

CLARE is built upon a representation language called RESRA, which serves the fol

lowing roles in collaborative knowledge-construction:

• A meta-cognitive tool that highlights essential thematic features and the relationships

between these features;

• An organizational tool that allows the learner to dynamically and incrementally in

tegrate at a fine-grained level various types of research artifacts;

• A shared frame of reference that facilitates communication and argumentation

among learners; and

• A tool for studying the norms governing the written communication of scientific

knowledge.

This chapter provides an overview of the dissertation. It begins with a hypothetical

usage scenario that illustrates the basic process and main features of collaborative learning

under the CLARE environment. The subsequent section describes the main motivations

behind the current work. Next, it introduces the main thesis, which is followed by the

major research contributions made by this work. The scope and limitations are highlighted

next. The chapter concludes with an overview of the organization for the reminder of this

dissertation.

2



1.1 Collaborative learning using CLARE

1.1.1 A usage scenario

Scott, Chris, Mary, and Todd2 are in a research seminar on computer-supported cooperative

work (CSCW). Unlike traditional seminars in which interactions among participants take

place largely in a face-to-face setting, this seminar is featured with a structured, distributed

online environment called CLARE. Rather than receiving a stack of printed papers to read,

students are asked to analyze and discuss selected research literature online. The example

paper used in the current scenario is "Supporting collaborative software development with

ConversationBuilder" by Kaplan, et al [KTBB92]. The full-text of the paper is available

online in CLARE in a hypertext format: each node corresponds to a semantic unit or a

section of the paper. Individual nodes are connected via links derived directly from the

structure of the artifact. Hence, students may navigate the entire document by simply

following these links.

The study session is organized into two phases: exploration and consolidation. During

the exploration phase, individual students summarize in terms of predefined representa-

tion primitives, such as Iproblem Iand Iconcept ~ what they view as important features of

the paper. They also evaluate those features and the relationships between them by mak

ing critiques, raising questions, and offering suggestions. During the consolidation phase,

they compare the result of their individual summarizations and evaluations to discern am

biguities, differences, and similarities. When ambiguities and/or differences occur, they

may question, critique, propose, or clarify by providing new information. In response to

other learners' questions, critiques, or suggestions, one may defend, deliberate, or amend

one's own positions. Toward the end, learners go back to the online artifacts they have

created and connect together similar and related positions and explanations to produce a

more coherent body of knowledge.

2The names of these four usersare fictitious. However, this usage scenario itself is only somewhat hy

pothetical: it is based on the resultfrom a manual experiment on RESRA - the CLARE'srepresentation

language - duringthe early phaseof this research. The experiment wasnot done underCLARE, because

the systemwas not yet completed at that time.
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Figure 1.1: An example of Scott's view during the exploration phase

When Scott logged on to CLARE for the first time, he navigated through the entire doc

ument by following the built-in links to get a general sense of what the paper is about. He

then zoomed-in to individual nodes and examined more closely their contents. When he

encountered a paragraph or a text region which he thought was important, he highlighted

it by dragging the mouse over it, and selected Create node from the popup menu. CLARE

shows a submenu which lists all predefined node types, for example, Iconcept I, Iclaim I.
Selecting any of these entries leads to the creation of a node of the corresponding type.

For example. the left window in Figure 1.1 shows a highlighted region as describing the

IproblemIScott considered that the author attempts to address in that paper. Hence, he

created a Iproblem Inode for this region, which is shown in the lower right window. The
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5. Kaplan,l'! at Flexible,active
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conflictingdesigngoals lor which lew
existingsystems provideadtqUatesupport

Figure 1.2: Scott's representation of [KTBB92] (condensed)

italicized text under the field Summarizations' is the link to the region from which the

node is derived. The main content field, namely, Description, contains Scott's descrip

tion of what he thinks the authors attempt to convey. Note that the content of this field

is not a verbatim copy of the original authors' statements, Rather, it articulates Scott's

understanding of the selected text region and, to some extent, of the paper as a whole.

By following the same procedure, Scott created aIclaim Inode based on a different part

of the paper, which states that ConversationBuilder offers a viable solution to the problem

ofactive and flexible support. Because there seems to exist a direct relationship between the

two nodes, Scott wanted to connect them together. Hence, he selected Enter LINK Mode

from the Summarizemenu, which creates two windows in the lower half of the screen. The

two windows show the two nodes he has created thus far. Scott moves the mouse to the

3Summarizations here is a field label which means that all links underneath it are generated during

summarization. The other three link fields. namely,Evaluations. Deliberations. and Integrations have the

similar semantics.
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Source

critique

Figure 1.3: Chris' representation of [KTBB92] (condensed)

Iclaim Iwindow, select Responds-to PROBLEM from the context-sensitive popup menu,

followed by pressing the mouse on the IproblemIwindow: a bidirectional link of the type

responds-to was added between the two nodes. This link indicates that the claim is made

with respect to to theIproblemlor, alternatively, the IproblemIis responded by that Iclaim I.
Following this action, Scott exited from the link mode, and went on to create more nodes.

From reading the user guide [Wan93b], Scott learned that CLARE possesses some

knowledge about the structure of the current paper. Hence, he wanted to know whether

CLARE could provide him reasonable advice about what to look. for next. He selected Con

sult for what's missing from the option Template Guide of the Summarize menu. CLARE

pops up a new window, which shows the following information:

o The current paper is a concept paper";

o Scott has thus far created one tuple (a pair of nodes connected by a link of a pre-

4CLARE characterizes the structural features of scientific text based on the artifact types. The concept
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Figure 1.4: A comparative view ofIproblemIinstances by Scott Chris, Mary, and Todd

~ responds-to U ~ .defined type), namely,~ --t yroblem and no orphan nodes, i.e., nodes

which are not connected to other nodes; and

• Based on the structural knowledge the system knows about the current artifact,

CLARE suggests Scott to consider creating tuple of the following types:

~ . Isupports~evidence --t ~

~ defines I 'I~ --t COncepl:

u::=l defines I I
-~ --t method

paperis oneof fivesuchpredefined artifact types. Other types includeexperience papers, empirical papers,

essays, and survey papers. SeeSection3.4for a detaileddescription of theseartifacttypes.
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Scott took to heart the above suggestions from CLARE; he went back to the source

nodes one more time. Unlike previous passes in which he read to understand detailed con-

tents, this time John was looking for specific themes, such as Ievidence ~ Iconcept ~ and

Imethod ~ For example, he did discover an Ievidence Ifrom another section of the paper,

namely, the example use of ConversationBuilder, which supports the Iclaim Ihe identified

earlier. He also found a few importantIconcept Iinstances, such as "action space," "proto-

col." At the same time, he evaluated the paper content by creating a number ofIcritiq ueI
nodes. However, he was unable to find any Imethod Iinstance. Figure 1.2 shows an abbre

viated, graphical depiction of Scott's representation of [KTBB92]5.

While Scott was busy with his exploration of the paper, Chris, Mary, and Todd were also

in and out of CLARE engaging in similar types of activities. During this phase, however,

they could not see what each other were doing, that is, what text regions were highlighted,

or what nodes and links were created. Rather, all four of them were independently deriving

their own representations of the paper and their views on it. Figure 1.3, for example, shows

an abbreviated depiction of Chris' representation of the same paper. Note that Figure 1.2

and 1.3 are quite different not only in term of the type ofnodes and links, the origins of these

nodes but, perhaps most important of all, the contents of those nodes. These differences

and their implications will become evident in the consolidation phase.

The consolidation phase was activated two days after the session began. This gave

all four learners adequate time to complete the exploration phase. The primary goals of

consolidation are:

• To expose the differences and ambiguities of individual learners' interpretations and

evaluations of the selected artifact;

II 10 deliberate, resolve, and augment these differences and ambiguities; and

e To link together similar and related views held by different learners.

5CLARE currentlydoesnot have a graphicalbrowser. The graphicaldepiction here is paraphrased. ab

breviated.andhand-drawn from the actualdata
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Figure 1.4 shows a typical user view of CLARE during the consolidation phase. The

left window presents primitive-based comparison ofnode instances created by Scott, Chris,

Mary, and Todd. In the current example, the window shows the comparison ofl problem Iin

stances - four independent interpretations of what the original authors attempt to address

in the paper. By displaying them next to each other, it is relatively easy to discern similari-

ties, differences, and ambiguities. For example, although each learner has aIproblem Inode,

their content is quite distinct: Scott's and Mary's characterizations are very similar; both

explicitly men tion the conflicting requirements between the situated nature ofcollaborative

work that calls for flexible support, and the demand for active support. Todd's statement,

however, calls solely for flexible support. The latter is not intended by the original authors,

for they explicitly state that providing either flexible or active support is not difficult; the

difficulty only arises when both have to be satisfied. Chris' Iproblem Iintroduces the issue

of support for change, which is not touched on in the paper.

While CLARE's comparison mode helps uncover differences and ambiguities, its argu

mentation feature supports deliberation and resolution of those differences and ambiguities.

In the above example, for instance, although Chris' view does not reflect that of the original

authors, he did introduce some new themes to the scene, most noticeably, "EGRET" and

"process maturation." Since both Chris and Scott were involved in the design of EGRET

system and interested in the process maturation, they could elaborate these themes by cre-

ating a separateIthing Inode for EGRET, and aIconcept Ifor process maturation. Similarly,

Scott might request Todd to explain why he thought that the sole support for flexibility is

a Iproblem Iby creating a Iquestion Inode.

Finally, similar and related nodes can be integrated by selecting appropriate options

from the Integrate menu. For example, since Scott's and Mary's Iproblem Inodes are sim

ilar, a is-similar-to link could be added between those two nodes by selecting the option

Declare two nodes as SIMILAR from the Integrate menu. In addition, Mary believed that

Scott's representation was more articulated than hers, even though they both captured the

same information. Hence, she decided to endorse Scott's view by selecting Endorse current

node from the Integrate menu.

One main result of the above comparative, argumentative, and integrative activities is a
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deeper understanding of the content of the selected paper by Chris, Scott, Mary, and Todd.

In addition, this process also leads to a knowledge base that captures various interpretations

and evaluations of the paper and interactions by these four learners.

1.1.2 Discussion

The above example illustrates a typical usage scenario of CLARE: it highlights a collabo

rative learning process that is guided by a well-defined representation language and a pro

cess protocol, and supported by a computer-based environment. Unlike traditional learning

which takes place in laboratories or classrooms, the current process is supported by a vir

tual environment. This implies that Mary and Scott, for example, might be geographically

and temporally distributed, but can still compare their interpretations of the selected pa

per and discuss their differences and similarities using CLARE. Perhaps more importantly,

the example scenario represents a new type of learning called collaborative learning from

scientific text. Figure 1.5 shows major components of this learning and they are related

together to support collaborative knowledge construction. The boxes that are connected

to the outmost circles indicate that learning in this context begins with scientific text (e.g.,

[KTBB92]), as opposed to scientific experiments or lectures. The process consists four

steps: summarization & evaluation, comparison, argumentation, and integration. The di

rection of the large shaded arrows indicates that, as the process moves toward the center, the

amount of interactions among the group members increases and, concurrently, the group

knowledge converges. The ultimate result is a dynamic group knowledge base, which in

tegrates various interpretations, evaluations, deliberations, and extensions of the subject

content of the selected artifacts by a group of learners.

The outermost layer represents summarization & evaluation, corresponding to the

CLARE's exploration phase. Its primary purpose is bootstrapping - to reconstruct the

thematic structure of the knowledge embedded in the selected artifact. Summarization is

very similar to reverse engineering in software development, which attempts to recover

the design information embedded in the software source code. Evaluation, on the other

hand, brings the learners' perspectives to bear with the learning context by allowing them

to explicitly state their views on the content of the artifact. As shown in Figure 1.5 by the

isolated clusters ofnodes around each learner, the exploration phase is private; each learner
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Figure 1.5: Collaborative knowledge-building in CLARE

independently derives his own representation and assessment. As a result, a learner cannot

either be swayed by, nor free-ride off the work of others. The result from this step - the

summarative and evaluative representations by individual learners - forms a basis for the

second phase.

Because of the difference in backgrounds, interests, and intellectual perspectives of

the learners involved, the representations from the previous step are likely to be differ

ent, as evidenced from the example. The comparison mode provides a convenient means

of uncovering differences in the interpretation and evaluation, and ambiguities in the pre

sentation. This mode forms the baseline for subsequent two steps - argumentation and

integration - in which learners deliberate, extend, and integrate their interpretative and

evaluative knowledge.

Collaborative knowledge-building in CLARE bears many similarities with knowledge

building in the scientific community (see Section 2.2). On this ground, CLARE deviates

from many other existing learning systems in which collaborative learning is largely man-
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ifested as information sharing (see Section 7.3 for a review of such systems). The next

section explains the main motivation behind the current approach.

1.2 Motivation

This research is motivated by two main trends: one is technological and the other is theoret

ical. The former is the predominant emphasis on access by existing collaborative learning

systems. The latter is the increasing recognition of the importance of meta-knowledge in

human learning. While the technological force propels the need for computational support

beyond information sharing, the theoretical development forms a conceptual underpinning

for the current approach.

1.2.1 Technological biases in current learning support systems

The two most widely used types of collaborative learning environments are virtual class

rooms and hypermedia systems. The former encompasses a wide range of computer

mediated communication technologies, including electronic mail, computer conferencing,

and bulletin-board systems. The latter promises to deliver integrated learningenvironments

that link together a wide range of applications and distributed data, such as text, graphics,

video, etc. Despite their seemingly differences, virtual classroom and hypermedia systems

;;~::re essentially the same focus, namely, support for information sharing. They both aim

at overcoming the geographical, temporal, and media constraints of traditional face-to-face

interactions and printed media by allowing the learner access to the right information in the

right media or presentational format, or access to the right people at the right time. For

example, computer-mediated communication systems, such as EIES [HiI88], have been

successfully used to overcome the same-time, same-place constraints of traditional class

rooms, and to increase student participation outside physical classrooms. Similarly, hyper

media systems, such as Intermedia [YHMD88] and NoteCards [HMT87], have been found

effective for browsing and navigating large shared information space. However, both vir

tual classroom and hypermedia systems suffer from some major problems: information

overload in virtual classrooms and lost-in-the-hyperspace in hypermedia environments.
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At a deeper level, these problems are rooted in the same cause: the lack of explicit, fine

grained characterization and representation of the thematic structures of learning artifacts.

In virtual classrooms, for example, online discussions typically take place within various

interest groups. Such division are generally coarse-grained. The relationships between

these groups are also implied rather than explicitly specified. In hypermedia systems, the

power of linking and the emphasis on non-linearity often lead to the excessive use of such

features. The net result, similar to the over-use of the goto statement in computer pro

grams, is a network ofnodes with spaghetti-like structures whose semantics are difficult, if

not impossible, to understand. As a result, the potential for deep-level collaboration among

a group of learners is severely limited.

At a more fundamental level, the above problems with virtual classroom and hyper

media systems are the manifestation of a techno-centric approach to learning support em

bedded in these systems. They indicate that insufficient attention has been paid to the

underlying theories of human learning. The next section presents one of such theories 

assimilation theory ofcognitive learning - and its technological implications.

1.2.2 Cognitive learning theory and concept mapping

While technologists continue to improve the functionality and the interface of software and

hardware tools, theorists are breaking new grounds in understanding human learning. One

of the major developments in educational psychology is the theory of meaningful learning ,

also known as the assimilation theory of cognitive learning. The main premise of this

theory is that the most important factor influencing human learning is the learner's prior

knowledge; that human learning is evidenced by a change in the meaning of experience (as

opposed to a change in behavior); and that the key role of the educator is to help students

reflect on their experience and to continuously construct new meanings [Aus63, ANH78].

To facilitate this process, Novak and Gowin [NG84] - two of the main proponents of this

theory - have developed two meta-cognitive strategies: concept maps and Vee diagrams.

Both are the tools for representing changes in the knowledge structure of students over

time, and for helping them learn how to learn (see Section 7.2.2 for details on concept

maps and Vee diagrams).
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Concept mapping represents the first true attempt to provide explicit support for meta

learning [NG84]. It has enjoyed a wide acceptance in the educational community. Nu

merous studies have shown its effectiveness in facilitating student learning in science

[Cli90, Nov90, RR92]. Despite the strong empirical evidence supporting its usefulness,

however, concept mapping as a collaborative learning tool suffers from three main prob

lems:

o Non-hierarchical structures: In concept maps, all knowledge features must ulti

mately be reduced to concepts and links between them. This, though achievable for

introductory, well-understood knowledge, is inadequate in advanced learning con

text, which often requires analyses and syntheses to be done using higher-level con

structs, e.g., claim, problem. The lack of abstraction capabilities severely limits the

usefulness of concept mapping for advanced learners such as graduate students .

• Free form of expression: Concept maps, like the designer's sketch pad, give the

learner full freedom in deciding what to draw and how to draw it. The representation

does not dictate nor provide any structural heuristics on how it should be used. While

this flexibility makes concept maps extremely expressive, it also adds little structure

on which useful manipulations can be applied, and which human learners may use

to help them decipher the map. The latter is especially significant in collaborative

settings, for this arbitrariness implies that it is difficult to compare, contrast, and

integrate concept maps generated by different learners.

• Individual learning tool: Concept mapping has hitherto primarily been used in facil

itating individual learning. Few existing systems support collaborative construction

of concept maps. In their study of concept mapping in a group setting, for exam

ple, [RR92] have to rely on movable paper clips instead of a computer-supported

environment.

The above problems with concept mapping indicate the need for extending the current

strategy and for designing alternative strategies to support human learning. Moreover, the

general lack of technological support for concept mapping has also prevented the realiza

tion of full potentials of such approaches. The current research is intended to address both

of these problems.
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1.2.3 Toward a theory-based collaborative learning support environ
ment

This dissertation attempts to bridge the gap between the recent development in the theo

ries of human learning and the current state of technological support for such activities.

It does so by adopting the assimilation theory of cognitive learning as its conceptual ba

sis, and by providing a new type of computer-based learning environment that focuses

on collaborative learning as knowledge-building. It addresses the above problems with

concept-mapping - the theorists' solution to the problem offacilitating meaningful learn

ing - by proposing a new representation and a computational environment that supports

the use and manipulation of this representation. TIle next section outlines the main thesis

underlying this research.

1.3 Research thesis

The basic premise of the current research is that collaborative learning is not simply shar

ing of information among learners but rather collaborative knowledge construction similar

to that taking place among researchers in the scientific community. One important form

of collaborative learning is organized on scientific text, which attempts to bridge the gap

between the knowledge-building in the scientific community and the knowledge-building

in classrooms by systematically analyzing and discussing research literature. Scientific

text is an important source of the most current, evolving knowledge. More importantly,

It is one of the primary sources for learning about scientific knowledge-building itself".

The structure of scientific text often reveals patterns underlying scientific discourse and

the norms governing formal presentation of research findings.

The central claim of this research is that ClARE provides a viable computer

augmented environment for collaborative learning from scientific text. First, CLARE does

not follow the technology-driven paradigm. Rather, it is grounded in the assimilation the

ory of cognitive learning - a well-established learning theory, and constructionism - a

6Anotherway of learningthe scientific knowledge-building is through directparticipation, e.g., appren

ticeship. The two are complementary rather than mutually exclusive.
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widely adopted pedagogy. Second, CLARE incorporates a unique learning model that in

tegrates such key activities as summarization, evaluation, comparison, argumentation, and

integration. As illustrated in Figure 1.5, these activities form the basic building blocks of an

artifact-based knowledge construction process. Third, CLARE is built on a thematically

based representation language which (1) draws on the basic principles of knowledge rep

resentation from AI, and (2) overcomes the three drawbacks of concept mapping - one of

the main meta-cognitive tools proposed as part of the cognitive learning theory.

One of the main characteristics of this current research is its emphasis on the higher

level structure ofknowledge or meta-knowledge, and the use of such knowledge as the glue

that links together:

• Knowledge-building in the scientific community and knowledge-building in class

room settings;

• Exploration and consolidation phases in CLARE; and

• Different interpretations and points of view from individual learners.

The proposed representation language exemplifies what such high-order knowledge

structure is; it specifies what content-level themes that the learner should attend to but

does not dictate how such themes are to be found or used. It should be noted that the

process of identifying such high-order constructs is an important form of meta-learning

which CLARE aims to explicitly support.

1.4 Research contributions

This research addresses an important and yet hitherto untapped area of research - the

explicit representation and the use of high-order knowledge as a means to facilitate collab

orative learning. It addresses a broader issue of knowledge representation in the context

of human learning. Despite that knowledge representation is at the central stage of AI re

search, the requirements for supporting human learning, especially, human collaborative

learning, are quite different from that for AI systems. Along this direction, the current re

search raises a number of significant questions. For example, what is the exact role of the
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representation in human collaborative learning? What are characteristics of the representa

tion language appropriate for human learning? What types of computational augmentation

are required in such a context? Though this research may not lead to definite answers to

these and many other related questions, it does represent the first step toward the ultimate

understanding of such important issues.

Conceptually, CLARE demonstrates a computer-supported environment that is based

on constructionist pedagogy and the assimilation theory of cognitive learning. Despite that,

pedagogically, the view of learning as knowledge-building is well-established, the techno

logical support thus far has not yet extended beyond information sharing. This research

highlights the connections between knowledge-building in the scientific community and

knowledge-building in classroom settings by defining a new type of learning, called col

laborativelearningfrom scientific text. This learning is centered on the knowledge - both

content and meta-Ievel- embedded in scientific text. CLARE provides explicit process

and representation support for such learning.

Representationally, RESRA - the CLARE's underlying representation language 

applies the principles ofknowledge representation to the thematic features of scientific text.

It overcomes the structural weakness of concept maps by providing a small initial set of

primitive types and canonical forms, which also serve as useful basis for exploring higher

order structure of human knowledge. The key contribution of RESRA is its potentials in

integrating different points of view held by individual learners.

Technically, CLARE is both a research and a learning tool. As such, it provides an ex

tendible computational environment that balances usability and the research-level support.

The former is highlighted by the five-step process model that helps structure various learn

ing activities, and by the comparison mode, which enables learners to make fine-grained

comparisons of their own representations with those of others. The latter is evidenced by

the built-in instrumentation mechanism that allows fine-grained process data to be gathered

unobtrusively.

Empirically, the data from sixteen usage sessions of CLARE by six different groups

of students from two separate classes confirmed that CLARE is a viable approach to sup

porting collaborative learning from scientific text. The result also suggests a number of
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interesting directions in which CLARE can be extended and further empirical investiga

tions can be conducted.

1.5 Scope and limitations

Collaborative learning is a complex activity to study and support. This research does not

attempt to address all important aspects of the subject, nor create an all-purpose system that

provides merely a collection of neat features. Instead, it focuses on the role of represen

tation in collaborative learning, and on providing services which augment the human use

and manipulation of this representation. Below are three major limitations of the current

research:

• CLP..REhelps ameliorate certain problems related to face-to-face collaboration (e.g.,

the dominant personality effect) to the extent that it is a computer-mediated environ

ment. However, it does not attempt to overcome the interpersonal and inter-cultural

conflicts inherent in typical group settings. When used in a face-to-face setting, it is

possible that the effectiveness of CLARE as an augmented learning tool be overshad

owed by some interpersonal or inter-cultural factors. CLARE provides no means to

separate the two.

• At the system level, CLARE does not have certain advanced functionalities found in

other learning support environments. Examples include multi-media, version con

trol, and fancy graphical interface. This is in part due to the pilot nature of the current

implementation; new features will be added as the first-hand experience with the sys

tem increases and, consequently, the underlying process is better understood.

• Despite the importance of allowing learners to define their own representation prim

itives, this car-ability is currently unavailable to the user.

1.6 Organization of this dissertation

The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 describes the con

ceptual framework for the current research. First, it redefines knowledge representation in
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the context of human learning, and relates this concept to the theory of meaningful learn

ing. Next, it discusses the role of scientific text in the knowledge-building process in both

research and classroom settings. The following two sections introduce the representation

language (RESRA), and the SECAI model of collaborative learning. The chapter con

cludes with a discussion about the role of representation in the proposed framework.

Chapter 3 describes RESRA - the proposed representation language based on the

thematic structure of scientific text. It begins by identifying four major requirements for

the representation. Then, it defines several key concepts underlying RESRA. The follow

ing two sections elaborate the two primary constructs of the representation: primitive and

canonical forms (CRFs). Examples are given to illustrate their semantics and usages. The

final section of the chapter briefly discusses the extendibility of RESRA.

Chapter 4 presents the design and implementation of CLARE. It begins with the three

types of requirements for the system: conceptual, data, and usability. Next, it discusses

two main design considerations of CLARE: layered + object-oriented design and the de

cision on services over interface. The system architecture is described next, which is fol

lowed by the depiction of the interface features. A road-map of the system functionality is

also provided. The chapter concludes with a brief history and status report.

Chapter 5 describes the experiments designed for evaluating CLARE. It first revisits

research problem. Then, it describes the ten hypotheses that guide the evaluation experi

ments. Next, it identifies and relates the three types of empirical data for each hypothesis:

outcome, process, and assessment, the procedures for collecting such data, and methods for

analyzing them. Finally, it describes the two sets ofexperiments to be conducted, including

the task, subjects, procedures, and the execution plan.

Chapter 6 presents findings on CLARE from the evaluation experiments. It begins with

an overview of the experiment and its findings. The actual result presentation is organized

into three parts. Section 6.3 describes the findings with respect to each of the ten hypotheses

identified in Chapter 5. Section 6.4 discusses main issues that arose from the use of the

RESRA representation, including a list of common representation errors abstracted from

the usage data. Section 6.5 identifies several usage strategies employed by the learners

during summarization. Section 6.6 presents a detailed analysis of one group session using

CLARE. The purpose of this last section is to bring together all previous discussions with
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a single case example, and to compare this example with the hypothetical usage scenario

described in Chapter 1. This chapter concludes with a discussion on the major results from

the CLARE evaluation.

Chapter 7 reviews prior work pertinent to the current research. It is organized into four

sections. Section 7.1 reviews the theoretical work on which CLARE is based. More specif

ically, it covers constructionism and the assimilation theory of cognitive learning. Section

7.2 describes schema theory and related knowledge representation languages. Section 7.3

surveys major existing collaborative learning systems and empirical findings on them. This

chapter concludes with a summary of the relationships between CLARE and the work be

ing reviewed.

Chapter 8 concludes this dissertation. It begins with a review of the basic problem this

research has attempted to address and the approach it has adopted. Next, it describes the

major contributions this research has made in furthering the understanding of collaborative

learning in computer-augmented environments. The final section of the chapter discuss

several promising directions in which the current research might be extended.
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Chapter 2

Toward a Representation-Based
Approach to Collaborative

Learning from Scientific Text

The term collaborative learning has many connotations, ranging from peer-tutoring to

computer conferencing. This research concerns a specific type of collaborative learning,

called learning from scientific text, which is centered on scientific literature, such as re

search papers, journal articles, monographs, and so on. The approach focuses on the the

matic structure of scientific discourse embodied in the written artifact. More specifically,

collaborative learning in this context involves the following key activities:

• To summarize the content of a scientific artifact by identifying and representing its

key thematic features and the relationships between these features;

• To evaluate the content of an artifact through making critiques, raising questions,

and suggesting improvements;

• To compare individual summarizations and evaluations to uncover ambiguities, in

consistencies, and differences and similarities;

• To clarify and resolve those ambiguities, inconsistencies, and differences through

constructive argumentation; and

• To integrate similar and related points of view to form a coherent corpse of shared

knowledge.

This chapter describes the conceptual basis of the above approach. It draws from sev

eral streams of research: knowledge representation in AI, cognitive learning theory, con-
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structionism, and structural analysis of scientific text. In doing so, it formulates a theoret

ical framework for the entire project.

The chapter begins by relating the AI concept of knowledge representation to human

learning. It points out how knowledge representation may be viewed as a means of under

standing the high-order structure of knowledge. Second, it discusses the characteristics of

scientific text, followed by an overview of RESRA - the new representation language for

characterizing the thematic features of scientific text and for serving as a shared framework

for collaborative learning. The chapter concludes by describing the representation-based

model of collaborative learning from scientific text, and shows how it integrates knowledge

representation, scientific text, and human learning into a single learning support environ

ment.

2.1 From semantic nets to concept maps: knowledge rep
resentation in human learning

Knowledge representation (KR) is a central concern of artificial intelligence (AI). In

essence, it is the core of all intelligent systems, including machine learning, intelligent

tutoring, and expert systems. However, the concept of KR is rarely discussed with respect

to human learning, especially collaborative learning. The purpose of this section is to ex

amine human learning in terms of knowledge representation. In doing so, it highlights

several important differences and similarities of KR in these two contexts. The emphasis

is on the representation language instead of the information processing details by either

human or machine. Since KR concerns the deep-structure of human knowledge, the view

of human learning in terms of KR highlights the importance of meta-knowledge. In addi

tion, it also forms a basis for the proposed representation-based approach to collaborative

learning among human learners.

2.1.1 Two types of knowledge representation

In AI, the term knowledge representation (KR) is used to refer to the process of encod

ing various types of knowledge into a form with which a computer program can reason;
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the embodiment of such knowledge enables the computer to perform certain tasks that

normally require human intelligence. At the center of this transformation lies the repre

sentation formalism, ranging from formal logic and production rules to semantic networks

and frames. These schemes define what knowledge to represent and how it is represented

and manipulated inside the computer. When viewed from the context of human learning,

however, knowledge representation denotes something quite different: it concerns mean

ing extraction from external knowledge sources, which include both written artifacts and

living sources, e.g., researchers, teachers, peers. At the center of this process also lies the

representation scheme, which determines what and how human knowledge is represented.

The default human representation scheme is the natural languages, e.g., English or Chi

nese. There are also other special-purpose representations proposed to overcome certain

deficiencies of the natural language. Concept maps, which will be introduced below, is a

example KR scheme that is intended to facilitate human learning.

Figure 2.1 depicts knowledge representation in AI and human learning settings' . At the

process-level, the two possess a number of similarities. First, KR in both contexts consists

of the same components: knowledge source, agent and knowledge engineer or teacher.

The two also share the same goals: both aim at improving the level of knowledge and

the ability to perform selected tasks, although one concerns a computational agent, while

the other concerns a human learner. Third, they both acquire knowledge from the same

sources, i.e., either codified, written artifacts such as research papers, or living sources

such as experts in a given field", or both. Fourth, knowledge acquisition is accomplished

using a selected KR scheme, and facilitated by the knowledge engineer or the teacher.

Despite these similarities, KR schemes used by human and computational agents differ

in some fundamental ways. The dividing line between the two is the distinct roles of

the computational agent and human learner. A typical AI program is merely a passive

recipient of knowledge. In contrast, human learners are actors who interpret incoming

information in light of their prior knowledge and experience, and give it context-specific

1The analogy between the computer and thehumanmindhasprofoundphilosophical implications which

go far beyondthescopeof thecurrentdiscussion. For anexample discussion. see [Har89J.

2Thefocusof thecurrentresearch is on thecodified. publicknowledge. asrecorded in thewrittenartifacts.

in particular. primary artifacts. suchas research reports. See Section2.2 for details.
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Figure 2.1: Knowledge representation in human learning and AI contexts

meanings. In other words, it is the learner who plays a decisive role in determining what and

how knowledge is acquired. The teacher, on the other hand, serves mostly a facilitating

role in the knowledge acquisition process. In an AI system, the knowledge engineer is

instrumental in deciding what knowledge gets transferred to the target system. This role

difference is shown in Figure 2.1 by the presence of the link with big arrows on both ends

connecting human learner and the knowledge source. The small arrow pointing from the

AI program to the knowledge source indicates that few such systems actually contribute

to the public knowledge source, though some machine learning systems can improve their

performance automatically by incorporating new knowledge from external sources.

At the representation level, the KR schemes used by computational agents and human

learners differ in a number of ways. The specific differences between them are summarized

in Table 2.1. In general, the representation used by the computer program is formal, that is,

its syntax and semantics are precisely defined and enforced (e.g., semantic nets); restrictive

in terms of what can be expressed and how it can be expressed; fine-grained, e.g., phrase or

sentence levels as opposed to paragraph or artifact levels; and finally, a good AI represen-
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tation is parsimonious and computationally efficient. In contrast, the KR scheme used by

humans, as exemplified in the natural language, is informal, expressive, emphasizing on

coarse-grained structures, likely to be redundant, and computationally inefficient and, in

many cases, computationally intractable. A good example of the latter is natural language

understanding.

Table 2.1: KR schemes used by human learners and AI programs

IHuman LearningIAI Systems

Formality Formal Informal
Expressiveness Restrictivein scope Expressive
Granularity Fine-grained Coarse-grained
Parsimony Concise Redundant
Computationalefficiency Efficient Inefficient

~ Criteria

The above discussion of KR and the comparison of KR requirements for human learn

ing and machine reasoning is relevant to the current context in two significant ways. First,

representation is important not only in AI systems but also in human contexts, especially

in ill-structured domains such as learning and design, and in information-overloaded en

vironments such as hypermedia and virtual classrooms. AI researchers have developed a

large number of techniques and representation schemes which can be readily applied to

other contexts, including human learning. In fact, this approach has already been applied

to the domains such as design rationale management [LL91 , CY91]. Second, KR is either

ontological or epistemological [Swa90]. In other words, KR concerns the higher-order

structure of human knowledge, or meta-knowledge. Many KR schemes, such as frames,

semantics nets, Schank's conceptual dependency theory, are themselves examples of meta

structures. As described in the following section, the importance of higher-order knowl

edge in human learning is increasingly recognized by educational researchers. To facilitate

the use of such knowledge, they have in fact proposed their version of KR schemes, which
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they call meta-cognitive tools. Concept mapping, to be described in Section 2.1.4, is such

an example.

2.1.2 Content learning, meta-learning, and knowledge representation

Human learning can be viewed at two levels: specific and generic. The former involves the

understanding of a specific subject matter; hence, it is also referred to as content learning.

The latter, which is commonly called meta-learning, concerns the nature ~~!d the structure

of what is being learned, as well as the process through which knowledge is acquired.

For example, at a content level, when a student is first exposed a programming language

such as C, he learns the syntax and semantics of that language. At a meta-level, he might

attempt to draw an analogy between a programming language and the natural language, or

be interested in general strategies in acquiring language skills. More specific distinctions

can be made between the two at four different levels: semantic orientation, relational

knowledge, process knowledge, and learning strategies, as summarized in Table 2.2. In

general, content learning emphasizes the direct meanings from the snapshot of isolated

learning artifacts. Meta-learning, on the hand, views each artifact as an episodic component

of the overall knowledge of a given field. Its focus, therefore, is on the deep structure and

semantics, as well as the inter-connections among various knowledge chunks. In addition,

it also attaches a central importance to knowledge acquisition, i.e., how learners make

sense of artifacts presented to them. In terms of learning strategies, meta-learning is often

associated with meaningful learning (to be described below), while content learning is

often realized through rote learning. In typical classroom settings, content and meta-level

learnings are often intertwined. At a content level, for example, participants in a research

seminar are expected to understand the particular subject matter that is under concern (e.g.,

AI). At a meta-level, they need to learn how to collaborate, how to research literature, how
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to present and evaluate research artifacts, how to identify interesting problems and develop

novel solutions, and so forth.

Table 2.2: Characteristics of content and meta-learning

IMeta-learningIContent learning

Semanticorientation Surface, directmeanings Deep, embedded meanings
Relationalknowledge Isolated pieces of knowledge Inter-connections among vari-

ous knowledgechunks
Processknowledge Static, final version of Process of knowledge acquisi-

knowledge tion and changes of meanings
over time

Learningstrategies Mostly, rote learning Meaningfullearning

~ Category

The distinction between content learning and meta-learning is significant for three rea

sons. First, although content learning tools exist and are improving, there are few tools to

support meta-learning. For example, concept mapping is still mostly done manually. Sec

ond, meta-learning has become increasingly important because of the accelerating rate of

knowledge production and dissemination, students may find the subject content they learn

in school quickly becoming obsolete, but any meta-knowledge and skills they acquire will

enable them to better adapt and cope with the changing state of human knowledge. Third,

the differentiation between content and meta-learning clarifies the role of knowledge rep

resentation in human learning. As shown in Figure 2.2, the links from knowledge repre

sentation to meta-learning, and from meta-learning to content learning are direct ones, as

expressed the solid line, while the link from knowledge representation to content learning

is an indirectone, as shown in a dashed line. For example, at a content level, when a student

from a software engineering class is asked to read a research paper on that subject, he may

simply browse through it and learn nothing. However, he can probably get a much deeper

understanding of the paper content by using a representation such as RESRA. On the other
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hand, ifhe is asked to merely study RESRA independent from his learning context, he may

not find RESRA helpful or relevant.

JaciUtates

-----_._----------------_._--~~~-~~-~~-------------._---------------

I
I
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I,,

fa<U,?/
I

---------------------~--------------------------------.- ----------------------,
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Figure 2.2: Relationships between knowledge representation, meta-learning, and content

learning

2.1.3 Cognitive learning theory and concept mapping

One major development in educational psychology is the theory ofmeaningful learning ,

also known as the assimilation theory ofcognitive learning or simply, theory of cognitive

learning. It has evolved at Cornell University over the past three decades [Aus63, NG84].

The thrust of the theory is its emphasis on the importance of meta-learning, that is, learning

how to learn, and the role of the meta-knowledge in human learning. The basic tenets of

this theory include:

1. The single most important factor influencing human learning is what the learner al

ready knows, i.e., prior knowledge;
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2. Learning is evidenced by a change in the meaning of experience rather than a change

in behavior, in contrast to the view long held by behavioral psychologists; and

3. The key role of the educator is to help students reflect on their experience (and hence

give it new meanings), and construct meanings from the artifact in light of the chang

ing experience.

The view that learning is meaning-making places knowledge representation at the focal

point of the human learning process. KR defines not only the form in which certain type

of knowledge is highlighted to the learner, but also the process by which such a form is

derived. In addition, KR schemes, which are called meta-cognitive tools by educational re

searchers, are the standard language for characterizing both knowledge structures and cor

responding cognitive structures. They help the learner differentiate and organize newly ac

quired meanings. As part of the theoretic formulation, Novak and Gowin [NG84] propose

two knowledge representation schemes: concept maps and Veediagrams. Figure 2.3 shows

an example of the concept map. The next section describes concept mapping - a scheme

that has been found quite effective in enhancing science teaching [Cli90, Nov90, RR92]

- from a KR perspective, and identifies the problems that concept mapping shares with

semantic networks.

2.1.4 Critiques on concept maps: a KR perspective

Concept maps are similar to semantic networks - a widely used KR scheme first pro

posed by [Qui67] - in that both represent knowledge as a network of inter-connected

nodes, where nodes correspond to concepts, and links correspond to various types of rela

tionships between these concepts. While semantic nets are constructed by trained knowl

edge engineers solely for computational manipulations, concept maps are built by learners

themselves as a means of understanding knowledge. The two also differ in a more pro-
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contributes-to

Figure 2.3: An example concept map on knowledge construction and acquisition from the

perspective of the assimilation theory of cognitive learning (from [NG84])
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Figure 2.4: Concept maps versus semantic nets: an example

found way. Figure 2.4 illustrates a concept map and a semantic net representation of "the

car is red." Although the two express the same proposition, they use two very distinct link

labels: the semantic net uses "color" to indicate that "red" is the value of the attribute color

(instead of, for example, make); the concept map, on the other hand, uses the generic verb

is to express the same semantics. The latter expression, albeit more readable, is also more

ambiguous, which is a clear remnant of the natural language.

Despite the above differences, concept maps share certain problems with semantic nets.

One such a criticism concerns their semantics: although different types of nodes and links

are used in semantic networks, their exact semantics are often not specified or left am

biguous [Wo085]. The simple network in Figure 2.4, for example, may mean either the

definition of the concept of a blue car, or the assertion that some car is blue. Like semantic

nets, the concept map does not restrict the type of nodes and links to be used, and hence

gives the learner complete freedom of deciding what to represent and how to represent

it. This flexibility, while making concept maps extremely expressive, adds little structure

that can be used as a basis of computation, and/or as an aid to human learners in making

sense of the map. The latter is especially significant in a collaborative setting, for the lack
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of shared semantics will invariably make it difficult to compare, contrast, and integrate

concept maps generated by different learners.

The other major limitation of the concept map is granularity: all knowledge must ul

timately be reduced to concepts and propositional links between them. Though such con

straint is acceptable for introductory knowledge, it is inadequate for advanced learning

(e.g., graduate students). The latter often requires analysis and synthesis to be done at a

much higher levels, such as "claims," "problems," "questions," "goals."

The above deficiencies of concept maps call for an alternative scheme that addresses

issues specific to collaborative learning from scientific text. The next section discusses the

role and structure of scientific text. It also introduces RESRA, the successor to concept

maps.

2.2 Representation of scientific text

Learning and research are traditionally viewed as very distinct activities: one concerns

the production of knowledge and the other, the acquisition or reproduction of knowledge.

This view,however, has been challenged by constructivism, a currentlydominant paradigm

in both the sociology of science and educational research [BL66, Ke81]. From the con

structionist point of view, learning is knowledge-building. Like science, learning involves

such activities as problem identification, theorizing, hypothesis formulation and testing,

refutation, and so on. Also like science which is primarily a social activity involving a

community of scientists who share the same disciplinary knowledge, learning takes place

in the context of a community of learners who interact with each other in an attempt to

deepen their understanding of a particular subject domain.

This section is based on the premise that scientific text is not only a primary source of
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human knowledge but also an embodiment of the norms governing scientific knowledge

building. It first discusses the role of scientific text in scientific knowledge-building and

in human learning. Then, it describes three types of structures: presentational, rhetorical,

and thematic. It concludes by introducing RESRA - the representation that is based on

the thematic structure of scientific text, and intended to serve as a basis of collaborative

learning.

2.2.1 The role of scientific text

The term text is used here in a broad sense to refer to any type of written record of human

knowledge and experience, including letters, working papers, technical reports, journal

articles, monographs, and so forth. It comes with any form of media, printed, audio, and

video. Written text plays a vital role in scientific knowledge-building. Specifically, they

serve the following four purposes:

• As a formal channel of scientific communication. Communication among re

searchers is done at two levels: informal and formal. The former includes direct

interactions among scientists such as face-to-face conversations taking place in lab

oratories, hallways, conference rooms, or via telephones. The latter includes indi

rect exchanges through writings, e.g., letters, workshop and conference submissions,

journal articles, monographs. The formality of the written text is based on the fact

that it can exist, and thus be evaluated independent of the originator. The latter may

lead to a higher-level of objectivity. The boundary between the two, however, is

increasingly blurred by the wide use of electronic media. Evmail.Tcr example.ds

used for both informal and formal purposes. Similarly, digital journals are gradually

acquiring an equal level of formality as their printed counterparts [Har91, Gai92].
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• As a measure ofprofessional accomplishments. The quantity and quality of written

publications are often considered as a key indicator of research productivity and,

hence, the basis of promotion, recognition, and prestige within the scientific com

munity.

• As a primary repository ofhuman knowledge. Unlike textbooks, which contain pre

digested, often carefully-filtered knowledge, written text from the research front pro

vides knowledge-in-progress, which may range from very preliminary ideas to co

herent, well-established theories. They also allow the student to see how conflicts

among competing scientific explanations are resolved, and how early explanations

succeeded by more recent and, presumably, more valid ones.

• As an important data source for studying scientific discourse. Scientific text is sel

dom a verbatim record of what actually takes place in the laboratory or on the field.

Rather, the decision on what to report (and not to report), and how to report it is of

ten the result of a complex social process that involves the interplay of many factors.

Scientific publications, like other types of writings, are rhetorical artifacts whose

structures are shaped by the then-dominant paradigm of a particular field. Since it

is not always possible to study scientists in their working place, scientific text is in

creasingly being used as a source to study the process of knowledge-building among

scientists and the evolution of human knowledge over time [SeI93, Baz88]

From the learner's perspective, the differentiation of the above functions is significant

in two ways. First, when learning in a classroom setting is viewed as knowledge-building,

written text may be used for the same purpose as they are used in the real research con

text, for example, as a formal means of sharing knowledge among learners, and a primary

data source for studying "classroom discourse." Second, the last two functions described

above are especially relevant to the learning context. Written text from the research com-
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munity contains "knowledge-in-progress" and embedded discourse structures of the sci

entific knowledge-building that are often absent from standard textbooks or lectures. By

studying and analyzing them, the student can gain a better understanding of the nature of

human knowledge as well as the process through which such knowledge is constructed and

evolved.

2.2.2 The structure of scientific text

The structure of scientific text, that is, the ways in which scientific theories, findings, and

evidence are presented in the form of written artifact, often varies from one discipline

to another, and from one type of artifact to another (e.g., laboratory experiments versus

field studies). Although it is not plausible to enumerate all possible structural types, sci

entific text can be analyzed at three levels: presentational, rhetorical, and thematic. At

the presentational level, a research artifact is broken down into a hierarchy of chapters,

sections, subsections, et al. Corresponding to each is a header, such as "abstract," "intro

duction," "experimental design," "related work," "conclusions." Such structures provide

useful pointers to the type of content that is immediately followed. However, they do

not represent the content itself. Presentational structures are standardized through stylistic

guidelines established for a given discipline or journal.

The second type of structure is rhetorical, which concerns the way in which scien

tific arguments are presented, supported, and refuted. Rhetorical models, such as the one

by [TRJ84], provide a viable means of understanding competing formulations or expla

nations about a given phenomenon. In particular, they are useful for representing inter

relationships among different artifacts, and the evolution of scientific formulations over

time. For example, a journal might publish a special issue on a selected topic, that consists

of a single "feature" article and a series of "reaction" articles written by researchers from

different "schools of thought." The structural pattern of these papers can be captured using
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a rhetorical model. Interest in the rhetorical structure of scientific text has been mounting

in recent years [Baz88, Se193, Sim90]. Research efforts have also started in applying the

same approach to human learning (e.g., [CSGMW92]).

The third type of structure is thematic. As the name implies, the thematic structure char

acterizes the important features or themes of scientific text, and the relationships between

these themes. Two example themes are problem and claim, and an example relationship be-

th igh b I' responds-to bl Lik th h . al th th .tween em nu t e calm ---t pro em. e e r etonc structure, e ematic

structure is content-oriented. Compared to the rhetorical structure, the thematic structure

is more general and flexible: thematic models can be developed to capture both discursive

and domain structures, both intra-artifact and inter-artifact relationships. For example, a

thematic model might include primitives such as concept, claim, which, when instantiated

into the domain of software engineering, can include "software complexity" (concept),

"object-oriented-design" (concept), and "Object-oriented design offers a viable solution

to software complexity" (claim). RESRA - the representation to be introduced next and

described in details in Chapter 3 - is based on the thematic model.

2.2.3 RESRA: a KR scheme for representing scientific text

Given the importance of knowledge representation and scientific text in human learning,

and the limitations of concept mapping (see Section 2.1.4), a new representation scheme

is proposed. This new scheme, called RESRA3 , is intended for modeling the thematic

structure of scientific text, and for serving as a shared framework for collaborative learning.

RESRA provides 11 node and 20 link primitive types (see Table 2.3 for a summary

3RESRA. whichstandsfor "REpresentational Schema of ResearchArtifacts."is a specialized language

for representing the thematic structureof research and learning artifacts generated from both within and

withoutclassrooms. A detaileddescription of RESRA constructs is providedin Chapter 3.
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of RESRA node types, and Figure 3.1 and 3.2 for link types). The derivation of these

primitives is based on several sources, both theoretic and empirical. The main theoretical

sources are two: Vee heuristic [NG84] and Bloom's taxonomy [Bl056]. The empirical

sources include case analyses of the structure of various artifacts and a number of rounds

of experimental use of the representation.

The relationship between RESRA and concept mapping is similar to the relationship

between semantic networks and Schank's conceptual dependency theory (CD) [Sch75]:

CD responds to the problem of the lack of semantics in semantic networks by propos

ing a small set of node and link primitives that can be used to represent basic conceptual

categories and the relationships between them. Similarly, RESRA overcomes the problem

related to the unconstrained form ofexpression in concept mapping with its own set of node

and link primitives. Furthermore, RESRA also addresses the fine-granularity problem of

concept mapping: RESRA nodes are not limited to atomic constructs, such as "concepts";

they may be used to represent any type of complex propositions.

RESRA belongs to the content theory ofknowledge representation; it concerns the type

of knowledge that needs to be represented but not how this knowledge is used by human

leamers[Swa90]. Two major criticisms have been raised on the content theory: one is

related to the large amount of efforts often required to translate, for example, a sentence

into the underlying representation. Furthermore, the mapping from the text under study into

the primitives is usually not unique. The latter, however, does not constitute a problem in

RESRA since it is expected that individualleamers construct different representations of

the same artifact. The existence of these individual differences is a prerequisite for group

synergy. The first problem (i.e., time-consuming), however, still exists in RESRA.

The second criticism is that primitives supplied by the content theory is usually in

complete with respect to the world it attempts to model [Swa90]. For example, it is likely

that one may find thematic features that do not neatly fit in the existing node categories
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Table 2.3: A synopsis of RESRA primitive node types

~ Node Type IDescription IExample

Problem A phenomenon, event, or process Meta-learning is not adequately sup-
whose understanding requires further ported by existing tools.
inquiry;

Claim A position or proposition about a Cleanroom engineering provides a

given problem situation. viable solution in producing zero de-
feet software.

Evidence Data gathered for the purpose of sup- The use of cleanroom techniques has
porting or refuting a given claim. yielded a IO-foldreduction of defects

in the project Alpha.

Theory A systemic formulation about a Ausubel's theory of meaningful
particular problem domain, deriv- learning.
able through deductive or inductive
procedures.

Method Procedures or techniques used for the Delphi study, nominal grouping
generating evidence for a particular techniques, the Waterfall system de-
claim. velopment model.

Concept A primitive construct used in formu- meta-learning; knowledge
lating theory, claim, or method. representation.

Thing A natural or man-made object that is Atom, NoteCards.
under study.

Source An identifiable written artifact, either An article by Ashton; the notes from
artifact itself or the pointer to it, i.e., Kyle's talk.
surrogate or reference.

Critique Critical remarks or comments about The example applications of clean-
a particular claim, evidence, method, room engineering so far have been
source, et al., or relationships be- limited to well-defined domains.
tween them.

Question Aspects of a claim, theory, concept, How does box-structured design dif-
etc., about which the learner is still in fer from object-oriented approach?
doubt.

Suggestion Ideas, recommendations, or feed- I would like to see cleanroom engi-
backs on how to improve an existing neering used
problem statement, claim, method, et in some non-conventional domains,
al. such as groupware.
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of RESRA. However, RESRA, unlike CD, does not claim that the primitive set is exhaus

tive. In contrary, it recognizes that, in human learning, it is neither possible nor desirable

to identify all potential primitive types at the outset. The undesirability is related to the

usability of a representation language: the larger the set of primitives, the less usable the

representation language, because the more efforts the learner has to devote to learn and use

that language. RESRA allows the learner to define their own primitives if necessary.

One of the main characteristics of RESRA is that it is designed in conjunction with the

SECAI learning process. RESRA primitives, for example, can be partitioned into layers

corresponding to the steps in the SECAI process, e.g., summarization, evaluation. The

next section defines a model of collaborative learning and highlights the importance of

representation in that model.

2.3 Toward a representation-based model of collaborative

learning

While RESRA provides a conceptual framework for representing the structural features of

scientific text, the process-level question remains open: how do learners go about learning

collaboratively from scientific text? This section describes SECAI, a two-phase, five-step

process model of collaborative learning".

2.3.1 Collaborative learning from scientific text

Although it may take place in individual, isolated contexts, learning from scientific text

can be most profitably done in a collaborative setting. The reason is twofold. First, since

4SECAI stands for the fivekey components of the collaborative learning model. i.e.. Summarization.

Evaluation, Comparison. Argumentation. and Integration.
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scientific text is undigested and hence less systematic compared to textbooks and lectures,

interpreting and understanding its content is not always an easy task. Because of the dif

ferences among learners in their backgrounds, skills, perspectives, and experiences, they

are likely to have distinct views on the artifact. A group setting permits the learners to

share their views with each other, and thus enables all of them to gain a better understand

ing of the artifact. Second, like scientific research, learning is a process involving social

construction ofknowledge: learners should not only learn from scientific text but more im

portantly, from each other through perspective and knowledge sharing. In addition, since

scientific text is the product of the collaboration among scientists, it sets an example for the

learners on how to form their "knowledge-building" communities, how to jointly construct

new knowledge among themselves, and so forth.

2.3.2 SECAI: the collaborative learning model

The SEeAI model defines a process for collaboratively learning from scientific text. The

process consists of two phases: exploration and consolidation. Exploration requires in

terpretations and evaluations of the content of a scientific artifact by individual learners.

It in tum is composed of two steps: summarization and evaluation. Exploration is done

privately; each learner must independently derive his own representation and assessment.

As a result, a learner cannot either be swayed by, nor free-ride off another learner's points

of view. The result from this step, namely, the summarative and evaluative representations

by individual learners, forms a basis for the subsequent consolidation phase.

The consolidation phase is the public phase of the SECAI process. It consists of three

components: comparison, argumentation, and integration. Consolidation brings together

individual interpretations and views on a given artifact. It allows learners to compare,

question, critique, defend, relate, and integrate these interpretations and evaluations. As a
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Table 2.4: Five principal activities of collaborative learning from scientific text

Activity Description
Summarization Extracting, condensing, and relating important themes from an artifact.
Evaluation Subjective assessment of merits and soundness of the author's work.
Comparison Finding out and highlighting differences and similarities among different

points of view.
Argumentation Challenging others' positions; defending one's own positions; proposing

alternative solutions.
Integration Declaring similarity, subsuming, same-perspective relationships between

nodes; endorsing nodes and links.

result of these interactions, learners can develop a deeper and more complete understanding

of the underlying artifact, and the perspectives of other learners. As a side benefit, they

also create a group knowledge base that captures the above deliberation process.

The five process steps of SECAI, namely, summarization, evaluation, comparison, ar

gumentation, and integration, are summarized in Table 2.4. Figure 2.5 shows the rela

tionships between the five components. It illustrates SECAI as a process of collaborative

knowledge-building based on the scientific artifact. The world outside the outmost circle

contains scientific text that forms the starting point of learning. The big shaded arrows

indicate the direction of the group process, which begins with summarization & evalua

tions. It also shows that, as the process moves inward, the amount of interactions among

the group members increases and, concomitantly, the group knowledge converges. 'The

ultimate result is a dynamic group knowledge base that integrates different interpretations,

deliberations, and extensions of the subject content of the artifact.

SThere are two main reasons for showing summarization and evaluation as one combined step in this

diagram: (1) the emphasis of this diagram is on the group collaboration. while both summarization and

evaluation are individual activities as defined in SEeAI; and (2)Bothactivities areviewed as bootstrapping

in the current view. and theyareofteninvoked in an intertwined ratherthan sequential manner.
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Figure 2.5: Collaborative learning from scientific text

2.3.3 The role of the RESRA representation

Figure 2.6 presents another view of SECAI. This view emphasizes an indispensable role of

RESRA in the collaborative learning process. It shows that none of the SEeAI activities

is unbound, open-ended. Rather, they are all guided and constrained by RESRA, which

serves as a glue that ties together:

• Exploration and consolidation phases; and

• Different interpretations and points of view from individual learners.

In addition, since the thematic features of scientific text are summarized and evaluated

in terms of RESRA, and that the group deliberation is also done within the RESRA frame

work, the representation also forms a bridge that connects together knowledge-building in

the scientific community and knowledge-building in CLARE-mediated classroom settings.
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Figure 2.6: The role of RESRA in collaborative learning

2.4 Summary and conclusions

This chapter focuses on knowledge representation in human learning, in particular, human

meta-learning. It attempts to integrate the technological and representational developments

of KR into the conceptual framework of the cognitive learning theory to form a theory

based approach to supporting human learning. In doing so, it identifies several problems

with concept mapping - the theorists' proposal to support meta-learning. The importance

of scientific text in human learning is highlighted, and the structure of scientific text is

described. A new representation language called RESRA is proposed to overcome cer

tain weaknesses of existing KR schemes, and to provide unique support for collaborative

learning from scientific text. This representation, along with the SEeAI process model,

forms the conceptual basis of the CLARE system. The next chapter describes the RESRA

representation language, and Chapter 4 describes the CLARE system.
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Chapter 3

RESRA: the Representation
Language

The previous chapter discusses the motivation and the conceptual framework for a

representation-based approach to collaborative learning. It also introduces RESRA - a

special-purpose language designed for representing the thematic features of scientific text,

and individual learners' points of view. This chapter describes RESRA in detail. It be

gins by identifying four major requirements for the language. Next, it defines several key

concepts underlying RESRA. The subsequent two sections elaborate the two main con

structs of the representation: primitive and canonical forms, respectively. Examples are

given to illustrate their semantics. The chapter concludes by discussing the extendibility

ofRESRA.

3.1 Representational requirements

RESRA falls into the genre of the semi-structured representation. Unlike traditional knowl

edge representation schemes (e.g., predicate logic, frame) which aim at formalizingknowl

edge for machine reasoning, the primary purpose of the semi-structured representation is

to aid human reasoning and communication. RESRA, in particular, is designed to help

human learners extract meanings from research artifacts, and facilitate interactions among

learners. Below are the main requirements for the language:
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• RESRA should represent the essentialfeature ofa research artifact. The termfeature

encompasses individual thematic components of an artifact as well as the relation

ships between those components. Although the focus of RESRA is on the essential

feature, the essentiality of a thematic component is by no means absolute: a learner

can conceivably take a minor point made by the author and treat it as something ma

jor, because it happens to be of interest to him. Hence, RESRA needs to be able to

express a full range of thematic features.

The key to the expressiveness of RESRA lies in the granularity of its primitives: if

the grain size is too coarse, it sacrifices the expressiveness of the representation, i.e.,

less differentiating; on the other hand, if the grain size is too fine, the primitives are

likely to be incomplete, and more difficult to learn and use. The design of RESRA

needs to strike a delicate balance between the two.

• RESRA is capable of representing various learners' views on the content ofan ar

tifact. Similar to the previous requirement, the most important consideration here

is the right grain-size, i.e., different levels of views, such as evaluative views, con

structive views, et al.

• RESRA mirrors the structure of the CLARE learning model. Specifically, RESRA

primitives should be divided into four groups: summarization, evaluation, argumen

tation, and integration; each supports the corresponding component in the SEeAI

learning model.

• RESRA is usable by human users. One important criterion of usability is parsimony,

i.e., the initial set of primitives is small enough that their semantics can be mastered

by human learners in a reasonable period of time. To support a large primitives set

or to allow learners to create their own primitives, RESRA needs to provide mecha

nisms for domain specialization.
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Though it is conceivable that RESRA be used in a paper-and-pencil mode, the repre

sentation presupposes a computer-based support environment. One main benefit such an

environment provides is the capability to make the primitive selection context sensitive

and, as a result, increases the ease of using the language.

3.2 Basic concepts

RESRA, or the REpresentational Schema of Research Artifacts, is a language that com

bines aspects of two widely used knowledge representation schemes: semantic networks

and frames. At core, RESRA consists of two constructs: primitives and canonical forms.

The former is the atomic building-block of RESRA. It is composed of two genres: node

and link. A node is used to represent the essential thematic feature of a learning artifact

and the learner's points of view. A link is for describing the inter-relationship between any

two nodes. For example,

I Isuggests r:j=l'
~heory ---7 ~

where theory and claim are node primitives; suggests is a link primitive; the expression

as a whole is called a tuple.

A RESRA node typically consists of a number ofjields; each describes one aspect of the

targeted theme. For example, the node primitiveIclaim Iconsists of such fields as "name,"

"type of claim," "description," and so on. RESRA links are often referred to as tuples, for

example, Ievidence Isu~ts Iproblem ,. The process of creating an instance of a node or

link primitive is called instantiation. Node and link primitives are described in the next

section.
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The Canonical RESRA Form, or CRF for short, is a collection of inter-related tuples

that, together, describe an exemplary thematic structure of a particular type of artifact, such

as a concept or empirical paper. While the primitive is useful for revealing the fine-grained

components of an artifact, CRF is for highlighting the artifact-level features. The two are

complementary. CRFs are described in detail in Section 3.4.

3.3 RESRA primitives

RESRA primitives are divided into four groups: summarative, evaluative, argumentative,

and integrative, which mirror the four types ofprimary activities in the SECAI model. The

following section describes each category in turn. A graphical depiction is also provided.

3.3.1 Summarative primitives

Summarative node and link primitives are intended for summarizing the content of a learn

ing artifact, a process similar to reconstructing design information from program source

code. CLARE provides 9 summarative node primitives and 14 link primitives, which are

described below. Figure 3.1 is the corresponding graphical depiction.

Summarative node primitives

IProblem I: A phenomenon, event, or process whose behavior cannot be fully explained

based on the current state of knowledge and, hence, requires further inquiry. An exam-

ple Iproblem Iis: "Despite rapid improvement of development environments and testing

techniques, software systems still contain bugs." Note that a IproblemIis not a question,
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Figure 3.1: RESRA summarative primitives at a glance

though it is often triggered by a question. A problem is normally be accompanied by a

detailed description.

IClaim ~ An assertion about a given problem situation that can be either supported or re

futed. For example, "Cleanroom engineering provides a viable solution in producing zero

defect software." One important characteristic of a Iclaim Iis falsifiability, i.e., a claim can

be falsified through evidence 8...TJ.d logical reasoning.

Depending upon the level of evidentiality, claims can be divided into four types: con

jecture, hypothesis.fact, and axiom:
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• Conjecture: an omen-like claim with little, if any at all, supporting evidence. Com

monly, it is a result of "scientific imagination," and seen in highly theoretic domains,

such as mathematics.

• Hypothesis: a claim that is derived from an existing theory or based upon available

empirical/experiential evidence. Hypotheses formulation and testing constitutes a

substantial portion of scientific activities. Hypotheses, when well supported by em

pirical evidence, are considered as scientific "facts."

• Fact: a claim that is well supported by available evidence, and thus considered as

true based on the current state of knowledge.

• Axiom: a claim that is generally accepted as true, and thus may be used as a basis for

inference or argument.

The most common form of claims in the scientific discourse is hypothesis. A claim is

always made in relation to a particular problem, regardless whether it is explicitly stated.

IEvidence I: Data gathered for the purpose of supporting or refuting a claim. For example,

"The use of cleanroom techniques has yielded a l O-foldreduction of defects in the project

Alpha." Evidence can be either qualitative or quantitative. It is also always stated with

respect to a given claim, and used to support or counter the same claim.

ITheory ~ A systematic formulation about a particular phenomenon or problem. An ex

ample of Itheory Iis Halstead's theory of software complexity, i.e., software science. A

theory normally consists of a set of coherent, inter-related claims about the targeted prob

lem domain. These claims may be derived deductively from other theories, or inductively
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from well-established facts or hypotheses. An important characteristicof the theory is its

predictability; a theory can be used to predict the outcomeof a particularphenomena.

IConcept I: A primitiveconstructused in formulating theory, claim, or method. Examples

of] conceptIare: "meta-learning,""knowledgerepresentation,""example-based learning."

The main feature of the concept is atomicity: concepts are the basic building block of

human knowledge.

IMethod I: Procedures or techniques used for generating evidence for a particular claim.

Examplesofl method 1are: Delphi study, nominal grouping technique, Waterfall model of

systemdevelopment. A methoditself can be the target of an inquiry.

ISource I: An identifiablewritten artifact, either artifact itself or the pointer to it, i.e., sur

rogate or reference. Examplesof] sourceIare:, "War and Peace," "Slides from John's pre

sentation," and so on. A source is a medium which contains other conceptualconstructs,

such as Iproblem ~ Itheory I, Iconcept I· However, IsourceIit in itself is not a conceptual

construct.

IThing I: An object, event,or process(naturalor man-made) thatis the sourceof a problem

or targetof an inquiry. Examples are "Unix," "Macintosh," "CLARE."

IOther ~ An open-ended node primitive that can be used to represent anything that falls

outside of the above node primitives.
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Summarative link primitives

Addresses: This link specifies a "carrier" relationship between an artifact <I source Pand

a conceptual theme <I problem p. It consists of one tuple: Isource Iad~es Iproblem ~ For

example,

• MiII92: "Certifying the Correctness of Software" by Haden Mill.

• Inadequacy of unit testing: Unit testing and debugging cannot uncover and remove all

important errors in complex software system.

• Hence, IMill921ad~ses IInadequacy of unit testing I.

Responds-to: This link describes a knowledge-level "stimulus/response" relationship between

two RESRA nodes: the"stimulus" is theuncertain, perplexing state of knowledge about aparticular

phenomena, while the "response" is a position or assertion that aims at clarifying or resolving that

. . Th I' ed~'responds-to I bl ID Isituation. e tup e IS express as~ -rr-rr pro em, ~-or examp e.

• Inadequacy of unit testing: Unit testing and debugging cannot uncover and remove all

important errors in complex software system.

• Cleanroom reduces defects: Zero defect software is an achievable goal by using rigorous

development and formal verification techniques from cleanroom engineering.

I .. Iresponds-to I ~• Hence, Inadequacy of Unit testing ---+ C1eanroom reduces defects

Suggests: This link represents a "triggering" relationship, i.e., the presence of one

RESRA instance leads to the recognition or awareness of the other. It consists of four

tuples:
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~ suggests I bl I.~~ proem

•Itheory Isu~ts Iproblem I

~
suggests~

.~~~

I· Isuggests I b I• eVidence ~ pro lem

See Section 3.3.3 for additional tuples. Below is an example of suggests:

• Cleanroom engineering minimizes defects: Zero defect software is an achievable goal by

using rigorous development andformal verification techniques from cleanroom engineering.

• difficulty in achieving zero defect UI: A defect user interface is not only difficult to use but

also difficult to verify using formal techniques. Hence, cleanroom engineering may not be

the solution.

• C1eanroom engineering minimizes defects

Idifficulty in achieving zero defect UI: I

suggests
-+

Presupposes: This link depicts a logical dependency relationship between two claims,

. r+=l. presupposes I I· ~ F Ii.e.,~ ~ c almj or examp e,

• Programming as theory-building: Programming is "theory-building" (peter Naur).

.. Reconstruction of a programming theory: Re-establishing the theory of a program merely

from the documentation is strictly impossible.

• Hence,

R . f . h presupposes rp . h b ., ,. Ieconstructlon 0 a programmmg t eory -+ ~rogrammmgas t eory- UI cmg j
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Is-alternative-to: This link describes a competing relationship between two RESRA

nodes of the same type. It consists of four tuples:

IP bl Iis-alternative-to I bl I• ro emi --t pro emi

I(I· Iis-alternative-to~.
• almi --t ~

• IMethod i Iis-alte~ive-to Imethod j I

ITh Iis-alternative-to Ith I• eOrYi --t eorYj

Below is an example of the alternative claim:

• unrecoverable theory: Re-establishing the theory of a programmerely from thedocumen

tationis strictlyimpossible.

• documentationist: Improved methods of documentation are able to communicate every

thingnecessary for the maintenance and modification of a program.

H I bl h Iis-alternative-to I . . I• ence, unrecovera e t eory ----l- docurnentaticnist l,

Defines: This link describes a formative relationship between a more complex RESRA

node and a more singular one. It consists of three tuples:

~definesl I
Q~ --t concept

~definesl I
•~ --t method

I Idefines I I• theory --t concept
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Below is an example of defines:

• CLARE's Claim: CLARE provides aneffective means ofexposing differences and similar

ities among individual viewson a given research paper.

• RESRA: RESRA is a language specifically designed for representing thethematic feature of

learning artifacts and individual learners' views on them.

• Hence, ICLARE's Claim Ideb
es IRESRA I

Strengthens: This link describes a supporting relationship between a claim and a theory,

. ~' strengthens I h Ii.e.,~ ---+ t eory t

Weakens: This link describes a countering relationship between a claim and a theory,

. ~' weakens I h Ii.e,~ ---+t eory

Below is an example:

• Halstead's software science: A theory of software complexity.

• Milliman's claim: Millimanfound thatcomplexity measures of Halstead arebetter predictors

of timeto find thesourceof a fault than is thenumberof linesof code(LOC).

H IM"II' , I' Istrengthens IHid' f '~• ence, I Iman s calm ---t a stea s so tware SCience

Supports: This link represents that the evidence is congruent with the directionality of

th . I· . I id Isupports~I'e pnor c aim, i.e., eVI ence ---+ ~
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Counters: This link shows that the evidence points in a direction different from the prior

I · I"d Icounters ~I' F Ic aim: eVI ence ---7 ~ or examp e,

• Unrecoverable theory: Re-establishing the theoryof a programmerelyfrom the documen

tationis strictlyimpossible;

• documentationist: Improved methods of documentation are able to communicate every

thingnecessary for the maintenance and modification of a program.

• TEX experience: Hundreds of TEX users around the worldhave demonstrated they under

stand the "theory" of the T}3X program through making special-purpose extensions to the

existing code and by offering highly appropriate advice to users, even though they have

onlyread its documentation.

• Hence,

- ITEX experience Ico~rs IUnrecoverable theory I

IT X " Isupports Id " " I- E experience ---+ ocumentatlOnlst

Generates: This link describes a causal relationship between the use of a given method

and the outcome. Its tuple form is Imethod Ige~tes Ievidence ~ For example,

o Fagan's Inspections: JPL adopted the 7-step Fagan's Inspection method with checklistof

tailored questions. Extensive trainingwere provided to both managers (in the value of in

spections) anddevelopers (toget most out of inspections).

• JPL's success: Within the period of 21 months, 300 inspections have been conducted; 10

projects have adopted the method as part of their procedures. The number of defects per

inspection were 4 major defects and 12 minor ones. The average cost for finding, fixing,

andverifyinga defect is between $9 and $12 , compared to about$10,000 to find and fix the

samedefect in the later life cycle.
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• Hence. IFagan's Inspections Ige~tes IJPL's success I

3.3.2 Evaluative primitives

The RESRA's evaluative node and link primitives are intended for representing the

learner's assessments and subjective views on the current artifact. Unlike their summar

ative counterparts, which aim at answering the question, "what do you think this paper

is about?" the evaluative primitives are used to answer the question, "what do you think

about this paper?"

RESRA provides three evaluative node primitives: Icritique ~ Iquestion ~ and

Isuggestion I· Figure 3.2 depicts graphically the relationships among these primitives.

Evaluative node primitives

ICritique ~ Critical remarks or comments about a particular claim, evidence, method,

source, et al., or relationships between them. For example, "the example applications of

cleanroom engineering so far have been limited to well-defined domains."

IQuestion ~ Aspects of a claim, theory, concept, etc., or relationships between them, about

which the current learner is still in doubt or does not understand. For example, How does

box-structured design differ from object-oriented approach?

ISuggestion I: Ideas, recommendations, or feedbacks on how to remedy or improve an

existing problem formulation, claim, method, et al. For example, "I would like to see

cleanroom engineering used in some non-conventional domains, such as groupware."
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Figure 3.2: RESRA evaluative primitives at a glance

Evaluative link primitives

Evaluates: This link associates a critical comment with its target, i.e., Icritique Iev~es
I RESRA node 1

1
• For example,

• Ciaim: Zero defect software is an achievable goal by using rigorous development and formal

verification techniques from cleanroom engineering.

11 RESRA nodeIstandsfor all currentlydefined RESRA node types. includingcritique itself.
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• Critique: All three applications quoted in the paper are "well-structured" problems, i.e.,

problems whose functional and performance parameters can be precisely specified. Clean

room engineering might run into problems with less well-structured domains, such as

knowledge-based systems. collaborative software.

H I' . Ievaluates~I.• ence, critique ----., ~

I I challenges
Challenges: This link directs a question to its target, i.e., question ~

IRESRA node ~ For example,

• Quest ion: Whatisthedifference between boxstructured softwaredesignandobject-oriented

design?

• Concept: Box structured design is based on a Parnas usage hierarchy of modules. Such

modules, alsoknown as data abstractions or objects, aredescribed by a setofoperations that

may define and access internally stored data.

I . Ichallenges I I• Hence, question ----., concept

Augments: This link describes a remedial relationship between a proposal and an exist

ing situation, i.e., IsuggestionIaugmerts IRESRA node ~ For example,

• Suggestion: I would like to see cleanroom engineering used in somenon-conventional do

mains, suchas groupware

• Claim: Zerodefect software isan achievable goalbyusingrigorous development andformal

verification techniques from cleanroom engineering.

IS' Iaugments~• Hence, uggestlon ----., ~
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3.3.3 Argumentative primitives

RESRA argumentative primitives are used for deliberating alternative positions and points

of view on a particular problem or artifact. One main feature of CLARE is that it treats

artifact-mediated argumentation among a group of researchers, e.g., debates taking place

through a series of exchanges of artifacts, in the same way as the argumentation taking

place within a classroom among a group of students. It uses RESRA for both purposes. The

argumentative primitives are the aggregation of summarative and evaluative ones described

in Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2, plus the following tuples:

I . Isuggests I I& question ---+ problem

I . Isuggests~e question ---+ ~

I . Isuggests I I• question ---+ concep~

I . Isuggests I I41 question ---+ method

I . Isuggests I I• question ---+ theory

RESRA argumentative primitives are depicted in Figure 3.3. The solid lines represent

newly-added links.

3.3.4 Integrative primitives

Integrative primitives are used for consolidating and inter-relating RESRA instances cre

ated by different learners. The focus of integration is on the relationship among existing

nodes. Hence, it does not lead to the creation of new nodes, except for annotations, which
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Figure 3.3: RESRA argumentative primitives at a glance

document the reasons behind endorsing a particular relationship. RESRA has four integra

tive link primitives, which are described below.

Is-similar-to: This link declares the two RESRA node instances share the same view

and thus may be consolidated into one. Automatic merging of two nodes are not always

possible or desirable, since it is rare that two nodes are totally congruent. The is-similar-to

relationship is restricted to the RESRA nodes of the same type. In other words, one cannot

declare that aIconcept Iis-similar-to aIclaim ~ or vice versa. However, one can declare one
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Iconcept Ias is-similar-to another Iconcept I· From one of the previous examples, one may

declare:

I B d d . I is-similar-to 10 0 d . IOX structure eSlgn --+ eSlgn

Share-same-perspective: A perspective represents a consistent way of viewing a prob

lem or phenomena. Learners can share the same perspective, even though the detailed

node and link instances they create are different. For example, important views on a given

software project might include:

• Customer'sluser's perspective: Ensuring their needs for a new system being met;

• Management perspective: Focusing on project management issues, including cost,

deadline, employee morales, etc.;

• Designer's perspective: Ensuring that the requirement specification is realized

through optimal algorithms and high reliability; and

• Programmer's perspective: Ensuring that the design is implemented consistently,

efficiently, and readably (through proper documentation).

A RESRA node instance on an experience report of a software project is likely to fall

into one of the above perspectives. By aggregating RESRA nodes by perspectives, it in

troduces necessary structures that help make the group outcome more understandable.

Contains: This link represents a part-whole relationship between two RESRA nodes.

Typically, the two connected nodes should be the same type, though it is not alway neces

sary. For example, CLARE is a thing, while RESRA is a concept. Nevertheless, one can

declare ICLARE Ico~ns IRESRA I
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Is-related-to: This link is open-ended, and can be used to express any type of relationship

that falls outside the above categories. As a result, it should be used only when no more

specific type is applicable.

3.4 Canonical RESRA Forms (CRFs)

3.4.1 Overview

The Canonical RESRA Form (CRF) is a template of RESRA node and link primitives

used to represent the typical thematic structure of scientific text. It represents commonly

accepted formats by which the practitioners in a given domain formally communicate and

share knowledge. CRFs may be viewed in terms of Kuhnian notion of the paradigm) of

the scientific practice. As the newcomer to a field, the student may find it helpful to learn

about the major CRFs used in that domain, and to be able to recognize them in their various

disguised forms, apply them in evaluating existing artifacts and in constructing their own

artifacts, and use them to help organize domain knowledge and collaborate with their peers.

Because of the unique nature of the problems in each subject domain and the concomi

tant methodological differences, CRFs often vary from one field to another. For example,

software engineering, which is a relatively young field, exhibits a variety of relatively ill

defined templates. In contrast, psychology, perhaps one of the most well-developed social

science disciplines, contains a much smaller number of less varied, more formalized tem

plates. This document provides a set of templates derived from the domains of software

engineering, in particular, software quality assurance (SQA). It is important to note that,

like RESRA, CRFs presented below are exemplary rather than exhaustive. The learners

are encouraged to use these examples as a basis for creating their own domain-specific

CRFs.
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3.4.2 Five example CRFs

Each of the following CRFs consists of a short description, a graphical representation, and

an example to illustrate how the CRF might be applied to an artifact.

Concept papers

Description: A concept paper presents a new conceptualization of a problem, or a new

method, technique, or approach to addressing an existing problem. In a concept paper, the

author might back up his claims by some type of evidence, such as contrived examples,

experiential or empirical data, and so on. However, the main contribution of such a paper

does not lie in the strength of its supporting data but rather the demonstrated novelty and

potentials of the proposed technique, concept, etc.

Figure 3.4 shows the CRF for concept papers. At the core of a concept paper lies the

claim about how the new method and concept described in the paper help solve the problem

conceived by the author. Even though some evidence might be provided to support the

claims, the major portion of the paper is typically devoted to the definition of new concepts,

and the elaboration of the method and the relationship between the two. The claim might

be broken down into sub-claims that are treated separately.

An example: A good example of a concept paper is [IT93], whose RESRA node rep

resentation is listed below. Figure 3.5 provides a complete RESRA representation. Note

that the nbuff review example is used to illustrate various aspects of the method, although

it might also be considered as the evidence for supporting the authors' claims. The main

contribution of the paper, however, does not lie in the supporting evidence, which is quite

weak, but rather in the way in which the problem is presented and the way in which the

method is related to the problem.
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responds-to supports

Figure 3.4: A CRF for concept papers

Problem: There exist three main road-blocks to fully effective formal technical re

view: labor-intensivenatureof review, incompatibilitywith incrementaldevelopment

methods, andlackof supportby existingtoolsfor adaptingreviewmethods to specific

organizational contexts.

Claim: CSRS provides an effective means to overcome the above three barriers and

to realizefull potentialsof FTR

Method: The CSRS data and processmodels.

Evidence: Review of NBUFFusingCSRS.

Experience Papers

Description: An experience paper is a factual account of the experience of an individ

ual, group, or organization with a new method, technology, instrument, theory, etc. An
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supports

Figure 3.5: A RESRA representation of [JT92]

experience paper does not have the same level of rigor as an empirical study or novelty as

a concept paper. The important contribution of an experience paper lies in the fact that it

is from the real world. Since any model, theory, claim, or technique requires some level of

generalization, it needs change when applied back to a specific real world situation. The

experience paper is often used to report such experience.

Figure 3.6 shows a CRF for experience papers. Such a paper typically begins with a

problem confronted by an individual, group, or organization. Based upon previous work or

the experience from other people, a claim is made that a given method/technique should be

used to solve the problem. The method is then applied and the experience is described. Like

empirical studies, the outcome from an experience paper may be either positive or negative;

both are equally valuable. In the case of failure, what is important is the discussion of the

possible cause of failure and lessons learned.

An example: A good example of the experience paper is [Bus90], which discusses the

experience of introducing formal software review to JPL. The RESRA node instances for
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supports/
counters

responds-to presupposes
~

Figure 3.6: A CRF for experience papers

this paper are listed below. The relationships between those nodes are depicted in Figure

3.7.

Problem: Software has become a rising part of the JPL work hours (from 50% of

the mid-1980's to estimated 80% by the year 0% 2000) and, as a result, so is the

importance of being able to produce error-free systems in a cost-effective manner.

Clairnj : Fagan reports that the use of the Fagan's Inspections can correctly find up to

95% of all defects before entering the test phase.

C1aim2: Fagan's method is the most cost-effective defect-detection technique appro

priate to the JPL.

Method: JPL adopted the 7-step Fagan's Inspection method with checklist of tai

lored questions. Extensive training were provided to both managers (in the value of

inspections) and developers (to get most out of inspections).

Evidence: Within the period of 21 months, 300 inspections have been conducted; 10

projects have adopted the method as part of their procedures. The number of defects

per inspection were 4 major defects and 12 minor ones. The average cost for finding,

fixing, and verifying a defect is between $9 and $12 . compared to about $10, 000 to

find and fix the same defect in the later life cycle.
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generates

responds-to

supports

presupposes
...

Figure 3.7: A RESRA representation of [Bush, 90]

Empirical papers

Description: An empirical paper reports the result of a hypothesis-driven, systematic

investigation of particular problem domain. It involves experimentation, i.e., hypothesis

formulation, experimental design, execution, data analysis, and drawing conclusions. Un

like the concept paper, which introduces new methods or new formulation of a problem,

empirical studies often attempt to demonstrate whether an existing method or understand

ing of a problem is indeed well-grounded. Hence, the empirical study starts at where the

concept paper leaves off. Empirical studies constitute a major percentage of artifacts in

established disciplines. This is not surprising given the fact that a mature field typically

have methods and problems defined.

Figure 3.8 shows CRF for empirical papers. The beginning and end point of an em

pirical study is the claim, or hypothesis, which is either derived from a theory in a field or

based on the claims made in previous work. The key to an empirical study is the lower tri

angle, i.e., claim, method, and evidence. The methodology plays a vital role in this process

because it directly affects the validity and generalizability of the data and the outcomes.
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The resulting data mayor may not support the initial hypothesis, however. This is quite

different from the concept paper in which only positive data is reported.

responds-to

presuspposes

suggests

generates

Figure 3.8: A CRF for empirical papers

An example: [CSM79] is a typical empirical paper, which reports the result of the third

experiment attempting to relate the complexity metrics developed by Halstead and McCabe

to the difficulty programmers experience in understanding and modifying programs. The

RESRA node instances are shown below, and the relationships between them are depicted

in Figure 3.9. Note that the RESRA representation of this paper matches only with the

lower triangle in Figure 3.8.

Problem: Software complexity metries areabound. However, studiesthusfar arestill

inconclusive aboutwhich metricis the best predictor of programmer performance.
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Claim: Software complexity metries that count operators, operands, and elementary

control flows are better predictorsof the difficultyprogrammers experience in work

ing with software than a simple count of Lac.

Method: Fifty-four professional programmers from six different locations partici

pated in the experiment that involved three different programs,each with three differ

ent versions of control flow, and they were presented in three different length varying

from 25 to 225 lines of code. To control for individual difference in performance, a

within-subject 34 factorial design was employed.

Evidence: The result indicatedthat, at the subroutine level, all three complexity met

rics (i.e., Halstead's E, McCabe's v(G), and LaC) predicted the performance equally

well, accounting for 40-45% of the variance in performance scores. At the program

level, however, Halstead's E accounted for over twice as much variance in perfor

mance as the LaC (56% vs. 27% respectively) while the variance accounted for by

McCabe's v(G) fell betweenthese values (42%).

Essays

Description: The essay is a loosely-defined artifact, sometimes called the "opinion pa

per," which contains observations and elucidation of a particular problem or issue. Often,

essays are written by experts in the field; their opinions and points of view represent in

sights distilled from their years of experience. Though methodologically they are not as

scientific and rigorous, essays are an important part of the intellectual landscape in many

disciplines, especially in applied ones such as software engineering, in which expertise

plays a just as important, if not more important, role as the absolute truth.

Essays vary widely in styles. At the thematic level, however, their structures are quite

singular, generalizable into some standard forms. Figure 3.10 shows one RESRA template

of the essay paper. The center of such an artifact is often the expert's opinions or claims.

The problem at which the claim is targeted mayor may not be explicitly described. An-
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responds-to

generates

Figure 3.9: An example RESRA representation of [CSM79]

tithetical claims are typically identified and countered by the same evidence that supports

the author's particular claim. Evidence in an essay is typically anecdotal, drawing heavily

from the author's experience and observations, though it is not uncommon to see secondary

evidence from other authors in the field. It is also uncommon that essays introduce new

methods or concepts.

An example: [Knu92] is a good example of essays, whose RESRA representation is

listed below. Figure 3.11 shows the relationships among the various nodes. Note that this
...

paper as whole does not neatly fits to the template depicted in Figure 3.10, since it contains

two groups of claims: primary (i.e., c1aim-l and evidence-l and secondary (i.e., the rest».
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Figure 3.10: A CRF for research essays

However, the latter matches with the template. Such deviations are not uncommon in

essays, for their structural forms are much less restrictive compared to other artifact types.

Claimj: Learning through trial-and-errors can be enhanced by maintaining a record

of the mistakes one has made.

Evidencej : The author's finds his error log of the T£X system, which contains 867

entries, so instructive that he publishes it so that other people can benefit from his

experience.

Claim2: Programming is "theory-building" (from Peter Naur).

Claim3: Re-establishing the theory of a program merely from the documentation is

strictly impossible;

C1aim4: Improved methods of documentation are able to communicate everything

necessary for the maintenance and modification of a program.

Evidencey: Hundreds of T}3X users around the world have demonstrated they under

stand the "theory" of the T}3X program through making special-purpose extensions to
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theexisting code andby offeringhighly appropriate advice to users, even thoughthey

have only read its documentation.

supports

Figure 3.11: A RESRA representation of [Knuth92]

Survey papers

Description: A survey is an overview of existing work in a particular topical area or

subject domain. It highlights what has been accomplished thus far, what major problems

have been encountered, and where future efforts should be devoted to. A survey represents

a synthesis of previous work. The main contribution of a survey paper is that it summarizes

the current state of a given topic. and provides a single-point entry for the beginners of the

field.

Figure 3.12 shows a CRF for survey papers. The focal point of a survey is the problem

under concern. It brings together all related work, some of which may involve different

claims, while others share the same claim but provide different evidence. At the end, the

author normally attempts to summarize the above by offering his own concluding claims,

in particular, about the direction in which the domain is heading.
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supports or

counters

supports or

counters

supports or

counters

Figure 3.12: A CRF for survey papers

An example: An example survey paper is [Tic92]. The RESRA node instances for the

paper are listed below, and the relationships between those nodes are depicted in Fig

ure 3.13. Note that this paper is not very representative in that it covers an incremen

tal but nevertheless singular view of the selected topic, i.e., the evolving concept of the

"programming-in-the-large," instead of multiple, competing views of the same topic, as

one expects from a typical survey.
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Problem: While programming-in-the-small is a well established discipline,

programming-in-the-large, albeit no less important, is a much less developed subject

area.

Source!: Parmas, David. "Designing software for ease of extension and contraction."

CACM, 15(2):1053-8, Dec'n.

Sourcej: DeRemer, Frank and Hans, Kron. "Programming-in-the-large versus

programming-in-the-small." TSE, SE-2(2):80-6, Jun'76.

Sourcej: TIchy,Walter. "Tools for software configuration management." In Proc. of

Int. Conference on Software Version and Configuration Control, Jan'88.

Claim!: Parmas states that details that are likely to change during the evolution of a

system should be made into separate modules, while the interface of those modules

should be made insensitive to changes in these details (i.e., "information hiding.")

C1aim2: DeRemer and Kron claims that structuring a large collection of modules to

form a "system" is an essentially distinct intellectual activity from that of construct

ing the individual modules (i.e., programming-in-the-small) and, correspondingly,

distinct languages should be used for the two activities.

C1aim3: Software configuration management (SCM) improves programming-in-the

large by providing automated tool for such tasks as version control, configuration

selection, and system building.

Evidence: Richkind's SCCS and TIchy's RCS for automated revision control; Feld

man's make for maintaining, updating, and generating related programs.

Claim4: The three promising measures for further improve quality and productivity

in programming-in-the-large are: better education of software engineers; better tools;

and avoiding programming or code reuse.

3.5 Extending RESRA

RESRA is designed to be an open-ended language. Regardless of the size of the initial

primitive and template set, RESRA is incomplete with respect to the universe of artifacts
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supports

Figure 3.13: A RESRA representation of [Tichy, 92]

it is intended to represent. The goal is not, however, to provide a comprehensive, encyclo

pedic set of meta constructs for human knowledge, if such attempt is plausible. Instead,

constructing such a thorough set of RESRA constructs is an ongoing activity that can be

most profitably done by the learners themselves, rather than by a third party. The primary

objective of this research is to provide a representation whose predefined constructs are:
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• Coherent, self-contained, and powerful enough that can be used to adequately rep

resent both the thematic feature of the learning artifact and different learners' points

of view; and

• A basis from which any group of learners may collaboratively derive or adapt their

own domain-specific or even group-specific representations. From this perspective,

RESRA is always illustrative, which provides the learner with a sense of what to do

next.

Learning to extend RESRA by creating new primitive types and canonical forms, or

adapting existing ones is a significant, albeit not always easy, meta-level activity which

CLARE aims at promoting. In fact, exploring the structural evolution of a representation

is one of our original primary research interests. The underlying platform, i.e., EGRET, is

designed to support such type-level changes [Joh91].
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Chapter 4

CLARE: the System

CLARE is a computerized collaborative learning environment that implements the concep

tual framework described in Chapter 2. This chapter provides an overview of the design

and implementation of CLARE. Section 4.1 describes the requirements for the system.

Section 4.2 discusses two major design considerations: a combined object-oriented and

layered approach, and the initial choice of services over interface. Section 4.3 describes

the five architectural components: kernel, exploration, consolidation, initialization, and

utilities. Section 4.4 depicts the user interface. Section 4.5 shows a road map that outlines

major process steps that the user goes through in a typical session. The chapter concludes

with a brief review of the development history of CLARE, and a report of its current status.

This chapter is supplemented by a detailed design specification [Wan93a], and a user's

guide to CLARE [Wan93b]. Readers whose primary interest is in using the system should

read the latter. Readers with the system designer and implementor perspectives might find

it worthwhile to browse the former. Readers with a research focus on CLARE should start

with this chapter, and consult the other two documents as necessary.

4.1 Basic requirements

CLARE is a research tool. As such, it has three primary objectives: 1) to demonstrate the

implementational viability of the proposed approach, that is, whether or not the approach

can be implemented within the constraint of available resources; 2) to provide an instru

mentation mechanism to capture the data necessary for gaining new insights on the nature
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of computer-augmented collaborative learning; and 3) to show that CLARE is a usable

system to the potential user population. The first objective is bounded by the conceptual

framework of the current research; it is called the conceptual requirement. The second

aims at yielding new empirical understanding of the underlying process; it is the data re

quirement of the system. And, finally, it is the usability requirement, which ensures the

resulting system is usable by the intended user. The following sections address each of the

three requirements.

4.1.1 Conceptual requirements

Conceptually, there are three key requirements for CLARE: (1) multi-user, distributed en

vironment; (2) support for the RESRA representation language; and (3) support for the

proposed collaborative learning model.

As a collaborative system. As a collaborative system, CLARE must support the follow

ing five essential functions:

• To allow multiple simultaneously connected users from physically dispersed loca

tions;

• To ensure data consistency and integrity via concurrency control mechanisms;

• To maintain What-You-See-Is-What-I-See (WYSIWIS) among distributed clients,

i.e., synchronization of the client's views of the shared data;

• To provide capabilities to identify individual users and track their status; and

o To manage access and actions on the shared data, for example, not allowing deletion

of a node created by another user.
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CLARE is primarily an asynchronous system. In other words, the virtual co-presence

of multiple users in the system is not required for engaging online conversations. How

ever, the effect from any user action ought to be communicated to all connected users in a

consistent and transparent manner.

As a representation-based learning system. One key feature that differentiates CLARE

from other collaborative learning systems is the embedded representation language, i.e.,

RESRA. In essence, CLARE is a RESRA-centered environment. Operations for manipu

lating RESRA primitives, templates, and instances constitute a core of that system. Specif

ically, CLARE must support the following capabilities:

• To define, update, annotate, instantiate, and view RESRA node and link primitives;

• To define, update, annotate, view, and associate RESRA templates with specific ar

tifacts;

• To create, update, select, and navigate RESRA node instances;

• To support context-sensitive creation and deletion of link instances;

• To define, update, select, consult, and browse RESRA template instances;

• To define, update, and browse example RESRA node, link, tuple, and template in

stances;

• To support artifact-based comparison of node, tuple, and template instances among

different users; and

e To generate hardcopy summary report of session activities.

The ability to extend RESRA by adding new node primitives, link primitives, and tem

plates, and by amending existing ones is deemed essential to the long-term viability of

RESRA. However, during an initial phase, such a feature does not have to be directly
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available to the user via interactive invocation. This restriction gives the user opportunity

to gain a full grasp of the existing primitives and templates before attempting to invent new

ones.

As a collaborative learning system. The term collaborative learning has a well-defined

meaning in CLARE: the use of RESRA to represent, evaluate, deliberate, and integrate the

thematic features of scientific text according to the SECAI learning model (see Section

2.3.2 for details on SECAI). Below are a set of specific requirements derived from this

model:

• RESRA-based operations should be structured into five groups, which correspond to

the five components of SECAI: summarization, evaluation, comparison, argumen

tation, and integration;

• CLARE's main functions should be partitioned into at least two main modules, corre

sponding to the two phases of the SECAI model, i.e., exploration and consolidation;

• Since exploration is a private activity, CLARE needs to provide access control to

ensure that a user at this phase is not allowed to view or act on RESRA instances

created by other users; and

• The anchor point for exploration is the source nodes that constitute the selected arti

fact; the anchor point for consolidation is the RESRA representations of the contents

of the selected artifact and the points of view on the content from individual users.

The SECAI learning model is adaptable to support a variety of learning taaks. For

example, with the omission of summarization and integration, the system can be used to

critique peer's term papers or project proposals. Similarly, by importing an interesting

thread from any newsgroup into CLARE, one may only need the argumentation functions

to continue the discussion in CLARE. Such variations, however, go beyond the initial scope

of this prototype.
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4.1.2 Data requirements

As a research tool, CLARE needs to be equipped with built-in instrumentation mechanism

which gathers fine-grained process data. Specifically, such a mechanism must meet the

following four requirements:

• Instrumented data points should be available for all important CLARE operations;

• Each data point should include the name of the operation, the order and exact time

of invocation, and the name of the user who invokes it;

• Data capturing should be done in a non-obtrusive manner, and should not incur sub

stantial runtime overhead; and

• Certain measures should be taken to maximize the validity of the process data gath

ered, e.g., eliminating spurious elapsed time.

Ultimately, CLARE should have an analysis back-end which automatically extracts in

strumented process and outcome data and exports them into a format importable to plot

programs (e.g., gnu plot), and statistical packages (e.g., SAS, 5 Plus). Currently, it is ade

quate that analyses be done on an ad hoc basis.

4.1.3 Usability requirements

Despite its research orientation, CLARE was designed to be used by users in real classroom

settings. As a result, it needs to meet some minimal usability requirements, including:

• Abiding by established interface design standards, for example, [Com87];

• Response time for interactive commands should be acceptable; and

• Examples should be provided whenever possible to show the user the proper way of

using the system constructs and functions.
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In the initial prototype, no attempt is made to offer graphical means of browsing and

manipulating RESRA instances. Hence, the usability or user-friendliness of CLARE is

ultimately constrained by the textual nature of its interface.

4.2 Main design considerations

CLARE is not a stand-alone system. Rather, it is a tool built upon a generic collabora

tive application platform called EGRET l . The two principal design features of CLARE,

namely, a layered, object-oriented design, and the emphasis of services over interface, are

both inherited from the underlying platform.

4.2.1 Layered + Object-oriented design

EGRET - the platform on which CLARE is built - was designed with the special con

sideration given to the extensibility and verifiability. To reach the two goals, it blends a

layered design with the object-oriented method (see [JWr+-93] for more details). CLARE

has adopted the same design principle for two main reasons:

• CLARE is a domain-specific instantiation ofEGRET. It relies heavily on EGRET for

infrastructure support. As a result, the more consistent CLARE is with EGRET at

the design level, the more it can leverage on the services EGRET offers, for example,

the automatic generator of design documentation.

• Like in EGRET, extensibility is one of the primary concerns for CLARE. Because of

the ill-structured nature of the problem domain, the initial implementation was pur-

lEGRET. which stands for Exploratory GRoup Environmen'I', is hypertext-based distributed environ

ment for supporting collaborative applications. See [Joh94] for detailson EGRET. BesidesCLARE, there

arealsootherapplications builton topof EGRET. including CSRS- acollaborativesoftwarereviewsystem

([Tja93]). andURN - a collaborative knowledge structuring tool for USENEf ([Bre93]).
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posely kept small, containing only functions that are well-understood and deemed as

essential. As the usage experience of the system increases, and as the underlying pro

cess becomes better understood, new features, such as support for domain-specific

RESRA, will be likely to find their way into the system. The combination of the

layered and the object-oriented paradigm provides an effective means of addressing

changing requirements.

See [Wan93a] for details of the object-oriented design specification of the system.

4.2.2 "Services" versus "interface"

Although having a fancy graphical user interface would probably enhance the usability of

CLARE, there are two other competing design factors to consider as well. The first con

cerns the accessibility of the chosen platform. The state-of-the-art interface is typically

available only from commercial vendors, some of which run only on specialized hardware

and software platforms, for example, SGI or NextStep, which are not widely accessible. In

contrast, publicly available environments, such as the ones from the Free Software Founda

tion, are often less up-to-date in terms of interface. At the very early stage, it was decided

that both EGRET and CLARE should be implemented on a widely accessible platform.

Hence, we have chosen what we consider as the best of publicly available environments,

i.e., Lucid Emacs, as the initial delivery mechanism.

Second, CLARE is still an early stage of its evolution. It will be some time before it

reaches the point of maturation. Until then, the primary purpose of this project remains as

to explore the exact requirements for system through successive instrumented usage and

revisions. The principal requirement at this phase is flexibility - the ability to accommo

date new functionalities and to adapt the existing ones. The interface, on the other hand,

occupies a secondary importance.
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4.3 Architecture

Architecturally, the CLARE environment consists of two main components: the platform

and the system proper. The former includes the EGRET client and the hypertext database

server. Together, the two provide basic infrastructure-level services such as storage, re

trieval, updating, and caching of typed nodes, links, and fields, data locking and synchro

nization, and so forth. The CLARE system proper is composed of five modules: kernel,

preparation, exploration, consolidation, and utilities. The relationships between these five

modules are depicted in Figure 4.1.

4.3.1 Kernel

The kernel performs two essential functions: it is an interface to EGRET, and it provides

support for RESRA. As an interface, it encapsulates all primitive services provided by

EGRET, including node and link creation, update, retrieval, packing/unpacking, display,

attribute data caching, and etc. Hence, it forms the foundation of the entire system. All

other CLARE modules need to go through the kernel to access necessary EGRET functions.

This design provides a single point of entry to EGRET, which can minimize potential ripple

effects due to changes in the underlying platform. In addition, it also enables flexibilities

such as customized default parameters, additional error checking, etc.

The other principal service provided by the kernel is the support for RESRA represen

tationallanguage (see Chapter 3). Specifically, it include three types of operations: prim

itives, CRFs, and examples. Typical operations on RESRA primitives are initialization,

instantiation, validity checking, type-based instance listing, and status tracking. Important

CRF functions are CRF creation, updating, annotation, listing, consulting, and import

ing/exporting. The example mechanism allows the user to tag and untag the current node

as an example, browse predefined examples in the current database, and import/export ex-
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Figure 4.1: CLARE architecture

ample instances. Examples are intended to help the user clarify the semantics of RESRA

primitives and guide them toward the proper use of the representation language.

4.3.2 Preparation

This module implements a set of supervisory facilities accessible only to the designated

individuals, e.g., the instructor, researcher, or administrator. Its functions fall into three

categories: artifact conversion, session setup, and session tracking. First, learning artifacts
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such as research papers are imported into the CLARE database. If an artifact is available

only from the printed source, it is first converted into the electronic format. The online

document is then marked up in terms ofsemantic units, with each corresponding to a section

or subsection. Any cross-reference, such as footnotes, bibliographic references, is also

identified explicitly at this time. The marked-up document is converted into CLARE's

internal hypertext format. Necessary links are added automatically by CLARE between

various nodes.

The session setup involves defining parameters specific to a given CLARE session,

which typically include participants for the current session, leading questions, CRF, and

perspectives for the current artifact. The session tracking includes periodic checking of

the status of individual participants, answering online feedback questions, and toggling

phases.

4.3.3 Exploration

This module implements functions that constitute the exploration component of the SE

CAl learning model. It consists of two parts: summarization and evaluation. The former

includes the creation, updating, and navigation of RESRA summarative node and link in

stances; consultation of the predefined CRFs for guidance on what to do next, viewing

examples selected from previous sessions, and so on. The evaluation includes the cre

ation, updating, and navigation of evaluative nodes, and answering the leading questions

defined for the current artifact. At the invocation level, the former is very similar to that

of summarization. Leading questions are a set of standard questions pre-prepared by the

instructor or researcher for the current artifact. They are much less structured than the

CRFs, and are used to address global aspects of different types of artifacts, e.g., major

contributions.

One main feature of the exploration module is that most of its functions operate on data

that is private to individual users. For example, User A is not allowed to read a RESRA
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node instance created by User B. Similarly, User B cannot follow a RESRA link generated

by User A. However, both users are allowed to read each other's online feedback nodes

and, follow-up them as necessary. CLARE provides an access control mechanism that

supports this feature.

4.3.4 Consolidation

This module implements functions that constitute the consolidation component of the

CLARE learning model. Specifically, it consists of three parts: comparison, argumen

tation, and integration. The purpose of comparison is to highlight the differences and sim

ilarities between different users' representations of the selected artifact. CLARE supports

four types of comparison: summarization, template, evaluation, and leading questions. It

allows the user to easily toggle between different types of comparison, and to move back

and forth between one RESRA type to another (e.g., Iproblem I, Iclaim D, and one leading

question and another.

CLARE's argumentative functions are similar to their summarative and evaluative

counterparts in the exploration module. There are two main differences, however. First,

while the summarative and evaluative functions are applied primarily to the selected arti

fact itself, the argumentative functions focus on the user's representation and evaluation of

the artifact. Second, summarization and evaluation are private activities, argumentation,

on the other hand, is a direct form of discussion among the participants. This public nature

of argumentation requires CLARE to maintain a synchronized view of the shared database.

One key feature of CLARE's support for argumentation is context-sensitivity, namely,

the actions available to a user at a given point is constrained by the type of the current node.

Such constraints are reflected in the options available from the popup menu.

CLARE's integrative functions are divided into three categories: (1) adding integrative

links between existing nodes; (2) identifying perspectives related to the current discussion,
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and associate existing nodes to those perspectives; and (3) endorsing existing positions

and relationships between those positions. The user can also find out the current state of

consensus among users by invoking consensus report functions.

4.3.5 Utilities

The utility module consists of two types of functions: generic, infrastructure-level utilities

not supplied by EGRET, and miscellaneous functions that do not fit to other modules of

CLARE. The former, which constitutes the majority of this module, include support for

regions, screens, modes, menus, styles, and so on. Most of these functions are application

independent; they are implemented in a way such that, ultimately, they might be smoothly

incorporated into EGRET.

The second group includes reporting facilities, which parse the CLARE database con

tent to produce structured, typeset hardcopy summary of session activities, and CLARE

specific instrumentation functions, e.g., extracting metric data from the database.

4.4 Interface

CLARE is implemented on top of Lucid Emacs, an X Window based version of the GNU

Emacs editing environment. Most of its interface facilities, such as multi-screens, pull

down and popup menus, multi-fonts, active-regions, are inherited from the underlying

platform.

Figure 4.2 represents a typical user view of CLARE during the exploration phase. The

screen consists of three windows: one occupies the entire left half of the screen, and the

other two equally divide up the remaining portion of the screen. The left window is for

displaying source or artifact nodes. The upper-right window is used to list a group of

related RESRA instances (e.g., all unseen Iclaim ~ so that the user may selectively view
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their detailed content through mouse clicking. The lower-right window is used to show

the detailed content of a node. All user-level commands are available from popup and

pulldown menus, both of which are sensitive to such contexts as the node type, the current

phase, and so forth.
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Figure 4.2: Example view of CLARE during exploration

Figure 4.3 is a typical view of CLARE during the consolidation phase. The upper left

window contains a comparative view of the RESRA instances generated from the previ-

ous phase. In the example shown, it is a listing of IProblemsIby Peter, Cam, and Rose

- the three participants of the current session. The highlighted text (i.e., with the bold

italic font) represents the links to the corresponding node that contains more detailed in

formation, e.g., the source nodes from which the RESRA node instances are derived. In the
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example shown, when the user mouse clicks the Problem 1, i.e., "Software discipline," the

corresponding node will be shown in the lower right window. When the user follows the

link under the Summarization, the related source node is shown in the lower left window.

The highlighted text (in bold font) is the place from which Peter derives his Iproblem ~

The upper-right window shows the summary statistics of each user has done during the

exploration phase. Entries in this window are mouse-sensitive. When an entry is selected

using the middle mouse button, the detailed listing of the corresponding user will be dis

played. For example, if the first entry is chosen, the list of all the 19 nodes created by Peter

will the be shown in that window. The user may then select any node to view.
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Figure 4.3: Example view of CLARE during consolidation
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4.5 The road map

Figure 4.4 is an overview map of process steps a user follows in a typical CLARE session.

The shaded and numbered boxes on the left represent main activity steps. The unidirec

tionallink from exploration to consolidation indicate the sequential order of the process,

i.e., once the group enters the consolidation phase, they are normally not allowed to revert

to the exploration phase, nor is it permissible to have the two going on at the same time.

The bidirectional links connected shaded boxes within each phase show that the associated

activities might be engaged simultaneously or intermixed in any order. For example, al

though it is typical that evaluation comes after summarization, it is also not uncommon to

see the two unfolding simultaneously, or even evaluation invoked before summarization.

The boxes on the right side list major sub-activities of the corresponding entries on the left.

The one-line question/statements in the middle capture the basic question to be answered

by the corresponding process step.

4.6 History and status

4.6.1 Brief history

CLARE, in its various incarnations, has been in existence for almost three years. During

this time, it has undergone substantial changes at both conceptual and implementation lev

els. Because CLARE is the first system built on top of EGRET, it is not surprising that the

evolutionary path of CLARE is interleaved with that of EGRET. Figure 4.5 depicts a few

important milestones in the development history of CLARE.

Plover. The origin of CLARE traces back to Plover, an 800-LOC implementation of a

rudimentary hypertext system based on Info, the Emacs' online documentation browsing

system. Plover uses the same internal storage format as that of Info. However, it differs
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Figure 4.4: CLARE functional road map
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Figure 4.5: Evolutionary path of CLARE

from Info in an important way: unlike Info, which is a read-only, online browsing tool,

Plover is a collaborative system that supports semi-structured group discussions about de

sign and research. As such, it emphasizes interactive creation of nodes and links. How

ever, as a group tool, Plover suffers from several vital flaws. First, it provides very limited

distributed support. Even though the user is allowed to access and modify the shared doc

ument on the remote machine via anonymous FTP, Plover has no locking mechanism to

prevent concurrent updates. Furthermore, because Plover was implemented on top of the

vanilla Emacs, it does not have support for multi-screens, popup/puUdown menus, and ac

tive regions. The latter constraint forces links and field labels to be treated as plain text

which are modifiable by anyone and, consequently, can lead to in corrupted data. Plover

had.only a brief existence; it was used by the development group a few times, and was

quickly succeeded by the initial implementation of COREVIEW/EGRET.

COREVIEW: prototype and experience. Following the public availability of Hyper

base in May, 1991, a hypertext database server from the University of Aalborg, Denmark,

an initial prototype of COREVIEW was implemented [WJ92]. This prototype was largely

derived from EHTS, the Emacs interface to the hyperbase that comes with the distribution,

which runs under Epoch, an X-window based version of Emacs from University of Illinois.
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The primary purpose of this system is to support collaborative literature review in seminar

settings using IBIS-like nodes and link types. In fact, COREVIEW was used, albeit briefly,

in a graduate seminar on object-oriented design in the Fall, 1991, at the Information and

Computer Sciences Department of the University of Hawaii. The attempt, however, was

unsuccessful; frustrations and overwhelming negative feedback about the system from the

students forced us to withdraw the original plan of using it in throughout the semester. The

experience reveals three major problems with our initial system:

• Fragility of COREVIEW The initial prototype, which was implemented from

bottom-up, i.e., restructured from an existing system, rather than from top-down,

i.e., based upon well-defined specifications, was not sufficiently robust and reliable

for public usage. At the interface level, the lack ofcontext-sensitive popup/pulldown

menus of available commands also presented quite a barrier to the uninitialized users.

• Lack ofunderstanding ofthe problem domain. At the conceptual level, COREVIEW

provides no definite answer to such basic questions as, "what is the precise problem

the system attempts to address?" "What approach it embodies?" "How does the

approach addresses specific aspects of the problem?" Such ambiguities were visi

ble from the absence of an explicit process model and a coherent representation in

COREVIEW.

• Lack ofspecification in experimental procedures. Although, empirically, the initial

usage of COREVIEW was guided by some preliminary research hypotheses, de

tailed procedures and the range of outcomes from the experiment, however, were

not specified.

The above factors had led to the birth of EGRET and a complete re-conceptualization

of CLARE.
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CLARE and the new EGRET. Following the first unsuccessful use ofCOREVIEW and,

for that matter, EGRET, much effort in the next 10 months was devoted to the redesign, im

plementation, and optimization of the platform using more rigorous development method

ology, i.e., a combination of layered and object-oriented methods. A separate regression

testing module was also developed for assuring the reliability of the system. Meanwhile,

work on CLARE itself took place mainly at the conceptual level, i.e., characterizing the

problem domain and developing a new representation-based approach to solving the prob

lem. During the summer, 1992, six rounds of paper-and-pencil based usage experiments

within the CSDL were conducted in an attempt to test the viability of the solution and refine

the representation, i.e., RESRA.

As EGRET became stable and the conceptual framework for CLARE gradually

came into form, efforts began to shift toward implementing the system. During next

10-months, CLARE underwent several cycles of "prototype => shakedown use:::} re

design/refinements." The initial prototype, for example, does not support online browsing

and marking of the full-text of the selected artifact; the user was required to read the printed

artifact and create necessary RESRA instances online. The next release provides such a

feature but only supports aflat view of the artifact, i.e., the entire artifact was treated as a

single entity, which, among other things, makes it difficult to collect fine-grained process

data. The subsequent prototype introduces the concept of semantic units, and provides

functions for semi-automatically converting the linear text into a hypertext network.

4.6.2 Current status

The current implementation of CLARE consists of approximately 15 KLOC of Emacs Lisp

code. Although it is still a research prototype, CLARE has been functionally stable. The

system is being used on a regular basis both within the Collaborative Software Develop

ment Laboratory and in real classroom settings. The main pending change to the system is

to upgrade it to use the most recent version of EGRET with improved reliability, efficiency,
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and functionality. Another important extension that is currently under consideration is a

graphical front-end which, based on our experience and user feedback thus far, will en

hance the usability of the system by allowing direct manipulation of RESRA instances and

better visualization of the relationships between various RESRA nodes.
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Chapter 5

Hypotheses and Experiments

This chapter describes the CLARE evaluation procedure. Specifically, it elaborates ten

empirical hypotheses, and a number of experiments designed to explore these hypotheses.

Section 5.1 revisits the research problem. Section 5.2 describes each of the ten guiding

hypotheses. Section 5.3 identifies and relates three types of empirical data to be collected

for each hypothesis: outcome, process, and assessment. It also describes the procedures for

gathering this data, and methods for analyzing them. The chapter concludes by discussing

the actual experiments to be conducted, including the task, subject, procedure, and the

execution plan.

5.1 The research problem revisited

As described in Chapter 1, CLARE addresses the problem of representation, or more

specifically, the lack of representational support, in existing collaborative learning sys

tems. It explores issues related to the use of the higher-order knowledge embedded in both

scientific text as a basis of differentiating, deliberating, and integrating different points of

view and interpretations from a group of learners, and of facilitating interactions among

them. There are three main suppositions underlying this approach. First, scientific text,

such as research papers, exhibits structural patterns that embody certain dominant norms

and conventions governing the current practice in knowledge construction and presenta

tion in a given scientific community. Furthermore, such patterns can be characterized in

terms of a small number of primitives. Selected aggregates of those primitives form a core
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set of structural ideal types of selected exemplary artifacts in that domain. And finally,

the combination of those primitives and aggregates provides a useful framework for learn

ers to collaboratively learn about the domain through the artifact-centered exploration and

discussion.

For example, one type of research artifacts in software engineering research, called ex

perience paper, typically contains the description of a problem situation encountered by

an organization, the initial rationale for adopting a particular piece of software technology,

and resulted experiential evidence on whether or not that technology turns out to be effec

tive in that particular organizational context. In CLARE, the thematic structure of such a

paper can be expressed as follows:

{

bl responds-to I " }pro em +-- calm!
I

" presupposes I .
c alm2 +-- calm!

I
" supportsorcounter S idcalm! +-- eVI ence

An example instantiation of problem, claim! ,c1aim2, and evidence is as below:

• IProblem ~ "Our organization has failed to produce high-quality software despite the

increased staff and the state-of-the-art environment."

• IClaim! I: "Cleanroom engineering is the development methodology we should adopt

to improve the software quality in our organization."

.. IC1aim2 ~ "Cleanroom engineering helps produce zero defect software using statisti

cal quality control."

• IEvidence I: "The average number of errors per KLOC has decreased substantially

but it took us twice as long to complete a system of the same-size."
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A student in software engineering may use the above structural model as an example

template to guide his interpretation and evaluation of other experience papers in this do

main, and his efforts in constructing new experience papers so that they may also conform

the same structure. In a group setting, such structural knowledge can be used as a shared

framework among learners to engage in discussions about the content of related artifacts.

On the other hand, written artifacts such as published journal articles and conference

papers are likely to deviate from the canonical structural protocols. For instance, a concept

paper might fail to provide evidence to substantiate the viability of the proposed approach,

as suggested by the standard structure. Furthermore, both structural and content-level am

biguities are commonly found in the research literature, some of which are attributable

to the lack of specificity on the part of the author, while others are caused by the gap in

the domain knowledge between the author and the reader. Such inconsistency and a lack

of precision in the artifact itself often lead to different interpretations and controversies

among its readers regarding what the artifact, or a given segment of it, really means.

The CLARE approach to collaborative learning is based on the structural characteriza

tion of the scientific text described above. It asserts that learning is knowledge construction

through collaborative and critical analyses of scientific text, and through subsequent de

liberation and integration of different interpretations and points of view among a group of

learners. At the core of CLARE is a thematic representation called RESRA, which consists

of a small number of primitives, and a set of aggregates called CRFs (Refer to Chapter 3

for detailed description of RESRA, and Chapter 4 for CLARE). It embodies a two-phase

model of collaborative learning, and a set of services designed to facilitate the use of the

RESRA to represent the content of selected artifacts, to deliberate the reasoning behind

different points of view, and to integrate similar views into a coherent whole. See Figure

2.6 for an overview of the CLARE process model, and Figure 4.4 for a detailed function

map of CLARE.
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5.2 Hypotheses

The ten research hypotheses to be described below are divided into three groups: RESRA,

SECAI, and CLARE. Despite their seemingly variety, most of these hypotheses are closely

related, and may thus be tested using the same data sets. Table 5.1 summarizes those

hypotheses and the dependencies among them.

5.2.1 RESRA

RESRA is an effective mapping tool for characterizing essential thematic components and

relationships in scientific text. The word essential is used here to mean the skeleton of ideas

as intended by the author that form the backbone of an artifact. Certain components of the

artifact may seem essential to the reader/learner but not necessarily so to the author, for

example, those that coincide with the learner's interests or points of view. Such semantic

gaps between the producer and the reader of a written artifact often exist and are even

deemed desirable in the context of collaborative learning, for they constitute a source of

potential controversy which, with proper facilitation, can lead to a better understanding of

the underlying problem and discovery of new knowledge.

RESRA is a useful organizational tool that enables learners to incrementally integrate

their fine-grained interpretations of an artifact with those of their peers. The RESRA

based integration takes places at two levels, namely, integration of different interpretations

by individual learners on the same artifact, and the integration of the consolidated group

views on different artifacts. The focus of this hypothesis is on the former. It is important to

note that integration is not a simple concatenation of two sets of related RESRA instances.
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Instead, it requires careful characterization of the relationships among those instances, and

grouping through aggregations, such as perspectives.

RESRA providesa usefulsharedframe ofreferencefor collaborative construction ofknowl

edgefrom scientific text. RESRA, in essence, is the medium of leaming and interactions

under CLARE. The content of an artifact, or individual interpretations of it, is summarized

and evaluated in terms of RESRA instances. Furthermore, RESRA also provides the ba

sic grain size for comparing different viewpoints, a framework for deliberating rationale

behind those views and, ultimately, for consolidating them into a coherent corpse ofknowl

edge. Therefore, the collaborative utility of RESRA occupies the central stage in CLARE.

This hypothesis presupposes H1> Hz, and H6.

The Canonical RESRA Form, or CRF, providesa viable means of characterizing the the

maticstructure ofexemplary scientific text. A corollary of this hypothesis is that RESRA

can serve as a usefulleaming tool for the newcomers of a domain about the norms and con

ventions (a.k.a., Kuhnian paradigms) that govern the formal communication ofknowledge

via written artifacts.

H5

TheCanonical RESRA Form, or CRF, providesa usefulheuristicbasisfor exposing ambi

guitiesand gapsin the existing work. This hypothesis is a natural extension of the mapping

capability of RESRA (i.e., HI); the suggestive power of the CRF depends heavily on the

quality ofpredefined CRF instances and the match between those instances and the content

structure of the current artifact. Even though the CRF-based suggestions are not always
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right, they nevertheless might be useful, for any discrepancy between the two suggests that

either the existing CRF instance needs to be amended, or a new CRF instance should be

added.

The use of CRF consultation functions can lead to a more consensual view on an artifact

among a group of learners. In a sense, this hypothesis is an instantiation of H3; more

specifically, the CRF might be used to guide consensus-building among a group oflearners.

5.2.2 SECAI

The dichotomy of exploration and consolidation in the SECAI model represents a viable

approach to collaborative learning under the CLARE framework. This hypothesis pre

supposes the primacy of adequate individual preparation, which is carried out in the ex

ploratory phase, to productive collaboration, which is accomplished in the consolidation

phase.

U8

During an extensive period ofusing CLARE, learners exhibit a noticeable migration from

summarative activities to evaluative andargumentative activities. Such a migration may be

explained by two factors: first, most learners at the beginning may lack sufficient domain

knowledge. Hence, their focus is mostly on internalizing the content of the artifact rather

than evaluating it. Second, since a typical group consists of a mixture of learners, some of

whom are primarily summarization-oriented, while others are more critical-minded. Over

time, the former may learn to lean toward the latter.
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5.2.3 CLARE

The ability to make fine-grained comparison between different points ofview on the same

artifact is essential to collaborative deliberation and, ultimately, the integration of those

views; CLARE provides such a capability. The comparative view highlights key differ

ences and similarities of individual learners' representations at both the primitive and the

artifact levels, i.e., the CRE

CLARE provides a viable platform for supporting artifact-based collaborative learning.

This hypothesis forms the empirical basis behind all exploratory activities using CLARE.

Its formulation is non-comparative. Hence, it does not require any direct comparison be

tween CLARE and alternative approaches.

5.3 Data collection

To evaluate CLARE and test the hypotheses described above requires three types of data:

outcome, process, and assessment, each of which is described in tum in the following

sections. The specific data for each of the ten hypotheses is also identified. Table 5.2

provides a synopsis of such data.

5.3.1 Outcome data

The outcome data measures the quantity and quality of what individualleamers and groups

have done in a CLARE session. For example, H8 requires a comparison of the number and
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Table 5.1: A synopsis of the ten hypotheses on CLARE

Hypothesis Description Dependencies
HI RESRA is effective for representing essential content None

of scientific text.
H2 RESRA is effective for incremental, fine-grained inte- HI

gration oflearners' views on an artifact.
H3 RESRA provides a viable framework for collaborative HI; H2; 14

construction of knowledge.

H.t CRF provides a viable means of characterizingthe the- HI
matic structure of scientific text.

Hs CRF is useful in exposing ambiguities and gaps in ex- HI
isting artifacts.

H6 CRF facilitates the generation of consensualviews on None
scientific text.

H7 The dichotomy of exploratory and consolidation None
phases facilitates collaborative learning.

Hg Over time learners exhibit a migration from summara- None
tive to evaluative activities.

H9 Fine-grained comparison leads to effective delibera- None
tion and integration.

HIO CLARE is a viable platform to support collaborative H6; H3; H7; H8 ;

learning. H9

the content of summarative and evaluative instances generated by the same group in dif

ferent CLARE sessions. While the quantitative outcome, such as the number of evaluative

nodes, is precisely measurable and automatically accumulated by CLARE, the quality is

not. The latter has to be assessed subjectively by the researcher in cooperation with the

course instructor.

To test the ten hypotheses described in the previous session require several types of

outcome measures, four of which are identified here: collaboration, criticality, consensus,

CRF conformance. Two important characteristics shared by all these measures are:

Q They are raw and descriptive.
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• They have both quantitative and 9-ualitative aspects.

For example, collaboration measures include the number ofnodes created, the total size

of these nodes, and the total amount of time spent by the learners during consolidation. To

gain a more accurate picture about the group interaction, however, it also is necessary to

examine the content of actual database to find out what is discussed and how the discussion

is progressed.

Collaboration measures

The collaboration measure (COM) shows the degree of interactions among a group oflearn

ers. Quantitatively, it includes three raw metrics: the number of nodes created, the total

size of those nodes, and the total amount of effective time expended1 during consolidation.

In addition, the actual nodes and links created during this phase are examined to eliminate

certain spurious results, such as empty nodes, nonsense contents.

The COM represents an important measure, for the purpose of CLARE is to facilitate

collaboration among human learners. Without a good measure of collaboration, rigorous

evaluation of the system will not be possible. The COM is used in H3, H7, and H9 , and HIO•

lCLARE automatically records the number of busy minutesa learner spends in the system. It creates

a timestamp when the learner (1) invokesany nontrivialuser-level CLAREcommands; or (2) in the case

the user has not invoked any CLAREcommands within the last minute. a busy timestamp is generated if

and only if the userhas generated any keyboard event (e.g.• moving the mouse) within the last predefined

interval.whichdefaults to 2.5 minutes. In other words. at a givenpoint if a learnerhas not done anything

within the last 2.5 minutes. he is considered idle. and thus doesnot get credit for the elapsed time. On the

otherhand.ifin thenextsecondor two.he touches on themouseor keyboard. a keyboardeventis generated.

As a result.CLAREconsiders him asbusy andcreatesa busytimestamp whennext minutepoint is reached.
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Consensus measures

The consensus measure (CSM) indicates the degree ofconsensus among a group of learners

in their interpretations and evaluations of the selected artifact. The measure is derived in

a two-step process. First, the nodes created by each learner are grouped by their types. If

two nodes by two different users are derived from the same semantic unit", the number

of overlapping nodes represent a preliminary indicator of the level of consensus among

the learners. Second, the actual content of all nodes are examined to make sure that they

represent more or less the same information.

The importance of the CSM is twofold: first, since one primary goal of CLARE is

to facilitate the generation of consensual views on an artifact among a group of learners,

the CSM provides a measure of the degree to which that goal is achieved. Second, the

CSM can serve as a indicator of the group heterogeneity with respect to a given problem

or artifact, and thus be used as an independent variable to explain certain outcomes. The

CSM is used in H3, H6, and H9, and HIO•

Criticality measures

The criticality measure (CRM) shows the degree of criticalness a learner demonstrates

in his view or interpretation of an artifact. A learner who points out two vital flaws in a

particular method, for example, should have a higher CRM value than a learner who merely

summarizes the author's original claims. A simple indicator of CRM is the count of the

number ofevaluative nodes, includingl critique ~ Iquestion ~ Isuggestion ~ Like the previous

measures, the actual node content needs to be examined to avoid spurious interpretations.

2Semantic units (SUs) are the basic grain-sizeof reference in CLARE They correspond to sections.

subsections.paragraphs. or even arbitraryregions in the original artifact selected by the learner. Currently.

SUs are the sameas nodes.which typically correspond to sections in an artifact.
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The significance of CRM is twofold: as a measure of group composition and a measure

of the change in criticalness over time at both individual and group levels. The latter is used

in Hg• The former, however, can be used for assigning experimental groups, for a group

with potentials for collaboration probably needs to have a right combination of critical

individuals and not-so-critical ones.

CRF conformance measures

The CRF conformance measure (CCM) reveals the degree of congruence between a

learner's representation of the content of an artifact and the suggested structural template by

CLARE. A simple form of CCM is the count of the missing tuples returned by CLARE's

CRF function. The value, however, needs to be verified with the actual node content to

eliminate spurious tuples. CCM is used in H4 and H10.

5.3.2 Process data

The processdata provides a detailed depiction of the path which leads to a particular out

come. It includes such information as the type of operations invoked, the sequence in

which those operations are invoked, the instance on which the operation is operated, and

the amount of time the learner spends on performing each of the operations. The exact

types of process data for individual hypotheses vary widely. In H9, for example, appropri

ate process-level measures might include the frequency at which the comparison mode is

entered, the average amount of time the learner spends in that mode, the type and frequency

of the comparative operations invoked, and, perhaps more importantly, whether or not the

visit of the comparison mode is immediately followed by some visible argumentative ac

tivities, such as the creation ofnew nodes. The latter, if commonly seen, allows one to infer

that CLARE's comparison functions are useful in highlighting differences and triggering
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controversies among learners. The process data supplements the outcome measures in that

it provides detailed information which helps explain why a particular outcome has taken

place. Such information is especially important when the outcome turns out to be different

from what was expected.

Detailed process data is captured automatically in CLARE through its built-in, unob

trusive instrumentation mechanism. It can be output into a format recognizable by standard

analysis packages. Process data corresponding to each hypothesis is described in Section

5.3.4.

5.3.3 Assessment data

The assessment data represents the learners' subjective assessment of their learning out

comes and processes, and aspects of CLARE, such as the utility of a given system feature,

SECAI, RESRA. Such data is gathered through two questionnaires (see Appendix A and

B for details) that are filled out by learners at the end of each CLARE session. Despite

the subjective nature of the assessment questions, they provide important feedback on the

effectiveness of CLARE in areas in which more objective measures are not available.

5.3.4 Hypotheses and data collection

To gain insights about whether RESRA is a viable mapping tool, it is not sufficient to

merely look at one or more outcome indicators, i.e., CSM, or learners' subjective assess

ments, i.e., Questionsl,15_163. Instead, it requires answering a wide range of process-level

3Allnumbered questions referred in this and following sections are thequestions from thequestionnaire

in the Appendix A.
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questions. For example, how do learners use RESRA to summarize and evaluate the con

tent of a research paper using CLARE? Do they do summarization, followed by evaluation,

or do they engage in the two activities simultaneously? During summarization, do learners

create summarative nodes first, and then try to connect them together by adding links of

appropriate type, or are they essentially tuple-oriented, i.e., creating one tuple at a time?

What exact types of nodes and tuples are created by individual learners? Are they all dif

ferent and partitioning, or are they largely overlapped with one another? Are all important

elements and relationships in the artifact identified by individual learners, by a group, or by

a number ofgroups? Are there mis-represented elements, for example, treating aIproblemI
as a Iclaim ~ ITso, how are they distributed? How often are the open-ended, node and link

types are used? Answers to these and other related questions can be obtained by analyz

ing the detailed tracking data captured by CLARE, and by examining the content of the

database generated by the group. It is important to note that an effective mapping tool does

not imply a uniform pattern of using RESRA, nor an elimination of mis-represented nodes

or links. In contrary, an effective RESRA should promote heterogeneity at the exploratory

phase, which is the exact focus of the current hypothesis.

To determine whether RESRA is an effective organizational tool for integrating divergent

interpretations of an artifact requires answering two sub-questions: does RESRA promote

the variety of interpretations of an artifact in some consistent fashion? And, does RESRA

allow easy integration of the resulted views? The two questions are of equal importance:

without the former, the latter becomes unnecessary; without the latter, group collaboration

does not exist, In terms of outcomes, the answers to both questions can be approximated

through a good CSM indicator, measured immediately after the exploration and consolida-
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tion, respectively. The learners' answers to Question-, indicate their perceived effective

ness of RESRA at the two levels. However, the most important source of insights probably

comes from the analyses of the process data gathered by CLARE, since it is likely to reveal

a detailed picture of how various views, if any, are derived (see the above paragraph), and

how those views are eventually integrated. It will answer the key question, what exactly

happened during integration? What integrative links were identified first? What was added

subsequently? How did learners arrive at a consensus on a given relationship between two

nodes? Was integration accompanied by argumentation, or vice versa? Did groupleaders",

emerge in the consolidation process? Did the learners attempt to construct perspectives to

group various points of view?

The hypothesis that RESRA is a useful framework for collaborative learning presumes that

RESRA is an effective mapping and organizational tool (see RES RA1 and RES RA2 in Sec

tion 5.2). Hence, the process, outcome, and assessment data described above is directly

applicable here. More importantly, the process data from argumentation, i.e., the process of

collaboratively deliberating the outcomes from exploration, should provide insights to such

questions as, how did argumentation get started at the first place? Was it triggered through

comparing instances of particular types, such as leading questions or problems, or through

navigating a series of related nodes? Where were centers ofcontroversy: the exact seman

tics of a RESRA primitive, a position taken by a particular learner, or a problem identified

in the artifact? Was argumentation centered on summarative or evaluative instances? What

proportion of discussions was devoted to RESRA itself, e.g., what constitutes a claim? Or,

should X be a claim instead of a theory? How was the learner's participation distributed

4A group leader is visibleamongthecrowd because he is theperson whocreates mostsignificant nodes

and/orlinksand.moreimportantly. whohas thestrongest influence onotherlearners.
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within the group? Were all learners able to become involved constructively regardless what

they did during the exploration phase?

Whether the CRF is a viable way ofcharacterizing the thematic structure of scientific text is

Ll1 part determined by the completeness and the representativeness of the set of predefined

CRF instances. The more complete and representative the set is, the stronger is the proof

for the genericity of the CRF, and the more examples the learner can rely on to show them

how to use the CRE At the process level, the tracking data will reveal the pattern in which

the CRF is used by the learner. Specifically, it will provide answers to questions such

as, did learners start summarization with a CRF, followed by efforts to fill-in each blank

spot by searching the content of the artifact? Or, did they create RESRA tuples first and

then retrofit those tuples to a given CRF template? How do the learners deviate from the

selected CRF in their summarization? The viability of the CRF does not dictate the answers

to above questions.

H5

The most important data source for determining whether the CRF helps exposing the

matic ambiguities and gaps in an artifact comes from the Questionsjj-, which represent

the learner's assessment of the heuristic value of the CRF. In addition, the process data can

also provide evidence about this hypothesis. For example, one might infer that the CRF

indeed helped the problem discovery process if a consistent pattern was found between

the invocation of the CRF functions and the subsequent creation of critique and question

nodes.
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The degree of consensus among learners with respect to their views on the selected artifact

is measurable by examining the content of summarative nodes created. If, for example,

all learners have created a similar set of tuples, and corresponding nodes share the same

content, the level of consensus is high. Conversely, if the similarity is only found at either

the tuple level or the content level but not both, the consensus is low. The level of consen

sus, however, may not provide any meaningful indication of the heuristic value of the CRF

if the CRF was not used by the learner. Thus, the process-level data must be interpreted

along with the outcome measure. By doing so, it can answer such questions as, was the

CRF actually used by the learner during summarization and, if so, what was the common

pattern of usage? Was the reference to the CRF immediately followed by the creation of

new summarative nodes and/or links? Was there any correlation between the usage of the

CRF and the resulted consensus among the learners who were CRF users? In addition,

the process data will also be useful in validating the learner's answers to Questions. For

instance, if an leamer's answer to Question, is affirmative, but his process data reveals

that he has never used the CRF consultation function, the assessment data for the current

learner might be ignored.

At first glance, it seems evident that preparation should always precede collaboration, and

that better preparation will result in high-quality collaboration. Is it truly so in CLARE?

To test this hypothesis requires a detailed analysis of the resulted data and usage behavior

at both the individual and group levels. Were good explorers, measured in terms of the

process steps they have followed and the quality of their summarization and evaluation,

are also good collaborators, as reflected by the frequency and quality of questions raised
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on other learners' positions, explanations given on their own positions, alternatives pro

posed in response to what is already suggested, and relationships identified between views

of different learners? Or, is it the case that there exists a partition of good explorers and

good collaborators in a group, and that the group which has the most balanced mixture of

the two tends to have the highest level of interactions, and generated the highest quality

representation of the artifact? The process data will allow us to explore answers to ques

tions such as the ones listed above. The user assessments from Questions-c., will provide

a different data point for the current hypothesis.

H8

During an extensive period of using CLARE, is there a noticeable shift of focus from

summarization to evaluation at individual and/or group levels? If so, what are potential

factors accounting for it? The answer to the latter in part comes from Question9_1O. The

analysis of the types and the content of node and link instances created by the learner,

and the process by which those instances are created will illuminate both questions. In

particular, it will help answer such questions as, is there a difference in the pattern of

using CLARE across experimental sessions? Is there a difference in the outcomes of those

experiments? If the answers to both are positive, is there any correlation between the two?

While the presence of divergent views on a given artifact is a necessary condition for ef

fective collaboration, the ability to discern the differences and similarities between those

views plays a no less important role in triggering constructive controversies. In CLARE,

this ability is realized through its comparison/contrast mechanisms, which provide four

types of comparisons: RESRA template, summarization, evaluation, and leading question.
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The process data will provide clues to such questions as, how is this facility used by the

learner? Is there a consistent pattern of using this function, such as, learner A has spent

substantially more time than Learner B and C in comparing the answers to leading ques

tions? If yes, is the usage pattern in some way correlated with the quantity, quality, and

the content of the learner's exploration, his participation in the subsequent consolidation,

or his answer to Questionj-? How often is the invocation of the comparison function fol

lowed immediately by a burstof new questions, criticisms, or other visible argumentative

activities? Which type of comparison is most often used?

HIO

In terms of data collection, the current hypothesis can be viewed at two levels. First, it is

an all-encompassing claim about CLARE. As such, the process, assessment, and outcome

data for all previous formulations are directly applicable here. Second, since collaboration

in CLARE takes place mostly in the consolidation phase, this hypothesis requires evidence

to demonstrate the degree to which such activities have in fact taken place. The process data

from the consolidation phase contains answers to a wide range of questions. For instance,

how much and what types of interactions took place among learners in terms of the RESRA

instances they have created? What are the sequences of events leading to, for example, the

emergence of a new perspective or a consensus on the relationships between two points

of view? How were argumentative and integrative actions intertwined within each learner

and across learners? How did the consensus, if any, arrive? Are learners' answers to

QuestionS13-14,18-21 consistent with quantity and quality of the RESRA instances they have

created, and the process which led to the creation of those instances?
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5.4 Data analyses

This primary purpose of the evaluation component of the current research is to find out

how real learners use and view CLARE. The approach is exploratory. Its intent is to pro

vide a basis on which more rigorous comparative studies might be performed. Hence, the

analysis techniques to be employed in this research are restricted to primarily descriptive

statistics, e.g., frequency counts. Such summary statistics on outcome and assessment data

are supplemented by a substantial amount of qualitative analyses of the detailed process

data and the content of the database generated by the group, guided by the questions identi

fied in Section 5.3.4. Consistent and important usage patterns of various CLARE functions

will be identified, plotted, and compared graphically. Data-based activity maps will also

be drawn, which will show graphically the patterns of RESRA usages across learners and

at the group level.

5.5 Experiments

The viability and the effectiveness of CLARE as an alternative collaborative learning envi

ronment, as formulated in the ten hypotheses (see Section 5.2), are tested through a series

of experiments. This section describes the tasks, subjects, procedures, and the execution

plan of those experiments.

5.5.1 Task

All CLARE evaluation experiments involve the same task, namely, learning about a sub

ject domain by reviewing selected scientific text from that domain. The task consists of

two components: individual reviews, followed by group deliberation and integration. Tra

ditionally, such activities typically take place in a seminar setting, where students are as-
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signed to read a common set of research papers from current journals or conference pro

ceedings. They are asked to write reviews of those papers that not only summarize the key

contributions, but also discuss major strengths and weaknesses of the author's approach,

and problems or questions the student might have on the content of the artifact. The sub

sequent classroom discussion allows selected individuals to present their reviews of those

papers. It also provides opportunity for the interaction of various points of view held by

different students regarding the assigned papers. Through these activities, students are ex

pected to gain deeper understanding of concepts, problems, methods, theories, et al, that

are important to the paper and domain. At the same time, they are also expected to improve

their critical skills in evaluating other people's work, identifying problems, developing al

ternative solutions, and working with other learners.

The experiment shares almost the same learning goal as described above. However, the

procedure for realizing it is quite different (see 5.5.3). Unlike traditional seminars in which

activities are either paper-based or carried out face-to-face, the experiment is conducted in

the CLARE-mediated environment. All learning activities are governed by the process

and data protocols defined in CLARE. For example, there is no writing of paper reviews in

the original sense, nor face-to-face discussions. Instead, students study papers by creating

nodes and links of selected types in CLARE. They interact with other students in a similar

fashion, i.e., via reading and reacting to the online artifacts they create in the CLARE

database.

The outcome from the experiment is a database containing a collection of integrated

artifacts created by all students in the group, and a group of more knowledgeable learners.

A linearized hardcopy of the database content can also be generated.
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5.5.2 Subjects

The subjects are 16 upper-level undergraduates (i.e., juniors and seniors), who are enrolled

in ICS414 (Software engineering Il), and 8 graduate students who are enrolled in ICS613

(advanced software engineering). Both classes are from the Department of Information

and Computer Sciences at the University of Hawaii in the Fall, 1993. These subjects are

divided into groups of 4: four groups in the first class and two groups in the second class.

The group stays the same through the experiment period.

5.5.3 Procedures

Each experiment involves a group of 4 students, whom are randomly assigned from the

subject pool. First-time users receive a 3D-minute overview of the objective, the basic

approach and the overall architecture of CLARE, followed by a 3D-minutedemo of the

basic functionality and interface features using pre-existing examples. A detailed user

guide is provided to the user at this time.

Prior to the experiment, the selected research papers are input into CLARE database

by the experiment coordinator in collaboration with the course instructor. All papers are

broken down into a set of nodes, typically corresponding to sections in the paper. These

nodes are connected together through a set of links. Additional processing, such as the

conversion of explicit references into links, are also done at this time. Since graphics and

figures are currently not handled by CLARE, hard-copies are provided to all subjects.

The actual experiment is divided into two phases: exploration and consolidation. The

former consists of two activities: summarization and evaluation, both of which are carried

out privately by each student. The purpose of summarization is to identify key elements

and relationships in. the paper as viewed by the student. The student is expected to use
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predefined RESRA templates to guide his/her summarative activities. The key to this step

is to suspend judgement. Evaluation goes beyond just critiquing of the original paper; it

also involves questioning and suggesting alternatives.

The consolidation phase includes three activity types: comparison, deliberation, and

integration. The comparison mode enables the student to see what the other students have

done during the previous phase and, perhaps more importantly, to discern ambiguities,

inconsistencies, differences, similarities in their interpretations. The deliberation process

involves challenging other students' positions through request for clarifications, critiquing,

identifying what is missing, suggesting additional sources or alternative views, etc. In

response to the challenges from others, the student is expected to defend and elaborate his

positions.

As a close-up step, integration requires students to connect together nodes and links

created by different students through such actions as declaring two nodes as similar, sub

suming, sharing-the-same-perspective, or related. The outcome from this process is a more

complete, consistent, and perhaps consensual view on a selected artifact.

After finishing the exploration and consolidation, all subjects are asked to fill out two

questionnaires: assessment and feedback. This step is followed by an informal discussion

on learners' experience and problems encountered in the CLARE session just completed.

5.5.4 Execution Plan

The experiment is conducted between September and early October, 1993. There are five

batches of experiments: three for ICS414 and two for ICS613. In ICS414, each batch

consists of 4 concurrent experiment groups, which results in a total of 12 experiments.

All concurrent sessions use the same research papers and operate under the identical ex-
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perimental conditions. In ICS613, each batch consists of two concurrent sessions, which

results in to a total of four experiments.

All CLARE experimental activities is carried out in the asynchronous mode. Subjects

are told that they are not supposed to discuss the papers outside CLARE. The average

length of the experiment is one week, which is about equally divided for exploration and

consolidation. Pilot tests are conducted prior to the actual experiments to validate the

questionnaires.
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Table 5.2: A synopsis of data to be gathered

Hypothesis Outcome Process Assessment
HI CSM; frequency of Action chains leading to Questionsl,IS-16

RESRA instances of RESRAinstance creation.
the type lather l.

H2 CSMs for pre- and Deliberation action Questionja
post- integration. chains leading to the integra-

tion of points of view.
H3 COM; Rating on the Network of action sequences Questionsj..a

quality of online during interaction of various
discussions. points of view.

~ Quality of existing None. Questions
CRFs; CCM.

Hs CCM;CSM. Usagepatterns of the Consult Questionsg17
CRF function.

H6 CSM. Usagepatterns of the Consult Question,
CRF function.

H7 COM. Rat- Usage patterns in both ex- Questions-c.s
ing on the quality of ploratory and consolidation
online discussions. phases.

Hs CRM. Usage patterns in both ex- Questionsccj,

ploratory and/or consolida-
tion phases.

H9 COM. Usagepattern of the compari- Questionj-,
son mode.

HIO COM.CSM. Usage patterns in both ex- QuestionSI3-14,IS-21
ploratory and consolidation
phases.
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Chapter 6

Evaluation Results

This chapter presents the results frem the use of CLARE. Section 6.1 summarizes the ex

periments that have been conducted. Section 6.2 provides an overview of the results. The

subsequent five sections discuss the actual results. Section 6.3 describes the findings with

respect to each of the ten hypotheses identified in the previous chapter. Section 6.4 dis

cusses main issues that arose from the use of the RESRA language, including a list of

common representation errors derived from the usage data. Section 6.5 identifies several

usage strategies employed by learners during summarization and evaluation. Section 6.6

presents a detailed analysis of one CLARE session. The purpose of this section is to bring

together all previous discussions through a single, actual exarnple, and to compare this ex

ample with the hypothetical usage scenario described in Section 1.1. This chapter closes

with a summary of the major conclusions from this experimental evaluation of CLARE.

6.1 Summary of the experiments

Five sets of CLARE experiments were conducted between September 2, 1993 and October

12, 1993. The first three sets involve 16 students from a senior-level, second-semester

software engineering class. This class was divided into 4 groups, which correspond to

the 4 pre-existing project groups. The experiment was repeated three times on different

research papers, which resulted in a total of 12 experiments. The subject studied by these
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groups was "software quality assurance." The following three papers were used in these

experiments:

• "No silver bullet: essence and accidents in software engineering" by Frederick
Brooks;

• "Design and code inspections to reduce errors in program development" by Michael
Fagan; and

• "An empirical study of the reliability of UNIX utilities" by Barton Miller, Lars
Fredriksen, and Bryan So.

The remaining sets of experiments involved 8 graduate students from a class in ad

vanced software engineering. The class was randomly assigned to two groups, each con

sisting of four students. Each group participated in two CLARE sessions, which resulted

in 4 experiments. The subject of study was "requirements engineering." The following

two papers from the pre-assigned reading list were used in the experiments:

• "The Automated Requirements Traceability System (ARTS): an experience of eight

years" by R.E Flynn and M. Dorfman; and

• "Supporting systems development by capturing deliberations during requirements

engineering" by B. Ramesh and Vasant Dhar.

The duration of most experiment sessions was one week. Some sessions lasted two to

three days longer because of interruptions from other class activities.

Table 6.1 provides the summary statistics of the 16 CLARE sessions. These experi

ments have amounted to a total of nearly 300 hours of usage time', and generated about

1The usage timereported here is actually busyminutes the learners spent in CLARE. Theactual connec

tiontimewassignificantly larger. SeeSection5.3 for thedefinition of busyminutes.
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1,800 nodes with a total text size of nearly 400 kilobytes. A total of over 80,000 times

tamps about the usage process were also gathered during these sections. The relatively

large standard deviation in the number of connections per session, the amount of effective

usage time, the number of nodes created, and the total size of these nodes indicates that

the level of participation varies greatly among individual learners. A noticeable trend can

be observed from the data shown in Table 6.1: as the learners progressed from the first

into the second and/or third CLARE sessions, there was a substantial decline in the usage

time while at the same time an increase in the level of learning activities, as reflected in the

number of nodes created and the total size of these nodes, for instance, in the experiments

D and E. This figure seems to suggest that, at the outset, learners spent quite a portion of

their time merely in getting accustomed to the system. As time went on, they were able to

become more focused on the task on hand.

Table 6.1: Summary statistics on CLARE experiments

Experiments No. Usage Time Node Text Size
Connections (hrs) Counts (Kb)

A. (4x4) 120 82.85 472 90.02
B. (4x4) 115 67.90 513 107.97
C. (4x4) 84 53.68 440 105.16

D. (2x4) 85 54.42 162 39.42
E. (2x4) 53 37.55 207 49.67

~ Total

~ Indiv, Avg.

[I Indiv, Std.

1 457

1
7

[1"794
1 28

1 16

Figure 6.1 shows a more detailed view of the distribution of the usage time per session

spent by individual learners and groups. Despite the relatively small sample size (group n

= 6), several patterns of participation already become visible. For example, group 3 is the

most balanced but with relatively moderate traffic; group 1 and 6 are both active groups
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except that the latter does not have an inactive member like learner 4 in group 1; and Group

5 and Group 1 share a similar pattern but differ in the level of participation. The average

time devoted to the two phases of CLARE seems quite constant across all groups: learners

spent on an average about 70% of their time in Phase I (exploration) and 30% in Phase II

(consolidation). This time pattern provides a basis for explaining certain usage results to

be discussed later in the chapter.
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Figure 6.1: Distribution of average CLARE usage time during exploration and consolida-

tion

6.2 Overview of the results

The CLARE experiments generated three types ofdata: assessment, outcome, and process.

The combination of this data provides these important findings:
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• Evidence about the viability ofRESRA and CLARE;

• Insights about collaborative learning from scientific text using CLARE; and

• Evidence about the limitations of RESRA and CLARE.

The main findings in these three areas are summarized in Table 6.2.

Table 6.2: Summary of major CLARE experimental findings

~ No. IDescription ISections ~

RESRA I . RESRA is effective in exposing different pointsof viewon scien- 6.3.1

tific text.
RES RA2. RESRA is a usefulmeansfor characterizing thecontentof scien- 6.3.1

tific text.
RESRAJ . RESRA can be interpreted in manydifferent ways. 6.4,6.6

RES RA4 . Effective use of RESRA requires support for representation-level 6.4,6.6,

deliberation. 6.7

RESRA4. Mostlearners showed difficulties in usingRESRA to mapthecon- 6.3.1,

tent of research papers. 6.4,6.6

CSCll . Summarization is themost important, difficult, andlabor-intensive 6.6

step in the SECAI model.
CSCl2. The major themes of a research paper werenot always recovered, 6.6

even by a groupof learners
CSCl3. Summarization alone might be sufficient as a basis for 6.6

argumentation.
CSCl4. Learners adopted four generalstrategies in theirsummarization of 6.5.2

research artifacts.
CSCls. A linear, one-pass summarization strategy doesnotseemsufficient 6.6

for reconstructing the major thematic map of a research paper.

CLARE!. CLARE is anovelandusefulenvironment forsupportingmeaning- 6.3.3

oriented collaborative learning.
CLARE2 Twomostusefulfeatures of CLARE is thenodeprimitives and the 6.3.3

SECAI process.
CLARE3. The greatest barrier to using CLARE is the user interface. 6.3.3
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The assessment survey and qualitative feedback from the CLARE users show that

CLARE is a novel and useful learning tool: about 70% oflearners indicated CLARE helped

them understand the content of research papers in a way not possible before, and almost

80% of learners indicated that CLARE helped them understand their peers' perspectives

in a way not possible before. The essence of CLARE, as discovered by one learner, was

that "...Before I used CLARE I just read the artifacts. Now using CLARE I look for the

meaning of the artifact..." Similar results were also reported on RESRA: 84% of the learn

ers found that RESRA provides a useful means for characterizing the important content

of research papers, and 90% of the learners agreed that RESRA helped expose different

points of view on an artifact.

The experimental data also provides important insights on computer supported collab

orative learning from scientific text. First, using RESRA to summarize the content of a

research paper is the most time-consuming and difficult step in the SECAI process: most

of the exploration time, which amounts to about 66% of the total usage time, was devoted

to summarization. Yet, the analysis of the CLARE database reveals a great deal of mis

representations, missed major themes, and/or links between links these themes, and so

forth. Second, data from the consolidation phase shows that most argumentation was di

rected at summarative rather than evaluative ones. This finding implies that summarization

itself might suffice as a basis for argumentation. Third, the analysis of the database content

also reveals that learners often failed to identify and represent major themes of selected

artifact at both the individual and group levels. Instead, they singled out many relatively

minor features. And finally, the process data reveals that most learners adopted a linear,

one-pass strategy during summarization. This finding, together with the large number of

missed major themes and the links between these themes, seems to suggest that this sum

marization strategy is not sufficient for discerning the major themes of an artifact and the

relationships between them, much less for representing them in RESRA.
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The CLARE evaluation also reveals a number ofproblems about RESRA and CLARE.

The analysis of the CLARE database shows that most learners encountered difficulties in

using RESRA primitives to map the content of the research artifacts, as manifested by the

large number of mis-representations. The wide variations of representation among learners

and the different types of errors they committed also indicate that RESRA is subject to

many interpretations. At the CLARE level, several problems also became evident during

the evaluation. On the top of this list is the less-than-intuitive interface. Other factors, such

as lack of online tutorial, difficulties in link creation, lack of sufficient training, and system

crashes, were also mentioned.

The remainder of this chapter provides more detailed discussion on these results.

3Or---------------------------,
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Never 1-2 time. ,3.Stimes 6 a men time. Milling

• Node Primitives 11II Link Primitives

Figure 6.2: How many times did you find important contents and relationships cannot be

expressed in RESRA node and link primitives, respectively?
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6.3 Hypothesis evaluation

6.3.1 RESRA

HI: Effectiveness of RESRA in representing important contents of scientific text

The post-session survey showed that 84% of users? found that RESRA provides a useful

means for characterizing what is important in a research paper. Figure 6.2 also indicates

that nearly every 3 out of 4 learners encountered problems with RESRA node and link

primitives while using CLARE. The latter raises some deeper issues related to the inter

pretation and use of RESRA. A close review of the content of the CLARE database reveals

a wide variety in the level of understanding of RESRA primitives and how they should be

used. For example, some learners showed a good grasp of RESRA by their correct use

of the node and link primitives. On the other hand, cases were found in which about half

of the nodes created by the learner were used incorrectly. Such a high error-rate indicates

that, in those cases, the learner lacks a basic understanding of RESRA, the content of a pa

per, or both. Most people showed at least one representation error during the experiment.

The error rate within each individual also tends to vary greatly from paper to paper. No

apparent correlation, however, was found between the type of papers studied and the rate

of representation errors.

The outcome data indicates that important thematic components of a paper were not

always represented, sometimes even at the group level. Instead, many minor themes were

represented. In addition, relationships between these thematic components were often

omitted: 23% of users did not link the summarative nodes they created. Common rep

resentational differences and RESRA usage errors are discussed in Section 6.4 and 6.6.

2The assessment survey was conducted after each CLARE session. Since all learners participated in

multiplesessions. they werecounted as separate entries.
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To conclude, RESRA was viewed as useful despite that it was poorly understood and

often, incorrectly used.

H2: Effectiveness of RESRA in facilitating the integration of different points of view

RESRA was found useful in exposing different points of view on the artifact among dif

ferent learners: 90% of the users indicated that they either agree or strongly agree with the

above statement. The claim is further substantiated by the variety of representations of the

artifact found in the database. Although 64% of the users affirmed that CLARE supports

the integration of different points of view, the actual outcome and process data indicates

that integration was often not done. One of the reasons might be the current CLARE in

terface, which does not allow simultaneous display of many nodes on the screen, and thus

does not support smooth integration.

To conclude, RESRA is effective in exposing different points of view but its facilitative

role in the integration of these views is not yet evidenced.

8 3 : Viability of RESRA as a framework for collaborative construction of knowledge

The confirmation of the previous two hypotheses indicates that RESRA represents a viable

framework for facilitating collaborative learning. However, as shown in Section 6.4, the

usefulness of RESRA as a collaborative tool was limited by the general lack of a shared

understanding of the semantics of the representation language. Because different learners

had different interpretations cf, for example, what constitutes an Ievidence lor Imethod I,
the resulting representation became difficult to compare and integrate.

The analysis of the CLARE database indicates that most of argumentation in the con

solidation phase was triggered by summarative instead of evaluative nodes. Part of the
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reason might be the relatively small number of evaluative nodes created during the explo

ration phase: half of the users did not create any evaluative node in this phase. On the

other hand, it also indicates that summarization by itself might be sufficient as a basis for

collaborative deliberation. Furthermore, evidence on RESRA-triggered discussions was

also found in the database. The following argumentative nodes are two examples:

• Type: Icritique I
• Subj: Nicestructure.

• Desc.: I like the way you structured your analysis. Proposing a theory and backing
up different parts of the theory with differentparts of the paper. I think you've
effectively captured the essence of the paper. You've reached CLARE nirvana.

• Type: Icritique I
• Desc.: Again I'm not try to "flame" you, but you've only found two evidences to

support it and I found three and called it pure conjecture. I felt this way because
the authorfailed to present any counter evidence(perhaps because he knew doing
so wouldprovehim wrong?).

9 4 : Effectiveness of CRF in characterizing the artifact-level thematic structure

The survey shows that 67% of the users indicate that the predefined CRFs captured the

main thematic structure of selected research papers. However, the process data also reveals

that only 28% of the users actually invoked any CRF related functions, and only 18% of

them invoked CRF functions multiple times. This data indicates that many learners were

unaware the availability of CLARE's CRF capabilities, much less able to exploit them

during summarization.
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us: Effectiveness of CRF in helping expose ambiguities and gaps in the content of an

artifact

Figure 6.3 shows the distribution of the frequency at which CRFs had sensitized the learners

about ambiguities and gaps in the research paper: 31% of the users indicated that CRFs

had never helped them, while 63% of them indicated that CRF had sensitized them at least

once or twice about weaknesses of the paper they had just read.
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Figure 6.3: How many times did CRFs sensitize you about ambiguities and gaps in the

paper?

H6 : CRF helps lead to a consensual view on a learning artifact

Evidence from the database does not seem to confirm this hypothesis. The main reason

seems because CRFs are only useful for modeling the structure of major themes of an
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artifact, while many learners were found representing both major themes and minor themes.

In the latter case, the major themes often becarne lost in the mist of the minor ones.

6.3.2 SECAI

8 7 : The dichotomy of exploratory and consolidation phases facilitates collaboration

The survey showed that 86% of the learners agreed or strongly agreed that the CLARE's

two-step process model encourages each learner to do his or her part; 92% of them indicated

that the model in fact facilitates the formation of individual views on the paper. However,

current experiments do not provide empirical data to either support or counter the claim

that the SECAI process model facilitates explicit collaboration among users.

8 8 : Over time learners exhibit a migration from summarative to evaluative activities

Although 61% of the users agreed that the ability to see their peers' points of view helps

improve their skills in evaluating research papers, the data from the experiment showed

no such migration took place at either individual or group levels. One explanation might

be that the testing of the above hypothesis requires a longer duration experiment than that

performed here.

6.3.3 CLARE

"9: Fine-grained comparison leads to effective deliberation and integration

Nearly 80% of the users found that CLARE's comparison mode is useful in highlighting

different points of view. Since the current version of CLARE does not provide precise

metrics on how this mode was used, it is difficult to assess whether the above subjective
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view is consistent with the usage pattern, for example, whether an argumentative node was

created due to the use of the comparison mode. It is evident, however, that the useful

ness of the current comparison mode diminishes rapidly as the number of nodes of a given

type (e.g., Iclaim Dincreases, Since the average number of summarative nodes in the cur

rent experiment was relatively large, it might have limited the potential usefulness of this

function.

H lO: CLARE is a viable platform to support collaborative learning

40 .--------------------------,

30

10

o
Not used At least once a semester Missing or not sure'

At least once in school At least once a month'

Recommended Frequency of Usage

Figure 6.4: How often should CLARE be used in classroom settings?

Assessment data from CLARE users shows that the system represents a viable means for

supporting collaborative learning from scientific text. About 70% of the users indicate

that CLARE helped them understand the content of research papers in a way that was not
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possible before. Almost 80% of the users indicate that CLARE helped them understand

their peer's perspectives in a way that was not possible before. Figures 6.4 shows further

evidence on the viability of CLARE: about 70% of the users indicate that CLARE should

be used in classroom settings at least once a semester. This figure is essentially consistent

with Figure 6.5, which indicates that, if CLARE were currently available for public usage,

65% of the users would recommend using it to study research papers.
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Figure 6.5: Would you recommend using CLARE for studyingresearch papers?

In addition to the above quantitative indicators, users' comments, such as the ones

quoted below, also highlight the usefulness of CLARE:

"... I would justliketo saythat! really likeCLARE. Idon'tquite know howto use
it very wellyet. but it really helped meget more outof theartifact weread. Without
CLARE I would havejust read theartifact and not really studied it or learned about
the subject. CLARE made me look at the artifact from another pointof view. That
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point of view was what is the author trying to tell me and how is the author trying to
tell me that information. This point of view is new to me. Before 1used CLARE1
just read the artifacts. Now using CLARE 1 look for the meaningof the artifact and
learn more about the subject. 1 would like to continue to use CLARE to read more
papers."

"I think CLAREcan beused for all typesof researchpapers,not justSE [software
engineering]-related ones. There mightbe a few adjustments/amendmentsneededbut
CLAREalready is designed to accommodateany type of change (as 1 see it)."

Figure 6.6 shows the relative ranking by the learners on the usefulness of CLARE user

level functions. The RESRA node primitives and the SECAl learning model were ranked

the highest, viewed by 42% and 40% of the users, respectively, as extremely useful. At the

bottom of the list was the online examples: 25% of the users considered them as not useful

at all. RESRA templates, comparison mode, and link primitives received mixed reactions

from the user. See the hypotheses HI, Hs, H9 in this section for possible explanations about

the last three rankings.

Figure 6.7 shows the ranking of barriers that might have prevented users from effec

tively using CLARE. At the top of this list is the user interface: 70% of users considered

it at least somewhat an obstacle, and 25% of users considered it as a great obstacle. At the

bottom of this list is the node primitives: 47% of users did not consider it as an obstacle

at all. Link primitives and link mode (the mode for creating links between nodes) were

considered as moderate barriers.

In addition to the system-level barriers mentioned above, the initial usage of CLARE

was also negatively affected by the following factors:

• Time-consuming. This factor seems already evident from Table 6.1, which shows that

each learner spent on an average of almost 5 hours on each CLARE session. The same

concern was also raised a number of times during feedback. The following user com

ments echo this sentiment:
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"CLARE is very time consuming. The time it takes to evaluatea paper with CLARE
is lengthier than the time it takes to write a critical evaluation the old fashion way."

"I think that it [CLARE] is very interesting. UnfortunatelyI haven't been able to
give my complete effort on this project because I am already spending 20+ hours a
week on other things from ICS414."

"I think CLARE is very useful for papers that are worth spending a lot of time on.
We can't afford, though, to spend so much time on a paper."

• Lackofadequate training. As part of the experimental procedure, an hour-long overview

and demo of CLARE were given to all new users. However, such a level of training

does not seem sufficient. In fact, one user mentioned during a post-session discussion

that at least one or two class-sessions should be devoted exclusively to teach students

how to use RESRA. The situation was further complicated by the lack of online help and

tutorial in the current version of CLARE, and a relatively tight schedule within which

the experiments were conducted. The following user remark says it all:

"As with all powerful system[s], it takes a while to learn. I believe the students
frustrationwill be less as theyget more familiar with thepackage. A tutorial (online)
might help."

• Improperselection ofthe research paper. All papers used in the CLARE experiment are

research-oriented. To undergraduate learners such as those from ICS414, who were not

exposed to the research literature before, the content, style, and even the length of such

text might be a source of problems, as shown in the following comment:

"We should have worked with a small article so that we had time to actually test the
function in CLARE ..."

Despite the above system-level and environment barriers, CLARE was found to be a

novel and useful tool among its users. One key source of its novelty and usefulness comes

from the representation-based paradigm to collaborative learning. The following section
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discusses some common representation problems learners encountered during their use of

the system.

6.4 Issues on the RESRA representation

The analysis of the CLARE database has revealed (1) a wide variation among different

learners in what contents they chose to represent, and how they represented them; and (2)

a wide variety of incorrect usage of the RESRA representation. This section uses selected

examples from the experiments to illustrate some main differences in the usage of the

representation, and to describe a list of common errors in using the RESRA primitives.

For a in-depth view of these variations, see Section 6.6, which provides a detailed case

analysis of a CLARE session.

6.4.1 Categorizing representational differences

The outcome data suggests that the following factors might have contributed to the wide

variations of the representations among users: the granularity of representation, the dis

tinctions between major themes and minor themes, between learners' views and authors'

views, and between connotative and denotative interpretations of RESRA primitives.

"Major themes" versus "minor themes." RESRA was designed to represent essential

themes of scientific text, and for evaluating, deliberating, and integrating these themes. In

other words, its focus is on the major themes rather than the minor themes of the artifact.

Figure 6.8 provides an example RESRA representation of [Fag76], which consists of 11

nodes that describe the major themes of that paper.

Table 6.3 shows a comparison of the summarization result of [Fag76] by 16 learners
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Iclaiml
Properly placed checkpoints

in the CI process can improve SW
development productivi .

Figure 6.8: A RESRA representation of major themes of [Fagan76]
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Table 6.3: Comparison of 16 learner's summarizations of [Fagan76] with the base repre
sentation

1 2 10 1 3 5 1 4 0 26
2 1 2 0 1 3 0 0 0 7
3 2 6 3 4 0 1 0 0 16
4 1 8 3 5 10 0 9 0 36
5 1 4 0 3 1 1 0 0 10
6 0 4 0 4 8 0 0 1 17
7 2 7 0 2 3 1 0 0 15
8 1 8 0 8 11 0 0 0 28
9 0 11 0 0 1 1 0 0 13
10 0 8 3 5 1 2 0 0 19
11 0 6 1 1 3 1 0 0 12
12 2 27 1 2 6 3 0 0 41
13 1 11 0 3 6 1 0 0 22
14 0 8 0 2 6 0 0 0 16
15 2 13 2 1 3 0 0 0 21
16 1 4 1 1 2 0 0 0 9
Base 1 3 3 2 1 0 0 0 10

~ User I problem Iclaim I concept Imethod Ievidence I theory I thing I other ~]
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and the base representation shown in Figure 6.8. Given the large average number of nodes

created (average =19) per learner, one would expect that virtually all the major themes of

the paper be captured. The analysis of the content of those nodes shows a different picture:

none of the 16 learners had the right problem; only 7 learners were able to correctly identify

one or two of the three major claims; 10 learners had the evidence right; and 6 learners had

one of the two methods right. These figures indicate that most attention of these learners

was devoted to minor themes instead of major ones.

The current version of RESRNCLARE does not differentiate major themes from mi

nor ones, which perhaps was partially responsible for the problem. On the other hand, this

differentiation might have been of no help if the problem learners had was not that they did

not know how to use CLARE to represent major themes but that they could not have iden

tified those major themes even if they had tried. The latter is exactly a learning deficiency

that CLARE attempts to help the learner overcome.

Granularity. Another source of representational variation is the grainsize used by learn

ers in the node instances they created: some learners tend to create large nodes, which bring

together, for instance, all related evidence with the corresponding claim, or vice versa.

Others tend to generate relatively small nodes, which sometimes split a single theme into

multiple nodes. For example, the following Iclaim Idescribes 6 reasons that justify the

authors' approach:

• Type: Iclaim I
• Subj: 6reasons

• Desc.: Thereare six reasonsstated by the author why study of testingis important:
1. To contribute testing community a list of real bugs, which help the researchers
to evaluate testing cases and verification strategies. 2. We have found the bugs
that provides the securityholes, therefore, additionalbugs might be able to predict
future security holes. 3. Some errors are caused by careless inputs. Some unex
pected errors might be able to recover through this method. 4. We would like to
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have some meaningful and predictable response. 5. Noisy phone line shouldn't
crashed the system. 6. Lastly,we would like to comparebetween this new method
with the traditional testing strategies.

For the same content, however, another learner created 6 separateIclaim Inodes, one of

which is shown below:

• Type: IclaimI
• Subj: Importance of our procedure (1)

• Desc.: Provides a largelist of real bugs that can provideas test cases to be used for
more sophisticated testing and verification strategies.

Examples variations in granularity such as the one above are quite common in the

CLARE database. This finding calls into question the usefulness of any findings based

solely on the node count.

"Learners' views" versus "authors' views." In CLARE, the purpose of summarization

is to capture the conceptual themes of a paper as intended by the author; learner's opinions

at this stage are represented using RESRA evaluative primitives, i.e., Icritiq ue I, Iquestion I,

and Isuggestion I. The analysis of the CLARE database uncovered RESRA node instances

violating this rule: for example, learners sometimes state their own Iproblem Ior Iclaim Ias

if it were the author's. The following node was created during summarization:

~ Type: Iclaim I
o Subj: Careless Programming

• Desc.: Ifretum codes arenot checkedby the programmer,itis most likely a sign of
careless programming. Time and effort was not takenby the programmer to insure
that values returned by a module is indeed valid and correct and therefore causes
errors.
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As pointed out by another learner in the following node created during the consolidation

phase, the view expressed in the above node was not the author's, but of the learner who

created the node:

• Type: Iquestion I
• Subj: Your opinion?

• Desc.: You said thatbecausereturn codes arenot checkthat it is grounds for care
less programming. Is this your opinion? Or does the author really "claim" this?
I traced your node back to the source node and did not get the same opinion after
reading it.

The above confusion of the learner's view and the author's view seems partially at

tributable to the fact that the current CLARE does not allow the learner to use other RESRA

primitives except the evaluative ones to express his or her views during summarization. For

example, learners cannot make a counter or alternative claim with the author, although they

can do so with each other during the consolidation phase.

"Connotative" versus "denotative" interpretations of RESRA. RESRA's vocabulary

consists of a set of familiar, everyday terminologies, such as Iproblem I, Imethod I. It rede

fines those terms with new and more specific meanings. However, as the CLARE usage

data from the current experiments suggests, many learners still rely on the connotative

meanings instead of the denotative ones when using RESRA. A large number of incorrect

usages described in the next section are related to connotative interpretations of RESRA

primitives.

6.4.2 Common errors in using RESRA

This section documents a number of common incorrect usages of RESRA node primitives

found in the CLARE database. The purpose is twofold: to show the extent and the va-
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riety of mis-interpretations of the representations by the learners, and to provide a set of

examples so that future users of CLARE might avoid similar pitfalls.

Treating learner's "problem" as the author's "problem." The node below is an ex

ample of treating the learner's disagreement with the author's position as a Iproblem ~ The

node should be aIcritiqueIinstead:

• Type: IproblemI
• Subj: Flawed Werewolf Allegory

• Desc.: Thewerewolf allegory used tosuggesttheneed for a silverbulletis flawed.
The author argues that werewolves are terrifying because "they transform unex
pectedly from the familiar into horrors." This is false. Werewolves are indeed
predictable and willonly transform duringthe times of the month when there is a
full moon.
Thesamepredictabilitycanbeapplied to thefamiliar software project. If thedesign
phase is carried in a precise and detailed manner, problems associated with the
projectcanbe predicted and ultimately avoided.

Treating IevidenceIas Iclaim ~ The following node is derived from a discussion on soft

ware changeability; it is one piece ofl evidenceIused by the author to support the claim that

changeability is an essential attribute of software systems, not a IclaimIwhich he intends

to elaborate:

• Type: Iclaim I
• Subj: changes due to machine vehicles

• Desc.: New computers, disks, displays are always appearing. Software must be
changed to conform to thesenew machine vehicles.

TreatingIclaimIasItheory ~ The following representation is an example of incorrect use

of Itheory Iwhere IclaimIis more appropriate:
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• Type: Itheory I
• Subj: No single development improves the situation

• Desc.: No single development aids in improving the software problem, at least not
with respect to productivity, reliability or simplicity.

Iclaim Imay not be "neutral." AI claim Irepresents a position which can be supported or

countered. The following node is definitional and neutral, and thus should be a Iconcept I
instead:

• Type: Iclaim I
• Subj: Essence of software entities.

• Desc.: The software entity is made up of data sets, relationships among data items,
algorithms. and invocations of functions. Software entities are abstract as well as
precise and detailed.

Iconcept Ithat makes a "claim." The following node makes a claim about a property of

software systems, i.e., that software is invisible. It does not define the concept of "software

system":

• Type: Iconcept I
• Subj: Software is invisible

• Desc.: Software is invisible and unvisualizabe. It is not easily captured by a geo
metric abstraction like other concepts.

A "concept" cannot be a Itheory ~ A concept might be a building block of a theory but

itself cannot be a theory. The following node should be a Iconcept Iinstead:

• Type: Itheory I
• Subj: Hawthorne Effect

• Desc.: The human bias of Hawthorne Effect supposedly plays a role in any pro
duction experiment. If not handled adequately, it isn't clear whether the effects
observed in a production experiment is due to the Hawthorne Effect or to newly
implemented changes.
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Treating Iconcept Ias Ithing ~ A Ithing Iis "an object, event, or process that is the target

of an inquiry." "Silver bullet" is used metaphorically in the current paper, and should be

identified as a Iconcept Iinstead:

• Type: Ithing I
• Subj: silver bullet

• Desc.: something that will kill the "monster of missed schedules, blown budgets,
and flawed products."

Too "mundane" as a Iconcept ~ In a group that is devoted to requirement engineering

and a paper that exclusively describes such a system, the followingIconcept Inode seems

redundant:

• Type: Concept

o Subj: Requirement

• Desc.: An authorizedand documented need of a customer.

"Explanation" 7'1 theory ~ One primary purpose of a theory is to help explain a phenom

ena. However, the explanation itself does not constitute a theory:

o Type:ItheoryI
o Subj: complexity

• Desc.: Complexity is at once both the main reason behind the power of software
systems. and the main sourceof problems in developingit.

Leamer's "claim" does not belong to Icritique ~ The following node contains the

learner's claim on high-level languages; it does not identify weaknesses in what the au

thor did or said, as aIcritiqueIshould:

e Type:IcritiqueI
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• Desc.: High-level languages havebeen extremely helpful in improving the relia
bilityof software by standardizing certain reusable functions thattheprogrammer
neednot createfrom scratch.

IevidenceIdoes not contain evidence. An IevidenceIcontains qualitative or quantitative

fact intended to support or counter a given Iclaim I. The IevidenceInode below does not

provide the actual evidence; rather, it points out the corresponding claim:

• Type: Ievidence I
• Subj: REMAP provides design decision support

• Desc.: Thisisevidence to show thatREMAP provides mechanisms formaintaining
andreasoning withdependencies among itsprimitives to arrive atdesign decisions.

"Method 7'1 method ~ In RESRA, al method lis definedas a "procedure or technique used

for generating evidence for a particular claim." The process for "creation of primitives"

described in the node below is a Imethod Iin the everyday sense but does not meet the

definition of the RESRA Imethod I:

• Type: Method

• Subj: Creation of Primitives

• Desc.: Themethod adopted bytheauthors in arriving atasetofprimitives formod
elingdesign history is to startwith a set of previously known standard primitives
and thenaugment them on thebasisof experiments made withexpertanalysts.

Treating IcritiqueIas Iclaim ~ The following node does not contain the author's claim.

Rather, the learner attempted to point out what the author did:

• Type: Iclaim I
• Subj: ARTS - a viabletool

OJ Desc.: Several claims havebeen madeon therobustness of ARTS. While someof
them are facts. others do nothavea well supported evidence.
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Isuggestion Icontains no new proposal(s). AIsuggestion Ishould include "ideas, recom

mendations, or feedbacks on how to remedy or improve an existing Iproblem ~ Iclaim ~

Imethod l et al." The following node does not satisfy this criterion, and should be a

IcritiqueIinstead:

o Type: Isuggestion I
• Desc.: Sure the author offers some examples of why he considers software the

most complex thing that man has made. But I think that his automobile analogy is
pretty flimsy (automobiles are very complex). I just don't think that he supported
the claim enough. And of course he did try to counter it in any way.

"Prediction" =II theory ~ Although one important property of a Itheory Iis its ability to

predict the outcome of a particular phenomena, the prediction itself does not constitute a

theory. This node should be a Iclaim Iwhose truth value is yet to tested.

• Type: Itheory I
• Subj: Effectiveness of Ada

• Desc.: Prediction that Ada will have provided training for programmers in modem
software-design techniques.

Learner's questions but not author's Iproblem ~ The purpose of summarization is to

capture the author's view, not the learner's. When a learner encounters problems with the

author's view, he or she creates a Iquestion Ior IcritiqueInode. Below is a wrong way of

using the Iproblem Iprimitive:

e Type: IproblemI
• Subj: Some Questions

o Desc.: 1. What is the model of REMAP? 2. What is the relationship between the
REMAP and IBIS? 3. What is the prototype that has been completed ?
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6.4.3 Implications

The examples used above are merely a small sample of incorrect ways of using RESRA.

Nevertheless, they have important implications in the future development of CLARE:

while diversity in the interpretation and use of RESRA is encouraged during the explo

ration phase, to fully exploit the collaborative potential of the system requires two addi

tional conditions to be met:

• A basic level of shared understanding of the semantics of the RESRA language, in

cluding the differentiation of denotative and connotative interpretations of the prim

itives; and

• A set of guidelines on the grain size of the representation, and the representation of

major versus minor themes, and the learner's views versus the author's views.

Section 8.3 explores both issues in more detail. The next section shifts away from the

current focus on the database to the findings based on the process data.

6.5 CLARE usage strategies

Over the course of the experiment, CLARE automatically accumulated over 80,000 times

tamps that detail the process steps used by learners in their interactions with the system.

Such process data provides an important source of information for understanding the usage

behavior of the learner. This section presents findings from this data; it discusses various

strategies used by the learners when they navigate the source artifact, summarize and eval

uate its content, and deliberate and integrate different points of view and interpretations.
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6.5.1 Navigation

Despite the hypertextual structure of the CLARE database, the process data reveals that

the majority of learners still followed the traditional, linear way of navigating and under

standing the text, that is, they progressed sequentially from one source node to the next. A

complete linear traversal of all source nodes is called a round. Table 6.4 shows the distri

bution of the number of rounds among learners in various experimental sessions. Note that

only 1-2 true random walkers were found. The data also shows that nearly three-fourths

of learners completed their summarization and evaluation in less than two rounds. This

figure implies that few of them have in fact devoted a separate round to browsing, summa

rization, or evaluation. Instead, they seemed to concurrently engage in all three activities.

This result is somewhat surprising given that an implicit, three-step strategy, (browse ::}

summarize ::} evaluate) is defined in the user documentation, and explicitly discussed

during the CLARE training session.

Table 6.4: Distributions of the number of rounds on source nodes

No. of rounds Exp. Exp. Exp. Exp. Exp. Total
A B C D E
(4x4) (4x4) (4x4) (2x4) (2x4)

1 and below 3 2 5 2 3 15
1-2 7 8 7 5 3 30

2 and above 4 4 2 0 0 10
Random 1 1 1 1 2 6
Missing 1 1 1 0 0 3

There are three possible explanations for the above dominance of the linear navigation

behavior. First, since the research papers used in the experiment were designed for a linear,

non-hypertext environment, it is perhaps more comprehensible to approach them linearly,

despite their hypertextual presentation in CLARE. Second, some learners were not accus-
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tomed to the hypertext interface. They felt more comfortable with the traditional approach,

as indicated in the following remark:

More and more, I think that my problems with CLARE stem simply from a dislike
of hypertext. I am frustrated that I can't easily skim old material. Tracing links and
following nodes with the mouse-middle button is (IMNSHO)3 a poor substitute for
having the pieces of paper in front of you. When I wish to respond to something it
is exasperating to have the node disappear as a new window opens up over it. Can
these problems be addressed by current technology? I don't know. Are theycritical?
I guess that depends on one's viewpoint. To me, yes.

And finally, as shown in Figure 6.9, CLARE currently does not allow easy random

access. For example, if a user wants to jump from the source node 1 to the source node 3,

he or she first needs to go through the root node or source node 24 •

Figure 6.9: The source node structure of the CLARE database

6.5.2 Summarization

The analysis of the process data reveals that, based on the order in which nodes and links

are created, four summarization strategies were present:

3Stands for "In My Not So Humble Opinion."

4CLAREdoeshaveansbuff facility which allows a random selectionofanysourcenodetovisit. Because

of this function is available onlyfromthepulldown menu. many usersmay not beawareof it.
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• Sum: Create summarative nodes only. No attempt is made to connect them together

using RESRA link primitives;

• Sum :::}- Link: First create summarative nodes for the entire artifact. Then link them

together, if possible;

• Sum {:} Link: Create summarative nodes for a single source node, or between that

node and the adjacent source nodes. Then create links between them. Repeat the

same process until all source node are summarized;

• Sum :::}- Link :::}- (Sum {:} Link): A combination of Strategy 2 and 3. First create

summarative nodes for the entire artifact, followed by adding links between these

nodes. Next, selectively create additional summarative nodes and, as necessary, add

links between them.

Table 6.5 shows the distribution of the above four strategies in various CLARE ses

sions. Note that 36% of learner sessions adopted Strategy 1, which creates no summarative

links at alL There are three potential explanations for this high percentage of absence in

link creation:

• Time pressure: Since learners had to create summarative nodes before they could

link them together, it is possible that, by the time they finish the former, they were

tired, or ran out of the allocated time, or both.

e Difficulty with RESRA link primitives: As mentioned earlier, learners tend to cre

ate many summarative nodes on minor themes of a paper. Since RESRA link prim

itives are designed for representing the relationships between major themes, learner

might have found it difficult applying these primitives to detailed nodes.

• Difficulty in using CLARE's link mode: The text-based interface of CLARE's link

mode might have prevented some learners from using it.
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Table 6.5: Distribution of summarization strategies

Strategies Exp. Exp. Exp. Exp. Exp. Total
A B C D E

Sum 5 5 3 4 6 23
Sum :::} Link 6 1 1 3 0 11
Sum {:> Link 2 7 7 0 2 18

Sum :::} Link ee- (Sum {:> Link) 1 3 1 1 0 6
other 2 0 4 0 0 6

The majority of summarization was done through a single-round navigation of the

source nodes, which might have in part accounted for the fact that, despite the large aver

age number of summarative nodes created, major themes of a paper were still often missed.

Discerning the major themes of a paper and the relationships between them often requires

relating different parts of the paper, which is very difficult to achieve via a single pass of

the artifact.

6.5.3 Evaluation

Table 6.6 shows four major strategies used by the learners when evaluating the content

of research papers and the distribution of these strategies in various experiments. The

data reveals that half of the learners did not do evaluation at all during exploration phase.

Among the learners who did evaluation, the majority of them (84%) did so by mixing

summarization and evaluation into a single stream of activity, i.e., Sum {::} evaluation or

vice versa. There was no single instance in which a separate round was devoted solely to

evaluation.
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Table 6.6: Distribution of evaluation strategies

Strategies Expo Expo Expo Expo Expo Total
A B C D E

No evaluation 8 7 7 6 4 32

Sum {:} Evaluation 5 8 3 0 1 17
Sum ::} Evaluation 1 0 0 1 2 4
Evaluation {:} Sum 0 1 1 1 0 4

Missing 2 0 4 0 1 6

6.6 Collaborative learning using CLARE: a case analysis

This section presents a detailed analysis of a CLARE session involving a group of four

learners". The primary purpose is to illustrate the previous findings on the hypotheses,

common representation issues, and usage strategies through a single CLARE session. The

section begins with an overview of the research paper used in the current example, and

a summary of the session to be analyzed. A prototypical RESRA representation of the

research paper is provided to serve as a basis ofcomparison. The following two subsections

present a detailed analysis of the results from the exploration and consolidation phases,

respectively. The section concludes by comparing the result from the current CLARE

session with the hypothetical scenario described in Chapter 1.

5Thecurrentdataset consistsof a totalof 16groupsessions. Thecurrentgroupsessionwasselectedbased

on twoprimarycriteria: a relativelyeven participation amongthegroup members and a manageablenumber

of nodes createdduring both explorationand consolidation phases. The true identitiesof the learners who

participatedin the current CLARE session are disguised to protect their privacy. For comparisonpurpose.

the four pseudo-names from Chapter 1 are used instead. The completeCLARE session summary for the

currentcase can befound in AppendixC.
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6.6.1 Overview of the CLARE session

The artifact studied in the current example - "The Automated Requirement Traceability

Systems (ARTS): an experience of eight years" by R.E Flynn and M. Dorfman [F090]

- was from the designated readings for ICS613 ("advanced software engineering"). It

represents one important type of research literature found in software engineering, i.e.,

case studies, which typically reports the experience related to technology or methodology

adoption in a given organizational context. This specific paper describes an eight-year

experience of developing and using a requirement management system called ARTS. The

purpose is to describe ARTS as a state-of-the-art system of its type at that time. More

importantly, it is to show that, to be successful in inserting a new system, such as ARTS,

into a software development project, two factors must be taken into consideration: the

flexibility of the tool itself and a good understanding of the application environment. A

conceptual framework called "the tool-to-task paradigm" is proposed to help guide future

efforts in this area. The main thematic components of this paper are captured through the

following RESRA node instances:

• Poor practice in requirement management (I problem I): Despite its importance in devel
oping large software systems, requirement management (RM), especially, traceability con
siderations, is still misunderstood and only rarely performed correctly.

• Critical success factors in RM systems dclaim D: Tobe successfulin developing and using
a RM system, two conditions must be met: (1) the RM tool must be flexible; and (2) the
entire application environment must be taken into account.

• Reasons for the success of ARTS (\evidence b: Nine main factors accounting for the suc
cessful adoption of ARTS at Lockheed.

• Difficulties/problems with ARTS devidence I): Detailed list of complications experienced
while developing and using ARTS.

• Tool-to-task-paradigm (I concept I): A wayof understandingof the application environment
ofa software systemthat consists of fourcomponents: situation, computer, people, and data.
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• Usefulness of the tool-to-task paradigm dclaim b: The tool-to-task paradigm provides a
useful framework to guide thedevelopmentof new RM tools and the applicationof existing
RM tools to new contexts.

• The ARTS system (I thing I): The requirementmanagement system successfullydeveloped
and used at Lockheedduring the past eight years.

defines

Figure 6.10: A RESRA representation of [FD91]

The relationships between the above RESRA nodes are depicted in Figure 6.10. As

mentioned earlier, this paper is a case study whose stereotypical RESRA structure (i.e.,

CRF) is not defined in the current set of CRFs (see Section 3.4). Hence, no comparison

can be made between the current representation and the standard CRF.

The example CLARE session was generated by a group of 4 first-time users from a

graduate course in requirement engineering. The group created a total of 92 nodes over a

period of 10 days: 58 of these nodes were from the exploration phase and the remaining

38 were from the consolidation phase. The distribution of the CLARE usage time by the

group members is shown in Figure 6.11. The group is quite balanced in participation: each

members devoted about 9 hours, two-thirds of which were spent in the exploration phase,

and the remaining spent in the consolidation phase. The average usage time of this session

(9hr) is almost twice as much as the overall average of the CLARE experiment (see Table

6.1) This discrepancy is perhaps caused by the fact that the current group were the first-
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time CLARE users, who devoted part of their usage time to learning about the system. The

following two sections present a detailed analysis of this session.

6.6.2 Analysis of the exploration result

Table 6.7 lists the distribution of the nodes created by the 4 group members during the

exploration phase. Note that none of the group members created any evaluative node.

Figure 6.12 shows a graphical representation of the 4 learner's nodes and links. Note that

Todd did not have any links. Figure 6.13 shows the distribution of summarative nodes

based on the source from which they are derived. Notice that Source Node 3 is the origin

of 19 summarative nodes. Hence, it might be viewed as the hot section of the selected

paper. In general, the four learners seem to have a great deal in common. As evident from

the following sections, however, they also differ greatly in many other ways.
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Figure 6.12: A comparative view of four RESRA representations of [Flynn90]

Table 6.7: Distribution of summarative nodes by Scott, Chris, Mary, and Todd

User PR CL CO ME EV TH SO TI OT Total
Scott 1 6 0 1 1 1 0 2 1 13
Chris 4 3 6 1 1 2 0 0 0 17
Mary 4 3 2 1 0 1 0 0 1 12
Todd 3 4 0 5 0 0 0 3 1 16
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Scott

As shown in Table 6.7, Scott created 13 summarative nodes: 61c1aim ~ 21 t hing I, 1

Iproblem ~ 1 Itheory ~ 1 Ievidence ~ 1 Imethod ~ and 1 Iother ~ respectively. The node

"Traceability issues" (problem434), however, does not describe the main problem of the

paper: the authors' concern is not merely traceability issues but requirement manage-

ment as a whole. Scott's 61 claimInodes are "basic analysis phase issues" (claim442),

"on early traceability implementation" (claim452), "ARTS is flexible" (claim528), "cur

rent status of ARTS" (claim538), "some practical limits" (claim560) and "author's con

clusions" (claim574). The current status of ARTS (claim538), as shown below, is not a

Iclaim ~ Furthermore, the lack of Traceability support in early RM systems (claim452) is

in fact part of theIproblemIthe authors attempt to address, not a Iclaim Ifor which they pro

vide supporting or countering evidence. The main thesis of the paper (see Section 6.6.1)

is partially covered by "claim574," i.e., "Author's conclusions." The claim that "ARTS

is flexible" (claim528) presents a good example that shows the context-sensitive nature of

RESRA primitives: at one level, it is a IclaimIfor which the authors provide supporting

evidence, for example, ARTS allows its users to define their own record structures. At

another level, "claim528," along with its supporting evidence, is used as IevidenceIto sup

port a higher-level claim, i.e., the successful insertion of a RM tool into an existing project

requires two conditions, one of which is that the RM tool must be flexible. Although the

current paper fits to the latter, Scott's representation took the former approach.

The node "Theory behind ARTS" (theory442), contains no "theory" about the ARTS

system. Instead, it describes what the system was supposed to provide, e.g., require

ment traceability. The other six nodes about different aspects of ARTS are: "overview"

(thing458), "internal structure" (thing570), "features" (method460), "current status"

(claim538), "enhancements" (other524), and "shortcomings" (evidence554). First, like
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"theory442," many of these nodes were incorrectly represented. For instance, while the

authors describe the features and status of ARTS, the former was treated as Imethod Ibut

latter, a Iclaim ~ Second, quite an amount of overlapping is found between such nodes as

"overview," "features," and "internal structure." It is unclear why these nodes should be

separate nodes instead ofjust one, as described in Section 6.6.1. One possible explanation

might be that all these nodes were derived from different source nodes. Since Scott adopted

an one-pass, linear approach to summarization, node creation is done on-demand without

either forward or backward reference, which leads to overlapping and fragmentation.

Scott generated 9 RESRA tuples, which are depicted in the upper-left region of Figure

6.12. A number of these tuples are rendered invalid because the incorrect use of node

primitives. For example, since the node "theory behind ARTS" (theory456) does not exist,

the two strengthens links leading to this node are no longer valid. Similarly, the tuple

"Features of ARTS (method460)" gen:;:::tes "shortcomings of ARTS" (evidence554) is also

spurious since "Features of ARTS" is not a Imethod ~ as pointed out earlier. It is also

unclear that "shortcomings of ARTS" is an IevidenceIin the current context, since it is not

connected to any Iclaim Inode. The two links related to the node "On early traceability

implementation (claim452), i.e., is-alternative-to and suggests, are also invalid because

this node is not aIclaim Ibut part of the Iproblem I. The remaining three tuples do somewhat

capture the actual relationships that exist between these nodes:

e Author's conclusion (claim574) gen~tes traceability issues (problem434)

• Some practical limit (claim560) pres~oses Author's conclusion(c1aim574)

• Author's conclusion (claim574) pres~oses ARTS is flexible (c1aim528)

The above analysis of the summarization result by Scott shows a large number of in
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correct use of RESRA node and link primitives. This result demonstrates that (1) Scott

did not have a good understanding of the semantics of RESRA, and/or (2) Scott did not

have a good grasp of the main ideas of the paper. The latter is precisely one of the prob

lems CLARE is intended to help Scott overcome. However, the achievement of the latter

is contingent on a good grasp of the RESRA language. The other factor that might have

accounted for the above problem is Scott's summarization strategy: the one-pass, linear

approach does not seem sufficient to uncover the thematic structure of a paper; instead, it

encourages Scott to create a representation that parallels the presentational structure of the

paper.

Chris

Chris' summarization of [FD90] consists of 17 nodes: 41problem ~ 31 claim 1,61 concept ~ 2

Itheory ~ 11 method ~ and 11 evidence I, respectively. Overall, these nodes together captured

most of main thematic features of the paper. Compared to the prototypical and Scott's

representations, both of which contain one general Iproblem ~ Chris' four IproblemInodes

("RM and traceability" (problem424), "inadequacy of traceability methods" (problem436),

"RA tools" (problem438) and "poor RA and project failure" (problemc-le) are a finer dif

ferentiation of the problem that the original paper attempts to address. This detailed break-

down of the problem, however, requires IclaimIto be handled in a similar fashion. Chris

identified 31 claim I: "ARTS supports traceability" (claim544), "ImprovementofRM with a

DB tool" (claim454), and "tools have to be flexible" (claim468). The first two are directly

targeted at the first two problems identified earlier. Chris' two Itheory Inodes, i.e., "steps

in RE process" (theory444) and "life cycle model" (theory502), are not well-grounded,

however. The first node, for example, describes the process steps of the requirement man-

agement at Lockheed. It should be aImethod Iinstead of aItheory', for the implementation
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of that process would generate evidence to support or counter the assumptions underlying

it. A similar comment can be made to the node "life cycle model" (theory502).

Chris also identified six Iconcept I: "requirement," "requirement analysis," "traceabil

ity," "identification," "allocation," and "flowdown." First, some of these concepts, no

ticeably, "requirement" and "requirement analysis," are so commonly used in the current

paper and group setting (i.e., graduate students in requirement engineering) that it is un

clear why they should be singled out as something important. Second, concepts such as

"identification" and "allocation" are an integral part of their "parent," high-level concep

tual construct (i.e., "Steps in the RE process" (theory44)). When treated separately, they

begin to lose important part of their "identity," and thus become less meaningful. Because

of such dependency, it is preferred that these concepts be not treated as separate entities.

Chris generated only one Ievidence Inode: "lack of flexibility in tool (ARTS) leads to a

number of difficulties in their use" (evidence470). The node is significant because, in the

previous section, Scott identified aIciaim Inamed"ARTSis flexible." It does not seem very

likely that the paper makes a claim that ARTS is flexible while at the same time, shows the

difficulties in using the system because of its inflexibility. The contradiction must come

from the interpretation. In fact, the picture about what the authors really attempt to con

vey becomes clear when looking closely at the tuple relationship of the current evidence:

"ARTS' lack of flexibility and resulted difficulties" (evidence470) su~ts "Tools have to

be flexible" (claim468). In other words, the author uses the flexibility and inflexibility of

ARTS and resulted benefits/difficulties as IevidenceIto support the claim that requirement

management tools have to be flexible. It is apparent that Scott mis-construed the intended

thesis of the paper.
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Mary

Mary's summarization of [FD90] consists of 12 nodes: 41 problem ~ 31claim ~ 11 concept ~

1 Imethod l i Itheory ~ and 1 Iother ~ respectively. Of the 41 problem ~ the node "Need

of traceability" (problem412) is similar to Scott's "traceability issues" (problem434) and

Chris' "RM and traceability" (problem424) and "Inadequacy of traceability methods"

(problem436). The node "requirement inadequacies" (problem41O) describes the bottle

neck of requirement specification and management in light of the changing needs of the

user. It is similar to Chris' "poor requirement analysis and project failures" (problem446),

and parts of Scott's "basic analysis phase issues" (claim442). The other two problems

are "problem with ARTS" (problem542) and "difficulty with tools" (problem562), both of

which are in fact described by the authors. However, it is unclear that they are intended

"focal points" of the paper.

Like Scott, Mary had several nodes that describe different aspects ofARTS: "ARTS and

traceability" (claim418), "evolution of ARTS" (other440), "success of ARTS" (claim518),

"reasons behind success" (claim522), "problem with ARTS" (problem542), "how it works,

how to use" (method492), and "description of ARTS" (concept550). Most of these nodes

used incorrect RESRA node types. For instance, the node "ARTS and traceability"

(claim418) describes how traceability is supported in ARTS. It is similar to "how it works,

how to use" (method492) and "description of ARTS" (concept550). They can be merged

into a single node. The resulted node, based on the RESRA definitions, will not be a

Iclaim ~ nor aImethod ~ but a Ithing ~ for ARTS is a physical object under study. Tne nodes

"success of ARTS" (claimfilS), "reasons behind success" (claim522), and "problem with

ARTS" (problem542) are evidence for supporting the claim that the successful develop

ment and use of requirement management tools require that (1) the tool is flexible, and

(2) the entire application environment is taken into account. The node "future directions"
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(concept576), in fact, contains a number of less substantiated claims that are intended for

future researchers on the subject. An example of such claims is that hypertext is a promis

ing technology for enhancing requirement traceability.

Todd

Todd's representation of [F090] consists of 16 nodes: 31 problem ~ 41claim b51 method ~

31 thing ~ and 1 Iother ~ The three IproblemIhe identified are: "requirement traceabil

ity" (problem466), "major problems with RM" (problem532), and "difficulties and lim

itations" (problem594). The first two nodes are roughly equivalent to Chris' "RM and

traceability" (problem424) and the combination of "inadequacy of traceability methods"

(problem436) and "requirement analysis tools" (problem438), respectively. As described

earlier, the theme "difficulties and limitations" (problem594) is used by the authors as

counter-evidence to support their primary claim. Hence, in the current context it should

be an Ievidence Iinstead of a Iproblem ~ Two of the four Iclaim Inodes created by Todd are

considered incorrect. The node "large system development process" (claim530) presum

ably refers to the life cycle model which, as pointed out earlier, is a Imethod ~ The "need

for developing ARTS" (claim548) is only briefly mentioned as part of the introduction to

the system, and is therefore too peripheral to be considered as a Iclaim ~ Most of the five

Imethod Inodes are also questionable in conforming to the semantics of the primitive. For

example, the node "output report generation" (method586) discusses the flexibility of re-

port generation in ARTS. Hence, it should be represented as Ievidence Ito support the main

claim. Similarly, the node "improper use of ARTs" (method584) indicates that a tool is of

ten used in unintended ways. As a result, the design of the tool should take into account the

entire application environment. The latter problem is precisely one of the two components

of the main thesis. Hence, the current node may also be viewed as IevidenceIinstead.
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The three IthingInodes: "brief description of ARTS" (thing552), "general description

of ARTS" (thing558), and "ARTS system and interface" (thing528), describe different

aspects of the same physical object, i.e., ARTS. They may be merged into a single Ithing I
node called "the ARTS system," just as in the prototypical representation. Since Todd

created no tuples in his summarization, his perspective on how the above nodes are related

to one another cannot be assessed.

Summary

The above analysis of the summarization result of [FD90] by Scott, Chris, Mary, and Todd

demonstrates a wide variety in the learners' understanding of both the content of the paper

and the representation language. It also shows major differences and similarities between

the four representations and points of view. By comparing these representations with the

example described at the beginning of this section, the following observations can be made:

• All four learners were all very close in identifying the central problem of that paper.

However, none of them was able to clearly articulate the authors' primary claim.

• The representations from the group as a whole are finer-grained than the prototypical

one, although individual representations differ greatly in their focus (e.g., Chris'

Iproblem I, Todd's Ievidence p.

• The representations from the group as a whole show little synthesis of thematic el

ements from various parts of the paper. Instead, the representations bear a close

relationship with the linear, presentational structure of the paper.

• The learners do not seem to have a good grasp of the semantics of RESRA, as shown

by the large number of incorrect use of both node and link primitives.
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The following section presents the analysis result from the consolidation phase of the

current example.

6.6.3 Analysis of the consolidation result

Table6.8: Distribution of argumentativenodes by Scott, Chris, Mary,and Todd
~ User IClaim IEvidence ICritique IQuestion I Suggestion ~ Total ~

Scott 0 0 0 3 3 6
Chris 0 1 3 1 3 8
Mary 1 0 10 2 4 17
Todd 0 0 1 1 1 3

Table 6.8 shows the top-level summary of the argumentative nodes created by Scott,

Chris, Mary, and Todd. Of a totalof 34 nodes created during this phase, 32of themare eval

uative nodes, which indicates that argumentationis dominated by collaborativeevaluation

of the representationsgenerated from the previousphase. Figure 6.14 showsa detailedpic

ture of all summarativenodes and links from Phase I and the argumentativenodes directed

to them.

Mary is the most active member in the group; she created 17 nodes during the current

phase. Todd is least active; he created only 3 nodes. In terms of the attention received,

Scott receivedthe most attention: 11 argumentativenodes (31%) were targetted at his rep

resentation. On the other hand, Mary received the least attention: only 6 argumentative

nodes (17%) came to her way. It is interesting to note that Scott's summarative represen

tation, as described in the previous section, is among the poorest in the group in terms of

distortions, incorrect use of the primitives, and spurious links but he received the most at

tention in Phase n. The seemingly existence of an inverse relationship betweenthe quality

of summarizationand the level of contribution to triggering group discussion in Phase II
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has several interesting implications. However, from this single instance it is difficult to

conclude that such a relationship indeed exists.

Analysis of argumentative nodes

Scott. Scott created 6 nodes during argumentation: 31 questions Iand 31 suggestion ~ re

spectively. Of the 31 questions Inodes, 2 of which are in fact Iquestion Inodes: "Re: life

cycle model" (question710) and "Re: success of ARTS" (question714). In the former

Scott suggested to replace the "Waterfall" model by some newer models (e.g., "incremen

tal model") to ease certain requirement management problems. In the node "Re: success

of ARTS," Scott proposed to use standard benchmarks to quantitatively evaluate various

RMtools.

Chris. Chris' contribution at Phase II consists of 8 nodes: 31 critique ~ 31 suggestion ~

1 Iquestion ~ and 11evidence I. The last node deserves special attention since it belongs

to a separate category of argumentation called constructive argumentation, as opposed to

evaluative argumentation to which most of the current phase belongs. In the constructive

argumentation, the learner does not merely critique or question another learner's position,

he in fact engages in active knowledge-building by formulating new problems, propos

ing alternative claims, supplying new evidence, and so on. In the current example, Chris

created an IevidenceInode named "ARTS is not at all that flexible" (evidence662), which

contains the reference to another IevidenceInode he created in Phase I (i.e., "difficulties

related to lack of flexibility" (evidence470)), to counter Mary's Iclaim Ithat ARTS is suc

cessful because it is flexible ("Reasons for success (claim522)).

In other argumentative nodes, Chris proposed various ways to improve ARTS, includ-
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ing the use of 4GLs and distributed database managers. In "Can ARTS be transferred to

other platforms?" (question618), he pointed out the ambiguity of a sentence used by Scott

in his node "current status of ARTS" (claim538). Of a total of Chris' 8 argumentative

nodes, 4 of which are targeted at Scott, 1 at Todd, and the remaining 3 at Mary.

Mary. Mary's contribution to the group during the consolidation phase consists of a to

tal of 16 nodes: 10Icritique 1,21question ~ 41suggestion ~ and 11claim ~ Her critiques can

be grouped into two main categories: pointing out the incorrect use of RESRA primitives

and identifying ambiguities/inaccuracies in other learners' representations. The former

includes "requirement problem" (critique636), and "tree format" (critique644), "method

ology" (critique654), "requirement?" (critique558), and "evolution" (critique758). In the

last node, for example, Mary pointed out that Todd's treatment of "evaluation of ARTS"

as a Imethod Iis incorrect by quoting the RESRA's definition of Imethod ~ Similarly, in

"methodology" (critique654), she pointed out that Todd's "large software development

process" (claim530) should be a Imethod Iinstead of a Iclaim ~ In "requirement problem"

(critique636), Mary argued that Scott was wrong: the inadequacy of the analysis phase

should be a Iproblem Iinstead of a Iclaim I.

The second group ofl critique Inodes include "conventional traceability method" (cri

tique742), "ARTS' adaptability" (critique642), "incomplete description" (critique614),

and "over-statement" (critique616). In the last node, for example, Mary pointed out that the

author did not say that the success of traceability systems is "proportional" to their adapt

ability, as stated by Scott in his "traceability issues" (problem434). In the node "ARTS'

adaptability" (critique642), Mary also indicated that Scott was wrong in stating that ARTS

is adaptable to various application environment. She also pointed out that the fact is just

opposite - ARTS mainly runs on DEC VAX and is not flexible. The process data shows
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that, to assess the accuracy of Scott's representation and create Icritique Inodes such as the

ones above, Mary in fact verified the representation content against the source from which

Scott's problematic nodes were derived.

Todd. Todd's contribution in Phase n consists of3 nodes: "requirement management and

tree structure" (critique728), "hierarchical allocation" (question730), and "development

platform" (suggestion730). The first two nodes were directed to Chris. The third was

directed to Scott.

6.6.4 Discussion

The above analysis of an actual CLARE session forms a contrast with the hypothetical

scenario described in Chapter 1. Although the two share the same objectives (i.e., col

laborative learning from research papers) and the same environment (i.e., CLARE), the

outcome was quite different, as shown in Figures 6.14 and 1.5. At a top-level, some no

ticeable differences between the real and hypothetical CLARE sessions are:

• The outer layer ofFigure 6.14 contains a much larger number of summarative nodes;

o The outer layer of Figure 6.14 contains no evaluative nodes;

• Figure 6.14 does not show the comparison layer; and

• The integration layer in Figure 6.14 does not contain any nodes.

At a deeper level, the following differences were round between the two CLARE ses

sions:

• The two Scotts used a different summarization strategy. In Chapter 1, the hypo

thetical Scott adopted a "two-round, Sum {:} Link" strategy. The real Scott used a
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"single-round, 5um :::} Link" strategy. Moreover, the hypothetical Scott invoked the

Template Guide function. He also used CLARE's advice to guide his creation of

RESRA tuples during the late stage of summarization. The the real Scott did not use

either functions.

• In the hypothetical session from Chapter 1, all group members seemed to have little

problem with the semantics of RESRA. As shown above, in the real session each

student had different interpretations of RESRA.

The above differences between the hypothetical scenario and the actual CLARE session

illustrate some main usage gaps between them:

• In a real CLARE setting, most important themes of a paper were not always repre

sented. Quite often, many minor themes were included;

It CLARE's instrumentation does not allow one to determine which two nodes a user

was comparing;

• Evaluation is not always performed during the exploration phase;

• Integration is not always performed in the consolidation phase;

• CRF function were under-utilized by many users; and

• Learners had different connotative interpretations of the same RESRA primitives.

In addition to these discrepancies, several other observations can also be made. First,

most of the learner's attention was still devoted to the bootstrapping stage of the collab

orative learning process, i.e., summarization and evaluation; 66% of the group member's

time was spent in the exploration phase, which does not even include evaluation. Second,

the example also indicated that, even as a group, the main thematic structure of a paper is
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always reconstructed. And finally, the collaborative potential of the RESRA language was

limited by the lack of shared understanding of its semantics and the resulted inconsistent

usages.

6.7 Summary and conclusions

Summary

This chapter discusses main findings from a set of experiments on CLARE. Results from

these experiments have in general confirmed (1) the viability of CLARE as a novel en

vironment to support collaborative learning from scientific text, and (2) the usefulness of

RESRA as a representational basis for such an approach. They have also revealed a number

of problems about the system:

• At the representational level, RESRA is interpreted in many different ways. It is also

often used incorrectly. Nevertheless, the majority of learners still view RESRA as

a useful and novel tool. This apparent inconsistency between the two (called "the

RESRA paradox") is discussed below.

• At the implementationallevel, the user interface, in particular, the link mode, is the

greatest barrier to effective use of CLARE; and

• At the experimental level, inadequate training on RESRA and CLARE, along with

other factors such as tight schedules and improper choice of research papers, seems

responsible for most of user dissatisfaction.

The remainder of this section discusses several specific issues that arose from the ex

periments.
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The "RESRA paradox"

As reported in Section 6.3, 84% of learners indicated that RESRA provides a useful means

of characterizing the content of scientific text, and 90% of learners agreed that RESRA

helps expose different points of view on an artifact. On the other hand, an analysis of the

CLARE database reveals a great deal of incorrect use of RESRA (see Sections 6.4 and

6.6). The latter might be attributable to a number of factors, including insufficient training

and online examples, and a lack of detailed usage guidelines.

The apparent gap between positive user attitudes about RESRA and incorrect use of the

representation has several important implications. First, the utility of RESRA is not neces

sarily the same as the correctness of its usage. In other words, a learner may use a primitive

incorrectly but still find it useful, since it helps identify what would have been missed oth

erwise. Such things can happen because of the heuristic value of RESRA, which exists

independent from the correctness in the interpretation of the primitive. Second, because of

the abstract or meta nature of RESRA, and the differences in backgrounds, perspectives,

and interests among different learners, mis-interpretations and incorrect usages might be

inevitable, regardless the amount of training received. In fact, representation-level errors

might also help expose deep-level gaps in the learner's knowledge structure, and thus cre

ate opportunity for potential collaboration among learners. However, a large number of

representation-level errors also limit the potential of RESRA as a collaborative learning

framework. Section 8.3 identifies several extensions to CLARE and RESRA that will help

reduce the number of RESRA usage errors.

Mapping from text to representation

The experimental results also revealed that the mapping from scientific text to a representa

tion such as RESRA is not always straight-forward. As illustrated in Section 6.6, different
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learners have quite different and, in many cases, mutually incompatible representations of

the same artifact. A number of factors might have accounted for these variations:

• Lack ofconsistent interpretation ofRESRA (see above): This language-level incon

sistency leads to inconsistent use of RESRA, which in tum leads to inconsistent

representations.

• Absence of RESRA usage guidelines: The lack of explicit, detailed guidelines on

issues such as the granularity of representation, major themes versus minor themes,

and learner's views versus author's views might be responsible for a sizable portion

of the representational variations.

• Different interpretations ofthe artifact itself: Because of the difference in their back

grounds, perspectives, interests, and so forth, different learners have different inter

pretations of the same artifact, regardless the type of representation scheme being

used.

Because of the dynamic interplay among the above factors, it does not seem surprising

that wide variations are found between different learners' representations. However, the

effectiveness of CLARE as a collaborative learning environment is contingent upon a ba

sic, shared understanding of RESRA among learners, and a certain level of comparability

between different learner's representations of the same artifact. Such a level of consensus

has not yet achieved in the current evaluation experiment. Section 8.3 describes specific

proposals for alleviating this problem.

Relationships with other theories and systems

The CLARE findings described earlier (see Section 6.3) confirm that meta-cognitive tools

such as RESRA facilitate meaningful learning (see the user comments in Section). They
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also show that the constructionist view of learning as collaborative knowledge-building is a

sound theoretical framework for building collaborative learning systems. The next chapter

reviews these two conceptual formulations: constructionism and cognitive learning theory.

In addition, it also compares CLARE with other collaborative learning systems, such as

virtual classrooms and hypermedia systems. Chapter 8 elaborates a number of directions

in which CLARE can be enhanced.
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Chapter 7

Related Work

CLARE represents a confluence of several streams ofresearch spanning across a number of

intellectual disciplines: computer-supported cooperative work (CSCW), human learning,

knowledge representation, sociology of knowledge, and hypertext. While this dissertation

falls under the broad umbrella of CSCW, the theoretical motivation and practical applica

tion reside in human learning.

This chapter is organized into four sections. Section 7.1 reviews the theoretical work on

which CLARE is based. More specifically, it covers constructionism and the assimilation

theory of cognitive learning. Section 7.2 describes schema theory and related knowledge

representation schemes. Section 7.3 surveys major existing collaborative learning systems

and related empirical findings. This chapter concludes with a summary of the relationships

between CLARE and the work being reviewed.

7.1 Theoretical underpinnings

CLARE is grounded in two main theoretical tenets: constructionism and assimilation the

ory of cognitive learning. The former provides CLARE a philosophical foundation. The

latter serves as an overarching pedagogical framework. The following sections provide an

overview of both.
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7.1.1 Constructionism

Constructivism, succinctly put, views that knowledge is constructed rather than merely

acquired by the leamer. It is a mode of learning in which the student plays an active,

contributing part rather than being a passive target of knowledge transmission. To a con

structivist, the leaming environment is more of a give-and-take, with the teacher being just

one of many resources upon which the student can call. Constructivism is often associ

ated with the theories of Jean Piaget, who contends that restructuring of prior knowledge

(learning) requires challenging existing views and coordinating old with new knowledge

[Pian], and that these conditions is present when learners interact with peers of differing

but also inadequate views [Pia32].

Constructionism, which represents one variation of constructivism, holds that knowl

edge, especially scientific knowledge, is socially constructed [BL66, Ke8!]. Such knowl

edge is not the same for individuals but is taken-to-be-shared [RR92] with communities

of learners. To become a member of such a community, students need to actively engage

in interactions and undergo learning situations which allow them to immerse into the dis

course practice of a field. In order to to form classroom communities which function like

those of scientists, for example, students need to have opportunity engaging in authentic

practice of scientists.

CLARE embodies the constructionist view in two ways. First, it treats learning not

merely as reading or understanding what a research artifact says but as knowledge con

struction which benefits from explicit process- and representation-level support. Second,

CLARE is built on the premise that knowledge-building among learners bears much re

semblance with knowledge-building in the scientific community. Learners can gain un

derstanding of how scientists construct knowledge by systematically studying the arti

facts they generate. Subsequently, they may apply that knowledge to improve their own
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knowledge-building practice. RESRA, SECAI, and CLARE were designed to guide and

facilitate this process.

7.1.2 Assimilation theory of cognitive learning

The theory of meaningful learning, also known as the assimilation theory of cognitive

learning, is an important theoretical framework in educational psychology. It has evolved

and been tested at Cornell University over the past three decades [Aus63, NG84]. The

thrust of this theory is the emphasis on meta-learning, that is, learning how to learn, and

the role of the meta-knowledge in human learning. The basic tenets of this theory include:

• The single most important factor influencing human learning is what the learner al

ready knows, i.e., prior knowledge;

• Learning is evidenced by a change in the meaning of experience rather than a change

in behavior - a view that is long held by behavioral psychologists; and

• The key role of the educator is to help students reflect on their experience (and hence

give it new meanings), and construct meanings from the artifact in light of the chang

ing experience.

The theory introduces two important concepts: progressive differentiation and inte

grative consolidation. The former states that, since meaningful learning is a continuous

process wherein new concepts gain greater meaning as new relationships are acquired,

concepts are never finally learned, but their meanings are constantly revised, and made

more explicit as they become progressively more differentiated. The latter refers to the

fact that meaningful learning is enhanced when the learner recognizes new relationships

between related concepts and propositions. To assess what a learner already knows and

how it changes over time, Novak and Gowin [NG84] propose two meta-cognitive tools,
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called concept maps and Vee diagrams, both of which are described in the following sec

tion.

The above view that human learning is meaning-making places knowledge representa

tion at the focal point of the human learning process, since knowledge representation de

fines not only the form in which a certain type of knowledge is highlighted to the learner,

but also the process by which such a form is derived. Moreover, knowledge representation

languages, which are called meta-cognitive tools by educational researchers, are the stan

dard language for characterizing both knowledge structures and corresponding cognitive

structures. They help the learner differentiate and organize newly acquired meanings. The

next section describes major related work in this area.

7~2 Representation and human learning

This section briefly describes what schema theory is and how it is related to CLARE. In

addition, it also compares RESRA with a number of alternative representation languages,

namely, IBIS, Toulmin's model of argumentation, concept maps, and Vee diagrams.

7.2.1 Schema theory, representation, and learning

One important conceptual framework in cognitive psychology is schema theory, which

posits that human minds store and retrieve knowledge about the external world in terms of

abstract categories called schemas [SFG+87]. A schema is defined as "a data structure for

representing generic concepts in memory" [Rum80]. As such, a schema forms "a building

block of cognition" that affects how new information is absorbed as well as how old infor

mation is retrieved from memory. Alba and Hasher [AH83] identify four main functions

ofschemas:
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• Selection: Filtering out certain types of information before passing on to memory

representation.

• Abstraction: Information reduction by omitting certain types of details.

• Interpretation: Inferring missing information based on previous instances of the

schema.

• Integration: Grouping together related or similar information.

Although schema theory is a psychological framework for explaining how humans con

struct meanings from written or spoken words, it has been heavily influenced by work in

artificial intelligence [Abe81, SAn]. In fact, script - the schema about activities and

processes - is used both as a knowledge representation scheme for AI programs and in

psychological research.

Schema-based approaches have been used to study expert-novice differences in reading

and understanding text. It is found that novice readers tend to skim the text and retain

isolated facts. Skilled readers, on the other hand, recognize patterns/schemas that relate

different parts of the text into a coherent whole. Their strategies include searching the text

for its underlying structure, identifying the major text schema, and formulating relational

links between major and subordinate ideas [vDK83, VTY83].

Schema theory and the above empirical findings are directly relevant to CLARE:

RESRA, for example, might be viewed as a set of schemas for characterizing the deep

structure of scientific text. In particular, RESRA tuples and CRFs serve similar purposes

as other types of schemas, such as scripts, in helping learners understand the content of

scientific text through selection, abstraction, interpretation, and integration. The expert

novice differences in their use of schemas invite similar studies to be conducted in the

CLARE environment (see Section 8.3).
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7.2.2 RESRA and other representation schemes

Although RESRA is unique as a conceptual framework for characterizing thematic fea

tures of scientific text and for facilitating collaborative learning, the use of semi-structured

representation in ill-defined tasks is not new. A number of such schemes have been in

vented and used in domains such as software design [LL91]. This section reviews two of

such representations: IBIS and Toulmin's model. In addition, it also discusses two similar

approaches that are proposed to specifically support human learning:concept maps and Vee

diagrams.

mIS. IBIS, which stands for Issue-based information systems, was originally proposed

by [KR77] for deliberating design decisions in information systems. There are several

variations of this representation, one of which, called gIBIS ([eB88]), is shown in Figure

7.1.

Generalizes
Specializes

rosrrtox
Supports

Objects-to

Questions
Is-suggested-by

ARGUMENT

Figure 7.1: IBIS model of argumentation (based on [Conklin87])

The main feature of IBIS is that it is parsimonious: the three node and seven link types

can be easily learned. However, the limitation of this representation is also evident: the

small set of primitives are not sufficiently expressive for many task domains. Furthermore,
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the model is biased toward controversies. For example, it omits questions that are not

deliberated in favor of those questions with which debate and controversy are likely to be

associated [MYBM91]. RESRA was originally built on the gIBIS representation. In fact,

features shown in Figure 7.1 are also found in RESRA. For example, issue, position, and

argument are subsumed by Iproblem ~ Iclaim l and IevidenceIin RESRA, respectively.

Toulmin's rhetorical model. Figure 7.2 shows another widely used argumentation

model proposed by philosopher Stephen Toulmin [Tou58]. The original purpose of this

model was for delineating logical structure of an argument, although it is also useful for

analyzing scientific controversies (e.g., [CSGMW92]).

~'ili_:···i:·!i,}----.,..---+
::::::::::::::; :;::;:::::;:;:;:::::;:;:;:;:;::::::::::.;.:.;.....:..

.··.·.·.·1111111··:.•···
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Figure 7.2: Toulmin's model of argumentation (based on [Toulmin52])

Toulmin's model suffers from similar problems as IBIS when placed in the CLARE ap

plication domain, that is, it is overly coarse-grained. The structure of scientific text varies

widely, as shown the example CRFs. Using a rhetorically-based representation to char

acterize such structure is not often possible. Elements of Toulmin's model, however, can

also be found in RESRA, for example, Ievidence I(Datum, Backing), and Iclaim I(Claim,

Rebuttal).
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Concept maps and Vee diagrams. Concept maps and Vee diagrams are two meta

cognitive tools proposed by educational theorists to (1) assess what the learner already

knows; (2) discern changes over time in the learner's knowledge structure; and (3) facil

itate meaningful learning [NG84]. The effectiveness of concept maps in accomplishing

these goals seems well supported from field studies [Cli90, Nov90, RR92, ADS84]. Nev

ertheless, as a representation scheme for supporting collaborative learning, concept maps

are not adequate (see Section 2.1.4). RESRA is a direct response to such inadequacies.

Concepts

Theoretical!
conceptual

Philosophy

Theories

Principles!
Conceptual systems

Focus Question:
Answers require an

active interplay
between the

left and
right side

Methodological

Value claim

Events/Objects

Figure 7.3: Novak and Gowin's Vee Diagram (from [NG84])

Figure 7.3 depicts a simplified version of the Veediagram for understanding the nature

of knowledge and knowledge production. The left side of the Veeis the thinking-side, while

the right side is called doing-side. The two sides are linked together by the event/object

that is under study. To answer the focus question in the middle requires an integration of

issues raised from both sides. At a conceptually level, the Vee diagram offers an elegant

and powerful means of exposing deep-level structure ofknowledge: by constructing a Vee

diagram for each problem situation, a learner can see inter-relationships among different

knowledge components and gaps between them, if any.

The Veediagram does not meet all important requirements of CLARE, however. First,
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Vee was originally designed to help students and teachers better understand the nature of

science laboratory work. In that setting, it is possible to adopt a bottom-up approach to

knowledge, starting from the actual event/object under study. This approach, however,

is not applicable to CLARE, since CLARE treats scientific text as the primary source of

knowledge. Because scientific artifacts are episodic in nature [Swa90], artifact A may

cover only the left side of the Vee, or even only the upper left portion of the Vee, while

artifact B may cover the right side of the Vee. As a result, it is not always possible, nor

necessary, to construct the entire Vee, in order to understand the content of the selected

artifact.

Second, the Vee diagram does not lend itself to computerized support. Unlike RESRA,

whose structure is consistent with a hypertext data model and is easily amenable to au

tomated support, the Vee's symmetric, graphical approach makes it difficult to leverage

through computerization.

Despite the above incompatibilities, the Vee diagram provides some useful heuristics

for the refinement of RESRA. For example, the distinction between knowledge claim and

value claim seems applicable to RESRA as well. Moreover, RESRA currently does not

support the increasing level of abstractness, as one moves from the bottom to the top of

Vee.

7.3 Collaborative learning systems: technologies and out
comes

This section surveys a number of important collaborative learning systems. For each sys

tem, it describes its major features and related empirical evaluation, if any. The section is

organized into four parts, corresponding to four major types of collaborative learning sys-
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terns: virtual classroom, collaborative writing, hypermedia, and collaborative knowledge

building.

7.3.1 Virtual classroom systems

The term virtual classrooms, or VCs, is used in a broad sense to encompass both general

purpose computer-mediated communication (CMC), such as e-mail, electronic bulletin

board systems, and specialized communication-based learning systems, such as EIES. The

latter also provides such functions as instruction management tools (assignment tracking,

grading, etc.) [HiI88]. VC systems possess the following main features:

• Access orientation. VC systems enable learners to transcend the geographical and

temporal limitations of face-to-face meetings and allow them interact with one an

other asynchronously.

• Affordable technology. VC systems do not require sophisticated hardware and soft

ware technology. An inexpensive home computer equipped with a modem and com

munication software is often sufficient.

The combination of the above two features has made VC one of the most successfully

and pervasively used collaborative learning systems. The remaining section summarizes

empirical findings on one virtual classroom system called EIES [HiI88].

Findings on EIES. EIES (Electronic Information Exchange System), developed at New

Jersey Institute of Technology, represents one of the earliest large-scale studies of the im

pact of computer conferencing and computer-mediated communication on student learn

ing. The study involves a series of college-level courses, with subject matters ranging

from introductory sociology, statistics, to computer science. The objective is to describe
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the learning experience and outcomes of the YC delivery mode in relation to the tradi

tional classroom and to determine conditions associated with good and poor outcomes.

Some major findings from this study are:

• No consistent differences were found in scores measuring mastery ofmaterial taught

in the virtual and traditional classrooms.

• Students in virtual classrooms showed more active participation.

• For those who participated regularly in YC, the level of interest tended to be high.

• VIrtual classrooms provide more convenient access to educational experiences.

• Students also found virtual classrooms more time-consuming and more demanding,

for they were required to playa more active part in the class.

While the quantitative results in most cases are inconclusive, the qualitative outcomes

from this study show that, among well-motivated students, virtual classrooms provide a

new opportunity to participate in different kinds of learning experience that is based on a

community of learners working together to explore the subject content of a course.

Virtual classrooms and CLARE. Unlike virtual classroom systems which in many

cases are often used in place of traditional classrooms, CLARE is designed to comple

ment the face-to-face mode of learning. First, CLARE supports only one specific type

of learning activity - collaborative study of scientific text. Other activities, such as lec

tures, are still conducted in the traditional mode. Second, the level of services provided by

CLARE goes beyond access by overcoming the representational constraint of traditional

mode of paper studying. CLARE makes the use of such a representation not only viable

but also measurable. The latter can lead to a continuous improvement of both the process
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and the representation. It is interesting to note that, even given the relatively simple func

tionality of VC systems, learners still find it time-consuming and demanding. Thus, it is

not surprising that CLARE users experience similar problems (see Section 6.3.3).

7.3.2 Collaborative writing systems

Writing is an integral part of learning that often requires collaboration among different

learners. The use of computers to support collaborative writing is quite pervasive. Most

CMC and virtual classroom systems, for example, support parts of this process, such as

information gathering, brainstorming, and collaborative commenting. Some systems, no

tably ENFI [BPB93], are designed with the goal ofcreating of a writing community. Hyper

media systems, which are described below, are also used for such purposes (called author

ing systems), especially brainstorming, collaborative commenting. Most ofexisting collab

orative writing systems, for instance, PREP [NKCM90, NCK+92], SASE [BNPM93], WE

[SWF87], are intended for professional rather than student writers. It is unclear whether

the two are different and, if so, what their differences are.

CLARE was not designed to explicitly support collaborative writing. Nevertheless, cer

tain aspects of collaborative writing can benefit from the CLARE approach. First, RESRA

can be used as a framework for brainstorming, in particular, when writing is based on the

reading conducted in CLARE. Second, a set of related RESRA tuples may serve as an

advanced, non-linear outline for a new research paper. Learners can even compare these

tuples with the ones specified in selected canonical forms to determine whether necessary

features and relationships are present. One main characteristic of such an outline is that it

defines the deep-level rather than presentational structure of the paper, as in the traditional

outline. Despite this potential, CLARE needs to be extended at the computational level to

provide explicit support for collaborative writing tasks.
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7.3.3 Hypermedia systems

Hypermedia systems represent an important category of collaborative learning environ

ments. The combination of multi-media, dynamic linking capabilities, and the distributed

nature of such a system makes it a powerful tool for:

• Presenting and sharing information;

e Navigating and browsing a complex network of nodes and links; and

• Flexible and collaborative annotation and commenting.

This section reviews three important hypermedia systems/projects: Intermedia, Note

Cards, and CoVis. Since there are few empirical studies done on these systems, the focus

will be on describing major features of these systems and their support for collaborative

learning.

Intermedia. Intermedia, developed at Brown University, is perhaps one of the largest

and oldest hypermedia systems designed specifically to support learning. It provides a

number of commonly-used tools, such as text editor, graphic editor, timeline editor, and

3-D object viewer. Together, they allow authors to create links to documents of various

media. Intermedia is used for a number of learning purposes. Instructors and teachers

use Intermedia as an instructional delivery mechanism by organizing and presenting their

lecture materials online. Students browse such networks by using Intermedia's built-in

graphical browser. More importantly, students can add their own notes and annotations to

existing networks of online artifacts. Since all users have access to notes created by other

users, they can collaboratively comment on one another's notes. Over years, a number of

courses have been taught using Intermedia. However, very few empirical reports on the

system can be found in the published literature.
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NoteCards. NoteCards, developed at Xerox PARC, is perhaps one of the most widely

acclaimed hypermedia systems [Hal87, Tri88, TI87, MI89]. The system was originally

intended to support tasks related to design of information systems, such as information

gathering and organization. It was later extended to provide multi-user features, such as

allowing more than one user working on the same notefile at the same time. Although Note

Cards is not a true collaborative learning system, its generic and flexible design allows it to

be easily instantiated to support specific learning tasks. Most reports on NoteCards thus far

are case studies on the use of this system for various tasks, such as writing, brainstorming.

Co Vis Project. CoVis (Collaborative Visualization), a recent project initialized at North

western University, aims at providing a distributed multi-media learning environments

(DMLE) that support learning-in-doing [Pea93]. The proposed system is intended to in

tegrate high-speed networks (ISDN), multi-media, and scientific visualization technology

into a media-rich environment that allows students from dispersed locations to engage in

authentic science projects with teachers and practicing scientists. CoVis is similar to other

hypermedia systems in that they are infrastructure technology that can be used to support a

wide variety of learning activities. However, CoVis differs from the above systems in that

it emphasizes on multi-media rather than hyper-media. In that sense, CoVis is not truly a

hypermedia system.

Hypermedia systems and CLARE. Despite its hypertext-based data model and its sup

port for non-linear navigation, CLARE is not a hypermedia system. Unlike most hyper

media systems which focus on the presentation of information, CLARE emphasizes rep

resentation, in particular, the process by which such a representation is derived. However,

CLARE can benefit from hypermedia systems by incorporating certain interface features

from them, such as graphical visualization of network structures, link creation through di-
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rect manipulation. Section 8.3 provides several specific proposals on how CLARE might

be extended in this direction.

7.3.4 Collaborative knowledge-building tools

One other type of collaborative learning systems that are of increasingly importance is

called collaborative knowledge-building tools. Compared to other CSCL systems de

scribed above, these system possess the following characteristics:

• Learning is knowledge-building. Unlike many other CSCL systems that view learn

ing as consisting of such activities as information sharing, reading, writing, the de

sign of knowledge-building systems is based on the view that learning is knowledge

building, and that learning is inherently a collaborative activity. The primary purpose

of these systems is to help learners make sense of existing knowledge and construct

new knowledge.

• Integration oftechnology and pedagogy. Most of these systems are grounded in one

or more established learning theories.

• Familiar technologies. Most of these systems provide such capabilities as shared

databases, distributed, asynchronous access, hypertext-based navigation, notifica

tion, automated activity logs and sometimes, graphical interface.

CSILE, which is described below, is a general-purpose collaborative knowledge

building system based on the theory of intentional learning. CLARE is another example of

such systems; it is based on the assimilation theory of cognitive learning, and provides spe

cific representational and process-level support for collaborative learning from scientific

text.
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System description. CSILE (Computer supported intentional learning Environments) is

an integrated learning system developed at the Ontario Institute for Studies in Education

at University of Toronto. At a software level, CSILE consists of a shared or communal

database to which all students have access via a local area network. Students create text

or graphical notes using built-in editors. They comment on each other's notes and search

the database of notes using keywords, author, and other attributes. When a student create

a note, he or she associates that note to one of the four predefined types called thinking

types: I know, high-level questions, plan, and problem. When a note is commented on by

other student, the note author is notified. These functionalities, however, are hardly unique

to CSILE; they are also available in many virtual classroom systems. What differentiates

CSILE from other learning systems is its integration of software and a learning approach

that grows out of over a decade of research on intentional learning, knowledge-telling, and

transformation in writing [BS87]. CSILE represents a joint effort by cognitive scientists,

computer scientists, teachers, and students.

Empirical findings. CSILE has been used at primary, elementary, and graduate school

levels. Preliminary results from these studies show that CSILE users consistently outper

form their non-CSILE counterparts in a number of areas:

• Standardized test scores in reading and language;

• Depth of explanation and knowledge quality in student writing;

• Comprehension of difficult text and transfer of learning to novel problems;

• Identifying knowledge gaps;

8 Collaboration arnong students; and
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• Beliefs about learning consistent with a progressive view of knowledge advance

ment.

Empirical data also demonstrates that, in most of the above areas, each additional year

students spend working with CSll...E yield additional advantage in results.

CSILE and CLARE. CLARE is similar to CSILE in that they are based on the con

structionist paradigm on learning and aim at providing an environment conducive to col

laborative construction of knowledge instead of merely information sharing. They both

provide detailed, automatic tracking data about the learner's behavior. However, the two

are fundamentally different in their approaches:

• Explicit representation support. CLARE provides an explicit representation lan

guage (RESRA) that serves as a meta-cognitive framework for collaborative learn

ing, while CSILE's four thinking types (I know, high-level questions, plan, and prob

lem) allow learners to categorize their intentions.

• Explicit process-level support. CLARE defines a process model called SECAI which

dichotomizes collaborative learning into two distinct phases: private and public.

CSILE, however, does not provide any process-level guidance.

• Learning from scientific text. CLARE is designed to support a speci.fic type of learn

ing - learning from scientific text. CSILE is a more general-purpose environment

and, as a result, provides less task-specific services.

One major area in which CLARE can benefit from CSILE's experience is longitudinal

studies for assessing specific impact of the system on students' learning outcomes, as mea

sured by quantitative tests and qualitative evaluation. Section 8.3 identifies a few specific

directions in which future empirical work on CLARE might be extended.
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7.4 Summary

One key feature that distinguishesCLAREfrom other collaborativelearning systems is its

theory-driven approach: CLARE's treatmentof learning from scientific text as collabora

tive knowledgeconstruction is based on the constructionistview of science and learning.

CLARE's emphasison the meta-cognitive structureandits role in humanlearningis guided

by the the assimilation theory of cognitivelearning,whichposits thatlearning how to learn

(meta-learning) is more important than learning what it is (content learning). This theo

retical proposition has been supported by empirical findings on concept maps - one of

the two meta-cognitive tools proposed by learning theorists - which show that concept

maps are effective in promoting meaningful learning and long-termretention. CLAREex

tendsconcept maps and Veediagramsby proposinga new set of meta-cognitiveprimitives

and canonical formsfor characterizingthe thematicstructureof scientific text and learning

activities that are centered on them.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions

This chapter concludes the dissertation - the first step of the CLARE journey. It attempts

to provide a retrospective view of what has been done thus far and a prospective view of

what is still ahead. It begins by summarizing the current work by providing a RESRA

representation of the major thematic features of this dissertation. Next, it highlights the

main contributions of CLARE to the emerging field of computer-supported collaborative

learning. And finally, it identifies a number of directions - both short and and long-term

- in which the representation, implementation, and experimentation of CLARE might be

extended.

8.1 A RESRA representation of this dissertation

CLARE concerns collaborative learning from scientific text, to which this dissertation un

questionably belongs. Hence, it is only fair to conclude this work by applying the principles

proposed herein to itself. Below is a summarization of the major themes of the current re

search expressed in terms of RESRA. The relationships between these nodes are depicted

in Figure 8.1:

• CLARE: the approach, the system, and the empirical results (I source D: D. Wan: CLARE:

a computer-based collaborative learning environment based 011 the thematic structure of

scientific text. Ph.D. Dissertation,Universityof Hawaii, InterdisciplinaryProgram in Com

municationand Information Sciences, 1993.
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• Limitations of access-oriented CSCL systems <I problem I): Most existing CSCL systems

areeither access-oriented (e.g., virtual classroomsystems such as CoSyat OpenUniversity

[Mas89]), or media-oriented (e.g.,hypermediasystemssuchas Intermedia atBrown Univer

sity [Lan90]). Although thesesystems are found effective in overcoming the geographical,

temporal, and mediaconstraints of traditionalface-to-face interactions, theydo not provide

support for explicit, fine-grained representation of the thematic structure of learning arti

facts, electronic or printed. The lack of such representation is in part responsible for such

problems as information overload in virtual classroomsystemsand lost-in-the-hyperspace

in hypermedia systems.

• CLARE's approach to collaborative learning <I method I): CLARE is a new approach to

collaborative learning basedon the assimilationtheoryof cognitivelearningand thecontent

of scientific text. It defines a particular type of learningcalled collaborative learning from

scientific text that treatsresearch literatureas a basis for knowledgeconstruction. Learning

in this contextrequires learnersto reconstructtheconceptual structureof research papers, to

uncoverinconsistencies, gaps,andother clues for new inquiry, to collaboratively deliberate

reasoning behind each learner's positions, and to connecttogethersimilarpointsof view to

form a coherentgroupknowledge base. CLAREcomprises three components:

- A thematically-oriented representation languagecalledRESRA;

- A collaborative learningmodelcalled SECAI; and

- A distributed computational environment that provides:

* Integrated supportfor RESRAand SECAI;

* Hypertext-based interface to scientific text; and

* Fine-grained, unobtrusive instrumentation of the learner's usage behavior.

e RES RA <I concept ~: RESRA stands for REpresentational Schema ofResearch Artifacts. It

is a representational languagefor characterizing the thematic structureof scientific text and

guidingcollaborative knowledgeconstruction arnong learners. It has twomaincomponents:
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node and link primitives for describing individual thematic features, and canonical forms

(CRFs) for capturing artifact-level structures of scientific text.

o SECAI learning model (I concept D: SECAI represents theabbreviations of fivekey activi

tiesin collaborative learningfrom scientific text: Summarization, Evaluation, Comparison,

Argumentation, andIntegration. Theseactivities areorganized into twophases: exploration

and consolidation. Exploration encompasses the first two activities and is performed pri

vately by individual learners. Consolidation consists of the remaining three activities. It

involves direct interactions amonglearners mediated through CLARE.

• CLARE represents an viable approach to support collaborative learningdclaim I): CLARE

is a viableenvironment for supporting collaborative learning from scientific text. Thevia

bilityof CLARE is basedon the viabilityof its individualcomponents, such as RESRA and

SECAI, and the environment as a whole.

• RESRA is a useful representational basis for guiding collaborative learning dclaim I):
RESRA is a usefullanguageformapping essentialfeatures of scientific text. Italsoprovides

structural model for guiding collaborative learning activities, such as evaluation, compari

son,argumentation, and integration of different interpretations and points of view held by

individual learners.

• Evaluation experiments on CLARE (/method I): The evaluation of CLARE consistsof five

setsof experiments involving24 students from two different computer scienceclasses (one

undergraduate and one graduate). Five research papers in software engineering were used

in theseexperiments. The subjectsrepresent a convenientinsteadof a randomsample.

• Outcome, process, and assessment data from the CLARE experiments (I evidence I): The

CLARE experiments resultedin a totalof 16groupdatabases thatcontain about 1,800nodes

and 400 kilobytes of learner-created text. The processdataconsists of about 80, 000 times

tamps gathered during the CLARE evaluation. The assessment data consists of 64 post

session questionnaires.
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RESRA Summarization of CLARE

Figure 8.1: A RESRA representation of the major themes of this dissertation

This dissertation belongs to the CRF category of concept paper, for it "involves a new

conception of a problem, or a new method, technique, or approach to solving an existing

problem, or often, both." The extensive empirical component of this research is treated as

the Ievidence Iin support of this approach.

It should be noted that the focus of the above representation is on the artifact-level major

themes. Its purpose is to serve as an overview of the entire work. Individual chapters have

their own major themes and corresponding RESRA representation but they are omitted

here.

8.2 Main Contributions

In sum, CLARE has made the following four major contributions to the field of computer

supported collaborative learning:
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1. It defines a new type of collaborative learning called learning from scientific

text which links knowledge-building in the scientific community and knowledge

building in the classroom setting via collaborative interpretation and evaluation of

the thematic feature of scientific text.

2. It introduces a new knowledge representation language called RESRA that is based

on the thematic structure of scientific text, and that provides a structural model for

evaluation, comparison, deliberation, and integration of different interpretations of

scientific text.

3. It provides a theory-based, distributed collaborative learning environment called

CLARE that integrates SECAI, RESRA, an instrumentation mechanism, and a

hypertext-based interface.

4. It describes evaluation experiments that provide useful empirical insights on the

learner's behavior in using the RESRA representation and the system. They also

provide a rich data source for guiding further development of CLARE and future

experimentation on collaborative learning in general.

The subsequent sections elaborate upon each of these contributions.

8.2.1 Collaborative learning from scientific text

Learning and research have traditionally been regarded as two quite distinct activities:

one concerns the production of new knowledge and the other, the acquisition or trans

mission of existing knowledge. This view, of course, has been challenged by construc

tionism, which views that learning, like scientific research, is also knowledge-building.

The contribution of CLARE at this level is twofold. First, CLARE makes an explicit at

tempt to bridge the gap between these two types of knowledge-building via scientific text.

In CLARE, scientific text is not merely a primary source of content-level knowledge but

also a primary source of meta-knowledge. CLARE encourages learners to discover the
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process of scientific knowledge-building by systematically analyzing and evaluating the

thematic structures (both intra- and inter-artifact) of research literature. By doing so, for

example, learners can come to know how researchers evaluate their peer's work, how they

engage in constructive and scholarly argumentation, and so on. They are also encouraged

to apply these principles to their own knowledge-building practice, both as students and as

researchers.

Comparison

Integration

Swnmarlzation
& EualuatiDn

ArgwnentatiDn

t> Evaluative nodes

o Surnmarative nodes

o Argumentative nodes

- Physicallinks

--- Logicallinks
Scientific text

Sclentlftc text

Figure 8.2: CLARE as an environment for supporting collaborative knowledge-building

Second, CLARE defines what collaborative learning from scientific text is by providing

an explicit process model called SECAI, which specifies the five key learning activities and

the relationships between them. Moreover, it also provides explicit representational and

computational support for this process.

As depicted in Figure 8.2, the experimental usage of CLARE indicates that learners

spent most of their time (66%) on the outmost layer - summarization/evaluation, and a

decreasing amount of time in the inner layers, shown by the decreasing grey level toward

the center. This usage pattern indicates that representing the thematic content of scientific
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text is an important but also time-consuming step in the SECAI process. It is also an

indication that the goal of collaboratively building a group knowledge-base is a difficult

one, and much further research still needs to be done.

8.2.2 RESRA representation language

RESRA is the conceptual basis on which CLARE is built. It provides the essential glue

that ties together different components of the system. More importantly, it serves as the

meta-cognitive framework that guides learners in their interpretations of scientific text, and

their interactions with each other. Although the use of the semi-structured representation

to help organize ill-structured task is nothing new, (For a survey, see [LL91]), RESRA has

the following unique features:

• It is designed specifically to facilitate collaborative learning by providing a shared

frame of reference;

• It provides a fine-grained means for characterizing the important contents of scien

tific text;

• The layered design of RESRA parallels to that of the SECAI learning model, which

gives RESRA additional flexibility and understandability;

• The canonical RESRA forms (CRFs) provides a means to characterize common

artifact-level thematic structures of scientific text; and

• RESRA is an open language which can be extended by both the designer and the

learner.

Despite a wide variety of mis-interpretations and incorrect usages, the novelty and the

usefulness of RESRA has been clearly demonstrated by the usage experience of CLARE.

For example, 80% of the learners indicated that RESRA node primitives are very or ex

tremely useful. Certain features of RESRA such as CRFs are still under-utilized.
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8.2.3 Design and implementation of the CLARE system

CLARE is a medium-sized, distributed collaborative learning system that is based on the

SECAI learning model and the RESRA language. The novelty and contribution of this

system reside in the following features:

• CLARE is grounded in a well-established learning theory. The design of the system

is based on the theory of cognitive learning that is successfully applied to traditional

classroom settings over the past three decades [NG84]. One main benefit of such an

approach is the consistency and comparability it permits with existing practice and

other systems that share the same theoretic principles. For example, since concept

mapping and CLARE are both based on cognitive learning theory, they can co-exist

in a given learning context, and the learning outcomes from these two processes can

be compared.

• CLARE is an evaluable system. CLARE was designed to support rigorous empir

ical experimentation on collaborative learning. To this end, it provides a built-in,

fine-grained instrumentation mechanism that unobtrusively keeps track of such in

formation as functions the user invokes, and the time and sequence in which these

functions are invoked. During the CLARE experiments, for example, over 80,000

timestamps were collected. Such process-level data is instrumental in understanding

the detailed behavior of the users during their interactions with the system.

• CLARE is an extensible system. Learning is an ill-structured problem domain, and

collaborative learning is particularly so because of group dynamics involved. To

accommodate these requirements, CLARE adopts a combination of a layered archi

tecture and an object-oriented design which, along with the flexibility of the Emacs

editing environment, makes CLARE an extensible system.
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8.2.4 Empirical evaluation of CLARE

Five sets of experiments were conducted as part of the CLARE evaluation. In general,

these experiments resulted in primary data about the potential of this new technology and

new group process, and shed light on the strengths and weaknesses ofthe approach. Specif

ically, these experiments provide evidence in. support of the following claims:

• CLARE is a viable tool for supporting collaborative learning from scientific text;

• CLARE provides a useful means of allowing learners to objectify both the content

and the process of learning from scientific text;

• RESRA is useful in highlighting different points of view among learners;

• RESRA primitives are found useful for mapping the thematic features of research

literature; and

• The SECAI learning model facilitates the formation of individual views on a research

artifact.

The experiments also reveal a number of problems about the RESRA representation,

the CLARE system, and collaborative learning in general:

• RESRA is subject to many interpretations;

• Major themes of a research paper were missed but its minor themes were represented;

• The major themes of a research paper were often missed by entire groups of learners;

• CRFs were used by only a fraction of learners;

• The CLARE interface, especially the link mode, is still less-than-intuitive to the

novice user; and
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• Collaborative learning with CLARE is time-consuming.

CLARE is still in an early stage of evolution. Hence, the lessons learned from the cur

rent experiments are of particular importance, for they form a basis on which future work

will be performed. Uncovering the above problems is an important part of the contribution

of this research. The next section presents several potential ways of addressing the above

mentioned issues and a number of new directions for further exploration.

8.3 Where CLARE is heading

This dissertation has raised more questions than it has answered. In many ways, it rep

resents only a small step toward a new paradigm of computer-supported collaborative

learning. Some basic questions it has raised are: why does it seem so difficult to many

learners to map the content of an artifact to a representation such as RESRA, as evidenced

from the CLARE experiments? Where is the bottleneck: comprehension, understanding

of RESRA, analysis, synthesis, articulation, or any combination of these factors? Does the

use of RESRA truly enhance the understanding of scientific text? If so, how? If not, why?

To answer these and many other similar questions require a more refined RESRA, a more

robust CLARE, and additional experimentation. The purpose of this section is to suggest

several ways in which RESRA and CLARE can be enhanced, and more rigorous exper

iments can be performed. It begins by identifying some short-term goals in these areas,

followed by a number of long-term directions.

8.3.1 Short-term goals

This section identifies a number of immediate enhancements to CLARE. Most of these

extensions are direct response to the findings from the evaluation experiments. The section

is organized into three parts: RESRA, CLARE, and experimentation.
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RESRA

At the RESRA level, the evaluation indicates that the major problem learners encountered

is related to the interpretation of the primitives. The following measures are aimed primar

ily at alleviating this problem:

• Categorization ofcommon representation errors: This will be a continuation of the

work that has already started in Section 6.4.2. The focus will be on consolidating

various types of representation errors into a list of generalized error types with rep

resentative examples. These incorrect usage examples will be made available in

CLARE as part of online examples.

• Guidelines on the usage ofRESRA: The four main areas of confusion on the use of

RESRAare:

1. Distinction between the major themes and minor themes;

2. Granularity of representation;

3. Distinction between learners' views and the authors' views during summariza

tion; and

4. Distinction between connotative and denotative interpretations of RESRA

primitives.

Specific guidelines will be provided to detail how each of the above situations be

handled. Examples derived from the actual database will also be supplied.

• Explicit support for representation-level deliberation: A new slot, called learning

type, will be added to all existing RESRA node primitives. This slot will initially

take only two values: content (default) or meta. For example, with this extension, a

learner can make a claim about a RESRA primitive by creating a Iclaim Inode, and
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then set the learning type slot to meta. CLARE will provide querying and compari

son capabilities on this slot, for example, "list all meta-level] question lnodes created

by user X."

• Refinement ofonline examples: Real examples of RESRA instances offer a concrete

way of illustrating what a good RESRA instance (for instance, Iproblem pis like. The

current examples were not rated as adequate by the learners during the experiment.

New and better examples will need to be introduced.

• Broadening and refining the current set ofCRFs: The CRF is still an under-utilized

feature of CLARE. Its usefulness may become more evident when learners begin to

focus their attentions on the major themes ofan artifact. The existing CRFs, however,

need to be extended to incorporate more artifact types, such as case studies.

CLARE

The following features are incremental extensions to the current version of CLARE; they

do not require redesign or major restructuring of the current system.

• Enhancement in the reliability and robustness ofCLARE: One major step in this di

rection is to upgrade CLARE to use the most recent versions of EGRET and database

server (HBS), both of which have improved reliability and performance.

• Improvement to the CLARE interface: A short-term solution to the CLARE interface

problem is to incorporate an auxiliary graphical browser that possesses the following

functionalities:

- Link creation by direct selection of the source and destination nodes;

- Typed icons for predefined RESRA node primitives;

- Node selection, deletion, locking, unlocking by direct manipulation.
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This browser will be used in conjunction with the existing CLARE's buffer-based

interface.

• Enhancement to the comparisonmode: The assumption behind the current CLARE

comparison mode is (1) the number of nodes created by each learner is small; and

(2) learners focus on the representation of the major themes of an artifact. Since

the experiment reveals that learners often represent many minor themes and create a

relatively large number of nodes, the comparison mode will need to be extended to

provide following capabilities:

- To differentiate major themes from minor ones;

- For major themes, comparison are made at the artifact level; and

- For minor themes, comparison are made at the semantic unit level if the num-

ber of nodes exceeds a user definable threshold value, and at the artifact level

otherwise.

• Node retyping andmerging: To allow learners to change the type of a node, or merge

two nodes into a single node, for example, during link creation. A further enhance

ment will be to make these capabilities available through the browser.

• Searchcapabilities: The initial implementation might restrict search only to the Sub

ject field instead of the entire node content.

Experimentation

There were a few limitations in the design and execution of the CLARE evaluation exper

iments:

• Absenceofpre-andpost-sessiontests. No tests on individual learning styles or locus

of control were done prior to the experiment. Nor were comprehension tests done

after the session.
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• Group assignment. The use of existing project groups in the first set of experiments

seems to have created certain bias on the result.

• Improper selection ofresearch papers. For example, the first paper used in the ex

periment was considered as too long.

The following recommendations will help lead to better CLARE experimentation:

• Explicitly defined independent and dependent variables: These variables are based

on the hypotheses to be tested. Example independent variables are: summarization

strategies and the number of passes over the source nodes. An example dependent

variable is the instructor-assigned quality rating on the learning artifact generated.

• Careful selection ofartifacts: The content, style, length, and type of artifacts used

need to be carefully weighted according to the learner's background.

• True experimental design: Learners are divided into experimental groups (CLARE

users) and control groups (non-CLARE users), Group members are randomly as

signed. Pre-tests, such as on learning styles, cognitive styles, locus of control, are

conducted when necessary. Learning outcomes are measured quantitatively (e.g.,

instructor assigned ratings on the quality of the artifact produced), and qualitatively,

such as learners' perceived usefulness of CLARE features.

• Training and pilot testing: Pilot testing is done on learner groups of the same char

acteristics as the intended subjects. Both off-line and online training is provided to

the first time CLARE users.

CD Demographic data: Such data can help answer questions such as whether or not

there is any difference between male and female learners in terms of usage strategies

and learning outcomes.
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8.3.2 Long-term directions

This section identifies a number of long-term research directions for CLARE. Like the

previous section, it is organized into three parts: RESRA, CLARE, and experimentation.

RESRA

Domain-specific RESRA (DSR). RESRA is a generic representation language that can

be used in various subject domains, ranging from software engineering to organizational

behavior. The utility of RESRA can be extended by creating domain-specific instantiation

of this representation:

• A set of RESRA node instances, such as "Software quality crisis" (I problem p,
"Formal technical review (FfR)" qmethod p, "FfR improves software quality"

~, and link instances that express the relationships between these nodes, such

as I FTR improves software quality I respond:-to 1software quality crisis ~ and

• A set of CRFs that characterize the exemplary structure of research artifacts in that

domain, for example, "experience reports in software engineering."

These DSR instances pertain to a particular subject matter, such as "software engineer

ing." They might be generated by previous CLARE users or experts on the subject, such

as the course instructor. They may be linked to the original source artifact.

DSR shares the same objectives as the general-purpose RESRA: facilitating interpre

tations of scientific text and collaborative deliberation of these interpretations. Moreover,

it has one advantage: because of its domain-specificity, it provides learners more concrete

guidance on how to use the representation to interpret the content of scientific text. DSR

serves the following specific roles in collaborative learning:
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• As an index to the core knowledge of the chosen domain: This role is especially

evident when DSR instances are created by experts in the field.

• As a seed knowledge-base: To new comers of a field or new students in a course, such

a collection of DSR instances represent a starting point for exploring other research

artifacts in the domain.

Like the generic RESRA, DSR is dynamic: new instances can be added when neces

sary, either by designated individuals or any CLARE users. In fact, it is much simpler to

extend DSR than to extend the generic RESRA primitives.

RESRA case libraries. RESRA case libraries (RCL) refer to collections of actual

RESRA instances. A case is defined as a complete representation of an artifact by a given

learner. It contains not only that outcome but also the process steps that lead to the outcome.

RCL is a generalization of RESRA examples. It differs from examples in two ways:

• Examples are often given as individual nodes or tuples, while RCL is defined at the

level of artifacts and learners; and

• Examples represent only the outcome, but RCL encompasses both outcome and the

process data.

RCL is also different from domain-specific RESRA (DSR). DSR is RESRA-centered.

It selects node and tuple instances based on their domain significance. In contrast, RCL is

learner-centered and much less selective in what to be included.

RCL is significant for three reasons. First, it supports the situated nature of RESRA

- the correctness and soundness of RESRA interpretation and usage are assessed within

the context of the learner and the artifact being represented. Second, it provides a learner

centered high-level construct for viewing and analyzing learner's interpretation of RESRA
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and the content of artifacts. When supported with necessary indexing and query capabili

ties, a learner can ask CLARE to show "all existingrepresentations of artifact X that contain

at least two but no more than five tuples and, that are ranked as good in quality." Third,

when supported with animation features of CLARE (see below), a learner can re-play the

process by which a given representation is derived.

CLARE

Advanced interface support. As shown in Section 6.3, CLARE interface is the most

important barrier in the current implementation. The previous section offers a short-term

solution by incorporating a graphical browser that supplements the current buffer-based

interface. In a long run, CLARE needs to move toward a complete graphical interface,

similar to systems such as NoteCards [HMT87]. Furthermore, to realize the representa

tional potentials of RESRA requires support for automatic graph layout, visualization, and

animation. For example, with visualization capabilities, learners will be able see the over

all structure of an artifact, and the structure of each learner's representation. They may

also be able to superimpose two or more leamers' representations to discem differences

and similarities between them, or to zoom in to a cluster of tuples to have a closer view of

what they are. Moreover, such tools can also be used to visualize where in the artifact are

the information-rich spots, as measured by the number of summarative nodes originated

from them, and where are the center ofcontroversy, or clusters of evaluative nodes. Sim

ilarly, learners can use animation tools to replay the sequence of CLARE commands that

lead to the creation of a given node, tuple, or case.

Inferencing capabilities. CLARE is a knowledge-based system; it embeds a knowledge

representation language (RESRA) and structural knowledge about selected scientific text

(CRFs). It currently provides a simple advise feature that, based on the system's knowledge

about the current artifact, the corresponding CRF definition, and what the learner has done
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so far, suggests to the learner what node and/or tuple to consider next. This feature may be

extended to support inferencing capabilities. For example, if a learner attempts to create

a link between a Imethod Iand Iproblem " and the corresponding CRF contains the tuple

Imethod Ige~es Ievidence ~ CLARE may suggest to the learner to consider changing the

IproblemIto Ievidence I· Similarly, CLARE may send a warning message to a learner if,

based on the analysis of its sentence structures, a Iquestion Inode he just created does not

seem like a question.

Integration with other learning environments CLARE currently supports one partic

ular type of learning - learning from scientific text. There are also many other types of

learning, two of which are listed below:

• Project-based learning: A form of learning-by-doing that is commonly found in

science classes, for example, doing a physics or chemistry experiment. Systems

such as CoVis [Pea93] provide explicit support for such learning;

• Intentional learning: A type of writing-oriented learning with particular emphasis

on the deliberation of the reasoning behind each position the learner takes. CSILE

is an environment for supporting intentional learning [SB93].

A learning setting such as a college-level biology class typically involves a combination

of several types of learning. Based upon the current state of technology, however, it will

require learners to use several systems at the same time, which is often neither economi

cally feasible, nor pedagogically productive. Therefore, integrated learning environments,

which can bring together systems such as CLARE and CSILE, are called for.
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Experimentation

Longitudinal field studies. At an empirical level, one major challenge facing CLARE

is to find institutional settings in which longitudinal studies (similar to those done by

the CSILE team [SB93]) can be carried out. Such studies, which may typically last for

a semester or longer, will be conducted as part of normal requirements of the selected

courses. Research artifacts to be used will be selected directly from the course reading list.

Experiment and control groups will be employed so that differences in their learning out

comes, as measured by their understanding of the materials and the quality of the artifacts

produced, can be assessed. The results from these studies will show the effect of CLARE

on the learning process and outcome under the intended usage setting.

Comparative studies. Under the above experimental settings, a number of control meth

ods can be used to assess the impact of different independent variables:

• Type a/research artifacts: Good candidates include conceptual, opinion, and empir

ical papers.

• Subject domain: The subject matter of learning may range from literature to com

puter science and zoology.

• Leamer backgrounds: Selecting learners from different academic majors: science,

engineering, social sciences, humanities, and so on.

• Expert-novice users: Compare expert CLARE users with the ones who are the first

time users to determine whether different strategies are used.

In addition, experiments may also be conducted to compare CLARE with other learning

methods, such as concept mapping. TIle problem, however, is that these methods are not

always comparable. For example, concept maps are rarely used to support collaborative

learning. On the other hand, RESRNCLARE was designed primarily for such a purpose.
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Hence, to compare them empirically requires one to scale-down RESRA by omitting its

evaluative primitives, or scale-up concept maps to equivalent functionality of RESRA.

Fortunately, the former is relatively easy to do.
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Appendix A

CLARE Assessment
Questionnaire

1. CLARE provides you a useful means ofcharacterizing what is important in the paper.

Strongly Strongly Other
Disagree Disagree Agree Agree (please explain)
1 I 1 ......1 _

Other
(please explain)
I

2. CLARE allows you to represent your view of the paper at a fine-grained level without
sacrificing the comparability with the views of your peers.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Disagree Agree Agree
I I I I

Other
(please explain)
I

Strongly
Agree
1

Agree
I

Disagree
1

3. CLARE allows you to see the differences between your view of the paper and those
of your peers.

Strongly
Disagree
1

4. CLARE enables you to integrate your view of the paper with those of your peers.

Strongly
Disagree
I

Disagree
I

Agree
I

Strongly
Agree
I

Other
(please explain)
1

5. The predefined templates capture the thematic structures of example research papers.

Strongly
Disagree
I

Disagree
1

Agree
1

Strongly
Agree
1

Other
(please explain)
1
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Other
(please explain)
I

Strongly
Agree
I

Agree
I

Disagree
I

6. CLARE templates have led you to form a view of the paper close to those of your
peers.

Strongly
Disagree
I

7. CLARE's two-step (i.e., exploration and consolidation) process model allows you to
form your own view of the paper without potential distractions from those of others.

Strongly Strongly Other
Disagree Disagree Agree Agree (please explain)
I I I I IL.- _

Other
(please specify)
I

Strongly
Agree
I

Agree
I

Disagree
I

8. CLARE's two-step (i.e., exploration and consolidation) process model gives each
person fair opportunity to do his or her part.

Strongly
Disagree
I

Other
(please explain)
I

Strongly
Agree
I

Agree
I

Disagree
I

9. You're becoming better at evaluating research papers because, through CLARE, you
learn how your peers approach the same problem.

Strongly
Disagree
I

Other
(please explain)
I

10. You're becoming better at evaluating research papers because, over time, you be
come more knowledgeable about the subject domain.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Disagree Agree Agree
I I I I

11. It is useful to be able to read other people's views on the content of the paper.

Strongly
Disagree
I

Disagree
I

Agree
I

Strongly
Agree
I

Other
(please explain)
I
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Other
(please explain)
I

12. CLARE's comparison mode is useful because it enables you to see the differences
between your view of the paper and those of your peers.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Disagree Agree Agree
I I I I

Other
(please explain)
I

Strongly
Agree
I

Agree
I

Disagree
I

13. CLARE is useful in helping you understand the content of the paper in the way that
is not possible before.

Strongly
Disagree
I

Other
(please explain)
I

Strongly
Agree
I

Agree
I

Disagree
I

14. CLARE is useful in helping you understand your peers' perspectives in the way that
is not possible before.

Strongly
Disagree
I

15. During the CLARE session just completed, how many times did you find that key
points in the paper cannot be represented using the predefined node primitives?

Never 1-2 times 3-5 times 6 or more times
I I I I

6 or more times
I

16. During the CLARE session just completed, how many times did you find that im
portant relationships between different key points in the paper cannot be represented
using the predefined link primitives?

Never 1-2 times 3-5 times
I I I

17. During the CLARE session just completed, how many times did you find CLARE
templates sensitizing you to ambiguities in the paper which you would have not
noticed otherwise?

Never
I

1-2 times
I

3-5 times
I

6 or more times
I
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18. How often do you think CLARE should be used in classroom settings?

At least At least At least
once a month once a semester once at school Not used
I I I I

19. Please rank the following CLARE features in terms of usefulness.
Scale: 5 =extremely useful; 0 =not useful at all.

• Node primitives

• Link primitives

• Templates

• Two-phase process model

• Comparison mode

• Online examples

• Other (please specify)

20. Please rank the following factors as obstacles to using CLARE.
Scale: 5 =greatest obstacle, 0 =not an obstacle at all.

• Interface

• Node primitives

• Link primitives

• Link mode

• Two-phase process model

• Other (please specify)

21. Please enter below whatever comments and suggestions you might have about your
experience with CLARE:
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Appendix B

CLARE Feedback Questionnaire

To help improve the quality of CLARE, we'd like to hear from you about your experience
with the system. Please take a few minutes and answer the following questions. Write
down any additional comments you might have in blank regions (use the reverse side if
necessary). Your cooperation is appreciated.

1. Have you ever used any other collaborative learning systems, such as electronic bul
letin board systems, electronic meeting-rooms, group brainstorming tools, hyperme
dia systems? If so, please describe your experience in relation to CLARE.

2. Please rate each of the following on a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 indicates Low Quality
and 5 indicates High Quality:

(a) Quality of the CLARE User's Guide:

(b) Quality of the CLARE system:

(c) Quality of the CLARE learning process:

(d) Quality of the CLARE learning outcome:

1 234 5

1 234 5

1 234 5

1 234 5

3. What were the biggest problems you had in learning to use CLARE? Please briefly
list them below:

4. If you could make any change to CLARE to make it more effective and easier to use
as a collaborative learning tool, what would those changes be?
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5. On a scale of 1-5, where 1 is Extremely Dissatisfied and 5 is Extremely Satisfied,
please rate your feelings about CLARE: 1 2 3 4 5

6. Suppose CLARE is available for public use, would you recommend using it for
studying research papers?
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Appendix C

A CLARE Session Summary

Artifact: R.E Flynn and M. Dorfman The
Automated Requirements Traceability System
(ARTS): An Experience ofEight Years!.

Participants:

• Todd

• Mary

• Scott

• Chris

Total number of nodes created: 92

• Summmarative nodes: 58

• Evaluative nodes: 0

e Argumentative nodes: 34

o Integrative links: 10

• Desc.: It is implied that the "Waterfall
Model" is a widely used model in software
development. The authors claim that in gen
eral, the most difficult problem lies in accu
rately definingthe requirements. This causes
a problemof perceptionwhichis furthercom
poundedby the fact that requirements are in
creased and modified during the process of
development. This claim underlines the need
for requirements standards. It is mentioned
later that the analysis phase is often glossed
over and that the errors that creep in during
this phase can cause seriousproblemsduring
operations. At the operationsstage, it is both
time consuming and difficult to correct those
problems, which can otherwisebe easilycor
rected in the analysis phase. Hence the au
thorsbelievethat it is useful in the longrun to
focus moreeffort on the analysisstage.

• Exploration:

Claim442

c.i Scott
responds-to .

- --+ problem434(Traceabzl)

is-alternative-to l . 452(0 E l)- --+ c aim n ar y

strengthens th 456(Th b )- --+ eory eory e

• Subj: BasicAnalysisPhaseIssues

1This appendix contains a linearized version of
the CLAREdatabase used by the case described in
Section 6.6. It is automatically generated byCLARE
hardcopy generator.

summarizes ducii- --+ I ntro uctwn(Introduct)

• Deliberation:

evaluates .. 636 ( . )- ;-.. critique reqlllreme
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Claim452

• Subj: On Early Traceability Implementations

• Desc.: Traceability has been a manual rather
than an automated process, making it unreli
able, among other shortcomings. Many com
mercial packages do not support traceability
and comparison is difficult since traceability
standards do not exist.

• Exploration:

suggests .
- -)0 problem434(Traceabzl)

- sum~rizes I ntroduction(Introduct)

_ is-alter~tive-to claim442 (Basic Ana)

Theory456

• Subj: Theory behind ARfS

• Desc.: An automated database containing all
requirements with cross references, with the
capability of storing and retrieving these in
tree formats would improve the quality of
work at the requirements stage and hence lead
to the creation of a better system.

o Exploration:

summarizes I d . ( d)
- -)0 ntro uction I ntro uct

strengthens I . 442 (B . A )
- +- C atm asu: na

strengthens .
- f- clam1538 (Current S)

Thing458

• Subj: Overview of ARTS

• Desc.:"ARfS is a database management sys
tem". The database stores requirements in the
form of plain text in records and ARTS keeps
track of these. It has many advantages, but
among the disadvantages is the lack of "ana
lytical capability".

• Exploration:

summarizes ducti ( d)
- -)0 I ntro uciion I ntro uct

Method460

• Subj: Features of ARfS

• Desc.: ARfS is written in Fortran and is
designed to run on many different computer
systems. The core piece of software is the
database manager. Traceability components
were added after a database was chosen. One
of the special features of ARTS is the abil
ity having multiple entries in a single field.
ARTS was developed by a succession of cy
cles of prototyping and development

• Exploration:

generates . .
- -)0 evzdence554(Shoricomi)

summa7'izes
-)0

ARTS description(ARTS desc)

• Deliberation:

augments .
- f- suggestionooti (Improveme)

Clairn528

• Subj: ARTS is Flexible

• Desc.: ARTS accomplishes the a basic objec
tive for such systems, namely "flexibility".

• Exploration:

- sum~rizes Useo]ARTS(Useo]AR)

_ pres~oses claim574 (Authors' )

• Deliberation:

augments . .
- f- suggestiontilS (flexible)
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• Integration:

- (Maryrme::.ises claim418 (ARTS and)

Claim538

• Subj: Current Status of ARTS

• Desc.: ARTS is probably the best of the
few available tools that perform requirements
management. It has evolved into a power
ful user-friendly tool with excellent techni
cal support. It is very flexible and certain
functionalities can be transferred to other plat
forms. It has become popular enough for sev
eral organizations to request access to it. The
use of ARTS has help bring down costs, im
prove quality and reduce project duration, in
addition to providing good management ca
pability.

• Exploration:

strengthens
- -+ theory456(Theorybe)

- sum~rizes ARTStodayO

lP Deliberation:

challenges ,
- .- questiontilS (Can ARTS)

• Integration:

• Desc.: Despite its advantages, ARTS has
many shortcomings, some of which are listed
here. It can be slow when the databases are
huge. Many screens do not have graphical
capabilities to show tree structures. Modifi
cation of the database is not possible when
there are multiple users, which is a significant
shortcoming. ARTS in not fully automated,
despite what the name suggests,

• Exploration:

summarizes D 'ff ' it' (D 'ff' it)- -+ z zeu t.es Z zeu

generates
- .- method460 (Features)

Claim560

• Subj: Some Practical Limits

• Desc.: Flexibility is a necessary characteris
tic of requirement management systems, Too
much flexibility in a system though, could
lead to improper implementation. Besides
this, tools can never be fully automated.

• Exploration:

_ pres~oses claim574(Authors')

summarizes C i . (C ' )- ---., one uswns onclusio

• Deliberation:

is-related-to lei 8- -+ e alm51 (sueeesso)

(M )is- sim ilar- to
- ary .-

toda)(Todd)
claim590 (ARTS

challenges '640 (FI 'b'l')- ;- question eXI i I

evaluates ., 6 8 h- ;- crutque 5 (Too muc )

• Integration:

Evidence554

e Subj: Shortcomings of ARTS

comprises , ,
- -+ clazm596(Conclusw)(Todd)
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ThingS70

• Subj: Internal Structure

• Desc.: "ARI'S is a software system that is
made up of a set of progChriss and proce
dures" along with several databases, system
libraries and user interfaces. The internal
structure of ARTS is based on a "top-down"
hierarchical approach. Its use typically begins
during the analysis phase of the project.

• Exploration:

- sum~Tizes Useof ARTSCUseoJAR)

OtherS24

• Subj: Enhancements of ARTS

• Desc.: A lot of effort was put into making
ARTS user-friendly. The user interface up
grades to support different formats for input
andextraction of data. The VMS system is the
standard operating system for running ARTS.
The developers tried to implement ARTS on
other platforms, but due to various problems,
they preferred the DEC VAX system.

• Exploration:

_ sum~rizes EvolutionO

• Deliberation:

_ augr;::.:nts suggestion732 (Developme)

Problem434

• Subj: Traceability Issues

e Desc.: The authors imply that though trace
ability is a necessity for any good require
ments managements system, it has met with

very limited success, due to reasons that are
not explained well. The main source of this
problem may lie in what has been mentioned
in the last lines of the abstract: the lack of
standards for stating requirements. The au
thor's approach to the problem is briefly de
scribed and it is stated that the success of
traceability systems is proportional to the ease
ofbeing adapted to different "application en
vironments".

• Exploration:

_ sum~Tizes AbstractO

_ respo~s-to claim574 (Authors' )

- sugf-!.sts claim452 (On Early)

_ respo~s-to claim442 (Basic Alia)

• Deliberation:

_ eva~tes critique616 (over stat)

_ eva~tes critique678 (About Tra)

• Integration:

comprises
-+

problem424(Requireme)(Chris)

comprises
-+

problem466(Requireme)(Todd)

Claim574

• Subj: Authors' Conclusions

o Desc.: Sortware tools created for such pur
poses must be easily adaptable to varying ap
plication environments. ARTS has this prop
erty and is considered a trailblazer in this
field.
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• Exploration:

responds-to .
- -+ problem434(Traceabzl)

_ pres~oses claim528(ARTSisF)

_ sum71~rizes AbstractO

_ pres~oses claim560 (Some Prac)

• Deliberation:

evaluates 'ti 642 (ART'S' d)- i- cn lque 1 I a a

evaluates .. 614 (t I )
- i- cnttque mcomp et

Question692

• Subj: Re: Requirements management and
traceability

• Desc.: It seems rather surprising that the is
sue of traceability is not understood properly,
despite its obvious importance. The authors
have not clearly explained why this issue has
been misunderstood and has received little at
tention. One would have expected the oppo
site: a great deal of effort would be put into
studying this field.

• Deliberation:

challenges
-+

problem424(Requireme)(Chris)

Suggestion694

• Subj: Re: Requirements analysis tools

e Desc.: I think that it is very importantto intro
duce formal standards for RM and traceabil
ity. I feel that this would in itself solve some
of the problems that tools like ARTS attempt
to solve.

• Deliberation:

augments
-+

probl em438(Requireme)(Chris)

Suggestion696

• Subj: Re: problem with ARTS

• Desc.: With any complex software applica
tion, there will probably be some end-users
who will use the system in a manner that may
be incorrect, but more convenient for them;
hence the requirement that the systems must
be flexible enough to give correct responses.

• Deliberation:

augments
- -+ problem542(problemw)(Mary)

Question710

• Subj: Re: Life Cycle Model

• Desc.: It would seem that the 'Waterfall"
model is the most popular model used. Since
many problems originate from the lack of
emphasis placed on the requirements anal
ysis phase, I feel that some of these prob
lems could be eliminated if the 'Waterfall"
model were to be replaced by some other
model which has inherently more emphasis
on requirements. The "Incremental" model is
probably one such alternative.

• Deliberation:

challenges .
- -+ theory502(LzfeCycl)(Chris)
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Question714

• Subj: Re: success of ARTS

• Desc.: There are very few tools of the genre
of ARTS. Coupled with the fact that there are
no standards in the field, making qualitative
comparisons is a little difficult. Making quan
tative comparisons is extremely difficult, if
not impossible at this point in time. I feel that
if there were a way to assign some numeri
cal values to various modes of these tools, it
will be a more reliable way ofevaluating their
performance. This though will not happen till
formal standards are established.

• Deliberation:

challenges .
- -+ clazm518(suceesso)(Mary)

Suggestion718

• Subj: Re: ARTS today - a viable tool

C.2 Chris

Problem424

• Subj: Requirements management and trace
ability

• Desc.: The authors of this paper emphasize
the fact that requirements management and
traceability are extremely important for the
development of large systems,but are topics
that are not well understood and require fur
ther study.

• Exploration:

summarizes Ab t t()- -+ S .T'Il.C

suggests .
- <- theory502 (Life Cycl)

• Deliberation:

challenges. .
- <- questlO1l692 (Re: Requi)

• Subj: Inadequacy of traceability methods

• Desc.: The inadequacy of the conventional
traceability methods, which required manual
linking of requirementparagraph numbers us
ing large tables, has been pointed out.

• Desc.: The authors state that a complete over
haul of ARTS is being considered. Given
the growing popularity of Unix and other
platforms, along with rapid technological
changes, it makes sense to move away from
VAX systems alone. Fortran is not as com
monly used today, as compared with the time
when ARTS was created. I feel that to remain
viable, ARTS will have to be made portable
to commonly used platforms. The fact that
screens with graphical capabilities are becom
ing increasingly common can only work to the
advantage of ~~TS.

• Integration:

(M )
com prises

- ary <-

(Traceabil)(SCOft)

Problem436

problem434

• Deliberation:

_ aug~nts claim590(ARTStoda)(Todd)

• Exploration:

summarizes .
- -+ I ntroductzon(Introduet)

responds-to I . 454 (A db)- ~ c aIm ala as

• Deliberation:
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evaluates .. 7'42 ( . )- ...- crittque convenno

• Integration:

(
A I )is-same-perspeetive-as

- mary f- problem412
(need oft)

Problem438

• Subj: Requirements analysis tools

• Desc.: Although there are a few tools that
support requirements analysis, the lack of
support for requirements traceability among
some of these tools is a problem that needs
to be addressed. The absence of traceability
standards is also a problem that needs to be
studied.

• Exploration:

summarizes ducti ( d)- -+ I ntro uciion I ntro uct

_ respo;::!s-to claim544 (ARTS -One)

• Deliberation:

augments . 694 (R R .)- ...- suggestion e: equz

Theory444

• Subj: Steps in requirements engineering pro
cess

• Desc.: LMSC's System Engineering Organi
zation has identified 3 steps in the ideal re
quirements engineering process: 1. identifi
cation 2. allocation 3. demand

o Exploration:

defin.es 496(All')- ---+ concept ocaiion

defines 494(Id'f' )- ---+ concept enii zc
defines

- ---+ concept498(Flowdown)

- summ~rizes Ueeo] ARTS(UseofAR)

Problem446

• Subj: Project failure and its connection to
poor requirements analysis

• Desc.: Poorly performed requirements analy
sis has been identified as one of the main rea
sons for the failure of many large systems.

• Exploration:

summarizes I d . (T d
- ---+ ntro uctzon ~ ntro uct)

suggests .
- ...- theory502 (Life Cycl)

• Integration:

comprises .
- (Mary) ...- problem41O (requireme)

Claim454

• Subj: A database tool can significantly im
prove requirements management

• Desc.: The designers of the ARTS system
felt that a database tool which can store and
retrieve the different requirements and their
linkages in tree formats, would significantly
improve the requirements process.

• Exploration:

responds-to
- ---+ problem436(Inadequac)

summarizes .
- ---+ I niroduciiont.Iniroduci)

• Deliberation:

evaluates ..
- ...- cntzque644 (tree form)

evaluates .. 728( . )- ...- crtuque requzreme
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Claim468

• Subj: Tools have to be flexible

• Exploration:

summarizes 1 d . (1 d )
- -t ntro uciion ntro uct

• Subj: Traceability

• Desc.: The authors claim that for a require-
ments tool to be successful, it has to be flexi- Concept488
ble.

• Exploration:

summarizes C 1 . (C 1 .)
- -t onc uszons onc uszo

supports . f)
- t- evidenced'Ztl (Lackof

Evidence470

• Subj: Lack of flexibility in tools leads to a
numberof difficulties in theiruse

• Desc.: The authors provideevidenceto show
howmethodology complications arisewhena
tooldoesnot fit thefunction for which it was
designed. As anexample, theypoint out how
many users have troubleaccepting a unique
REQID foreach requirement.The lackofflex
ibilityimplies thatuserscannotuse paragraph
numbers which arepreferred in someapplica
tions. Flexibility would makethe tool easier
to use and make it better suited for different
applications.

• Exploration:

supports . _
- -t clalm468(Toolshav)

summarizes D 'ff' It' (D 'ff' It)- -t l lCU les zzcu

_ gen~ates methodS06 (Tool-to-t)

Concept482

• Subj: Requirements Analysis

• Desc.: It is theprocess through which the ex
act requirements of a systemare identified. It
isusually thefirst step thatisperformed in the
designof anysoftware system.

• Desc.: Identification and documentation of
the derivation path (upward) and alloca
tion/flowdown path (downward) of require
ments in the hierarchy.

• Exploration:

summarizes 1 d . (1 d )
- -t ntro uction ntro uci

Concept494

• Subj: Identification

• Desc.: This process involves identifying the
different requirements of thesystem.

• Exploration:

- sum~rizes UseofARTS(Useo]AR)

defines (S 0

- t- theory444 teps III )

Concept496

• Subj: Allocation

• Desc.: Theprocess of partitioning, budgeting
or apportioning a performance or functional
requirement to the physicalsubelements of a
system.

• Exploration:

- sum~rizes Useo f ARTS(Useo fAR)

defines 0

- t- theory444 (Steps III )

• Deliberation:

challenges . 730 (H O I .)
- t- question wrore II
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Concept498

• Subj: Flowdown

• Desc.: The processof generating lower level
requirements from allocated higher level re
quirements.

• Exploration:

_ sum~rizes UseoJARTS(UseoJAR)

defines .
- +-- theory444 (Steps In )

ConceptSOO

• Subj: Requirement

• Desc.: An authorized and documented need
of a customer.

• Exploration:

summarIzes I d . ( d
- -+. ntro uction Intro uct)

• Deliberation:

challenges .
- +-- question'Ztiti (concept ?)

TheoryS02

• Subj: Life CycleModel

• Desc.: The systemlifecyclemodelbreaksup
a project into several discrete phases. The
phases in the model include requirements
analysis, design,building,testing,delivery and
maintenance of the system.

• Exploration:

suggests .
-+ problem424(Requzreme)

suggests .
- -+ problem446(ProJectf)

- sum~j'lzes I ntroduction(Introduct)

• Deliberation:

challenges. .
- +- question'Zli) (Re: Life)

MethodS06

• Subj: Tool-to-task paradigm

• Desc.: The tool to task paradigm is used to
analyze the difficulties associated with the
development and application environments.
These problems need to be completely un
derstood before any tool can be built.This
paradigm has four components: situation,
computer, people and data.This paradigm at
temptsto analyze thecharacteristics of theap
plicationenvironment associated with the re
quirements management tools.

• Exploration:

generates .
- -+ evzdence470(LackoJf)

summarizes
-+

Toolconsiderations(Toolcons)

CiaimS44

• Subj: ARTS -One of first tool to perform re
quirements mgt

• Desc.: The authors claim that ARTS is one
of the firsttools to perform that requirements
management function alongwith traceability.

• Exploration:

responds-to .
- -+ problem438(Requzreme)

_ summ~ri;;€s ARTStodayO

• Deliberation:

augments .
- +- suggestionoqo (type ojc)
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Suggestion632

• Subj: Problemwith ARfS

• Desc.: Requirements management tools can
be improved by understanding the tools' ap
plicationenvironment, and by designing the
tools to be flexible enough so that they can
adaptto any application's environment.

• Deliberation:

augments
- -+ problem542(problemw)(Mary)

Critique658

• Subj: Toomuchflexibility

• Desc.: I agree that too much flexibilty may
not always be desirable. Besides, I feel that
tools that are tailored for a particularapplica
tion'sneeds(although not flexible enoughfor
other applications) may be much better and
efficient than those that are veryflexible.

• Deliberation:

evaluates Lai 60 S )(S)- -+ c azm5 (omePrac cott

Evidence662

• Subj: ARTS is not all that flexible

• Desc.: Please see Evidence "Lack of flexi
bility in tools leads to a number of difficul
ties"whichshowsthatsomefeatures in ARTS
werenot all that flexible.

• Deliberation:

counters 1 .
- -+ c alm522(reasonsb)(Mary)

Suggestion666

• Subj: Improvements to ARI'S

• Desc.: There are a numberof areas in which
improvements can be made. The entire tools
may have to be rewritten either in C or ob
ject oriented C or in some fourth generation
language. There is a nee-d to incorporate dis
tributed databases into the tool. ARfS was
originally designed forDECVAX computers.
Although versionsof ARfS were createdfor
other platforms like CDC Cyber, IBM main
fChrises andUnivac11OOs theywerenotvery
successful. However for thesuccess of ARTS
there is need for development of versionsfor
these machines.Graphical output format may
have to be supported in futureversions.

• Deliberation:

augments
- -+ method460(Features)(Scott)

Critique678

• Subj: AboutTraceability issues

• Desc.: The reason why traceability has met
withlimited issuesis mainlybecausethereare
no goodrequirements management tools that
address this issue. Traditionally thishas been
accomplished bymanualmethods whichwere
inadequate and error-prone for largesystems.

• Deliberation:

_ eva~tes problem434(Traceabil)(Scolt)

Question618

• Subj: Can ARI'S be transferred to other plat
forms?
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• Desc.: It is not clear what you mean by 'cer
tain functionalities can be transferred to other
platforms'. It is mentioned in the paper that
the versions developed for CDC Cyber, ffiM
mainfChrise and others were not very suc
cessful

• Deliberation:

challenges .
- -+ clazm538(CurrentS)(Scott)

Suggestion680

• Subj: ARTS and traceability

• Desc.: A further improvement to the trace
ability abilities of ARTS can be achieved by
using hypertext techniques .

• Deliberation:

augments .
- -+ clazm418(ARTSand)(Mary)

Critique690

C.3 Mary

Problem410

• Subj: requirements inadequacies

• Desc.: A software development project starts
with analysis of the problem which results
in a set of requirements. Setting exact re
quirements is difficult and moreover require
ments themselves keep changing with time.
These necessiates proper management of re
quirements. Inadequate requirements results
in software, poor in terms ofquality and main
tenability.

• Exploration:

- sum~rizes I ntroduction(Introduct)

_ resp0E!s-to claim418 (ARTS and )

• Integration:

comprises ..
- -+ problem446(ProJectj)(Chrzs)

• Subj: Are problems in sys reqmtmanagement
due to life cycle model? Problem412

• Desc.: In this problem, it is mentioned that
problems in system requirement management
arise due to 'inadequacies in the methodol
ogy followed (life cycle model)' - It is not
clear what inadequacies in life cycle model
really affect the requirements management
function ....

• Deliberation:

_ eva~tes problem532(Majorpro)(Todd)

• 5ubj: need of traceability

• Desc.: Requirements should be traceable.
Accomplishing traceability manually is im
practical and most tools available for analysis
do not support traceability.

• Exploration:

- sum~rizes I ntroduction(Introduct)

- respo:::!s-to claim418 (ARTS and)

• Integration:

is-same-perspective-as
----;.

problem436(Inadequac)(Chris)
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Claim418

~ Subj: ARTS and traceability

• Desc.: ARTS is a DBMS into whichrequire
mentscanbestored& maintained. ARTS per
form bookkeeping, rather than analysis. Re
quirements are stored as text or table or fig
ure in a tree structure, whichhelpsin ARTS'
traceability capability.

• Exploration:

_ resp0:js-to problem41O(requireme)

_ resp0:js-to problem412(needoft)

_ de[j-es concept550(descripti)

- sum~rizes I ntroduction(Introduct)

• Deliberation:

_ aug~ents suggestioll648 (bookkeepi)

- augr:::nts suggestioll680 (ARTS and )

• Integration:

• Exploration:

_ sum~rizes EvolutionO

Claim518

• Subj: success of ARTS

• Desc.: ARTS is a popularrequirement man
agement software. It has oppurtunity to be
marketed. It stillfullysupported andit is used
throughout entiresystemdevelopment lifecy
cleo

• Exploration:

_ sum~rizes ARTStodayO

• Deliberation:

_ chal~ges question714 (Re: succe)

• Integration:

- (Mary/s-relt!:-ed-to claim538 (Current

S)(Scott)

- com!!!.ises claim528(ARTSisF)(Scott)

Other440

)
comprises

- (Mary <-

toda)(Todd)

Claim522

claim590 (ARTS

• Subj: Evolution of ARTS

• Desc.: ARTS mainly runs on DEC VAX.
The user interface, particularly the data en
try part and add requirements part, has been
improved. Formats of report generated have
also beenenhanced. Otherenhancements are
internel performance improvements, consis
tency and completeness checks, etc. Other
developments had been in terms of documen
tation, training people, user supportand con
figuration management.

• Subj: reasons behindsuccess

• Desc.: ARTS provides good requirement
management techniques including traceabil
ity,visibilityand control. The systemis flex
ible and extensible. Input is convenientand
storageformat is modifiable. It is easy to use
and modifiable. ARTS has stood the test of
time.

• Exploration:
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_ sum~rizes ARTStodayO

• Deliberation:

presupposes .
- ---> clazm650(successo)

counters. 662 .
- f- evidence (ARTS IS n)

Problem542

• Subj: problem with AlUS

• Desc.: There are software complications (in
terms of performance, complexity, report,
generation, multiple users, etc.), application
complications when users use it in a non
standard fashion (top-down approach not fol
lowed, traceability ignored, etc.), methodol
ogy complications when AlUS is used for
some other purpose, people related complica
tions, etc.

• Exploration:

summarizes D 'ff' It' (D 'ff' It)- -+ Z zeu zes z zeu

• Deliberation:

augments .
- f- sliggestlOn632 (Prob/em w)

augments .
- i- sliggestlOn696 (Re: probl)

• Integration:

is-similar-to
-+

problem594(Dif ficult)(Todd)

Concept550

• Subj: description of ARTS

• Desc.: ARTS mainly consists of a database
management system and traceability compo
nents. But it can be used for entire develop
ment project The DBMS is internally devel
oped. A requirement object is a record which
includes the following fields : - an id - id of
the parent(s) - source paragraph no. (for top
level req.) - allocations (sub-requirements)
- req. level - a pointer to the description of
the req. - date, etc. Select, save, manipu
late, report generate, etc. are allowed. ARTS
was developed through rapid prototyping and
incremental development using Fortran lan
guage.

• Exploration:

summarizes ART C (AR S )- ---> 'J system T syst

- de0es claim418 (ARTS and)

Method492

• Subj: how it works, how to use

• Desc.: The five progChriss in ARTS are
: database progChris, text processor, spec
ification input system, external forms, text
checker. Requirements originate with cus
tomer. ProgChris management passes it to
system engineers who perform requirement
management. Top level requirements are first
defined. Lower level requirements in thehier
archy are created and traceability maintained.
This top down approach consists of identifi
cation, allocation and flowdown. Data entry
personnel physically inputs requirements in
ARTS.

• Exploration:

- sum~rizes U seofARTS(U seofAR)
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Problem562

• 5ubj: difficulty with tools

• Desc.: difficulty with tools may be cate
gorised into: situation - internal & external
factors affecting the task. people - develop
ers, users, management, customers. data - re
quirements. computer - hardware & software
(os, ui, dbms, etc.).

• Exploration:

summarizes
-+

Tooleonsiderations(Toolcons)

Theory572

• Subj: successful tool

• Desc.: for a tool to be successful, it must
flexible in terms of checking, verification,
multiple processing, data manipulation, con
figuration, database structure, user interface,
output. Support must come from manage
ment, developers, application support group
and users (feedback). The tool must span the
entire life cycle.

• Exploration:

summarizes C 1 . (C 1 .)
- -+ one uszons one uszo

Concept576

• Subj: future directions

• Desc.: to make a requirement engineering
tool successful, requirement standards are to
be defined, fragmentation eliminated and al
locatio & flowdown defined. Current trends
are on using AI techniques, language proces
sors, hypertext techniques, oodbms, database
servers across networks. The tools are to be

written in C, C++, 4g1, or in embedded struc
tured query languages. They must run on
wide variety of machines.

• Exploration:

- sum~rizes ARTSsystem(ARTS syst)

Critique614

• Subj: incomplete description

• Desc.:" Software tools created for such pur
poses" - what purposes is not explained.

• Deliberation:

_ eva~tes claim574(Authors')(Seott)

Critique616

• Subj: over statement

• Desc.: the authors do not say that success of
traceability systems is "proportional" to their
adaptabili ty.

• Deliberation:

_ eva~tes problem434(Traeeabil)(Scolt)

Critique636

• Subj: requirement problems

• Desc.: the authors highlight the inadequacy of
the analysis phase. They are talking about a
problem that exists and which is well known.
This cannot be a claim.

o Deliberation:

evaluates I . 442(B . A )(5' )- -+ e al1n asze . no. colt
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Sugg~t.ion638

• Subj: flexible to a certain extent

• Desc.: The source says th(ltARTS can beused
in a bookkeeping mode. So "flexibility" is in
respect to that only. In fact if used in some
other way, ARTS can be quite rigid. The sec
tion 'Difficulties with use of ARTS' speaks of
such situations. For instance, ARTS cannot
handle situations where requirements are not
flowed down in a top-down fashion, resulting
in too many derivations.

• Deliberation:

augments. .
- -+ clazm528(ARTSzsF)(Scott)

Question640

Critique644

• Subj: tree formats

• Desc.: This is more a theory, based on which
ARTS system was developed.

• Deliberation:

evaluates l . 4 4( )(C'- -+ c aim 5 Adatabas hris)

Suggestion646

• Subj: type of claim

• Desc.: type of claim: fact

• Deliberation:

augments
-+

claim544(ARTS - One)(Chris)
• Subj: Flexibility

• Desc.: Based on what criteria can one decide Suggestion648
that a system is flexible?

• Deliberation:

challenges .
- -+ clazm560(SomePrae)(Seott)

Critique642

G Subj: ARTS' adaptability

o Desc.: ARTS is NOT adaptable to varying
application environments. It mainly runs on
DEC VAX.

o Deliberation:

evaluates lai 4( h ')(S- -+ e azm57 Aut ors eott)

• Subj: bookkeeping

• Desc.: "ARTS perform bookkeeping, rather
than analysis." - What is meant by this is :
ARTS cannot automate the process of anal
ysis.

• Deliberation:

_ aug~nts claim418(ARTSand)

Claim650

• Subj: success of ARTS II

• Desc.: please refer to claim "success of
ARTS"

o Deliberation:

presupposes ._
- <- claml)22 (reasons b)
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Critique654

• Subj: methodology

• Desc.: 'The author describes the methology
..." - as itisclearly stated,thenodeis amethod
node andnot a claimnode.

• Deliberation:

_ eva~tes claim530(Largesca)(Todd)

Critique668

• Subj: requirements ?

• Desc.: requirements cannotbe claim.

• Deliberation:

_ eva~tes claim548(Needfor)(Todd)

Critique742

• Subj: conventional traceability methods

• Desc.: conventional traceability methods
were not inadequate. They are "labor
intensive, prone to errors, and provided little
visibility to the process."

• Deliberation:

evaluates
-->

problem436(Inadequac)(Chris)

• Suggestion750

• Subj: methodology complications

Feedback754

• Subj: feedback754

• Desc.: therewas a problemnodeandacritque
(to theproblem) node,bothof which wereon
display. i wanted to endorsethe critique, but
theproblem got endorsed (maybe because of
some emacs problem). There was no way i
coulddeletethe endorsement. thereisno way
to deletean integration also.

Question756

• Subj: concept?

• Desc.: thenodeprovidesthedefinition of"re
quirement". Evenifonewantstocall it acon
cept, it is too well known and too obvious to
includehere.

• Deliberation:

challenges
-->

concept500(Requ i reme)(Chris)

Critique758

• Subj: evolution

• Desc.: the node describes the evolution of
ARTS. It is NOT a method. Methodsarepro
cedures or techniques usedfor generating ev
idenceof a claim.

• Deliberation:

_ eva~tes method564(Developme)(Todd)

o Desc.: methodology complications alsocon-
tribute to difficulties and limitations withh Critique760
arts

• Subj: description
• Deliberation:

• Desc.: Thenodedoes notdescribeARTS and
- aug:!!:.;nts pl'oblern594(Dif ficult)(Todd) its use
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• Deliberation:

_ eva~tes thing552(Briefdis)(Todd)

C.4 Todd

Problem466

• Exploration:

summarizes I d . ( d
- --+ niro uction Intra uct)

• Deliberation:

evaluates .. 652 ( .. 6)- <- crutque cnttque

evaluates .. 654 ( h d I- <- cnttque met 0 00)

• Subj: Requirements traceability

• Desc.: Requirements traceability, used in the Problem532
development of large projects, is generally
not performed correctly. • Subj: Major problems faced in the system re-

quirement management
• Exploration:

_ st!m~rizes AbstractO

• Integration:

(M )
com prises

- ary .-
(Traceabil)(Scott)

Method520

• Desc.: Author identifies these to be the ma
jor problems in req. mgmt. The problems
arise due to :i)Inadequacies in the method
ology followed(life-cycle model in this case)
and ii) The limitations of the existing tools.

problem434 0 Exploration:

summarizes I d . ( d
- --+ niro uciion Intra uct)

• Subj: ARTS paradigm

• Desc.: Flexible tool is needed to fit a particu
lar environment while dealing with Require
ments management. ARTS paradigm is based
on this consideration.

• Exploration:

_ sum~rizes AbstractO

Claim530

• Subj: Large scale system development pro
cess

• Desc.: The author describes the methodology
currently adopted for the development of a
large scale system development project.

• Deliberation:

evaluates .. 69
- <- cnttque 0 (Are probl)

Claim548

• Subj: Need for developing ARTS

• Desc.: Author indicates the requirement
which led to the development of ARTS

• Exploration:

summarizes I d .
- --+ ntro uctzon(lntroduct)

• Deliberation:

evaluates .. 668 ( . )- <- cntique reqlllreme
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Thing552

• Subj: Briefdiscription anduse of ARTS

• Desc.: Author's description of the system 
specifying its capabilities.

• Exploration:

- sum~T1zes I ntroduction(Introduct)

• Deliberation:

evaluates .. '760 (d ..J- ~ cntique/. escriptt

Thing558

• Subj: Generaldiscription of ARTS

• Desc.: The development of ARTS started as
a research project to build req. traceability
system for softwareengrs. A contemporary
requirement from Lockheed for formalizing
the set of concepts and procedures for Req
Engg. function led to a close couplingof the
functional requirement andtraceability in this
project. ARTS became a system engg. tool.
The development basefor ARTS was limited
by the hardware and software standards ex
isting at the time. The database used for the
pilipose is designed to make the tool flexible
for theuser(and cortrespondingly for the dev.
environment).

• Exploration:

summaTZzes
-l-

ARTS description(ARTS dcsc)

Method564

• Subj: Development methodology for ARTS

• Desc.: Thedevelopmentmethodology for the
ARTS software was based on a combination
of rapid prototypingand in- cremental devel
opment. This approachpartiallysatisfied the
user(Lockheed) requirements whocould then
utilize the system and eventually lead to in
crementaldev. Oncetheinitialproblems were
overcome, the systemwasreleased to thegen
eral user community.The prototype became
an established tool. The systemhas been in
crementally developedsincethenwithoutany
major redesign.

The ARTS softwarewaswritten in theFortran
progChris- ming language.

• Exploration:

summarizes
-l-

ARTS description(ARTS desc)

_ sum~rizes other508 ()

• Deliberation:

evaluates .. 758( I' J- +- crtttque evo utton

• Other578

• Subj: Evolutionof ARTS

• Desc.: Evolution of ARTS implied incorpo
rating en......hanccments and modifications and
doing standardization. These can be charac
terizedinto: 1) Feature addition/modification
2) Interface enhancement/modification - the
emphasisis toevolveaneasymethod of enter
ing data. 3) Improvedreports/output formats.
4) Intemal performance improvements, con
sistency and completeness checks. 5) Other
features ego online news, status monitoring
etc. A PC version of the software was later
releasedwhichprovidedasubsetof ARTS ca
pability.

Documentation of ARTS was given due im
portance.
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• Exploration:

summarizes E 1 ti ()- -- va u zan

Thing428

• Subj: ARTS system & interface

• Desc.: The interface provides user access
to text editor, database, spec. input system,
formsutility and text checker.

• Exploration:

- sum~Tizes Useo]ARTS(Useo]AR)

MethodS82

• Subj: Useof ARTS to specify the system req.

• Desc.: The use of ARTS begins during the
analysisor require- mentsdefinition phaseof
a project. A potential user first collects all
the requirements for the projects. Theyorig
inate with the customer who interfaces with
progChris management A Software engi
neer handles the systemsrequirements man
agement taskss. Data entry or application
supportpersonnelperforms the physical task
of addingor manipulating the data.

Oncethe top-levelorsystemrequirements are
collected and a system hierarchy is defined,
the ARTS database record storage format is
createdfor the requirements information. An
ARTS database is initialized, the storage for
mat is added, and the requirements are en
tered individually, in batch groups, or from
outputfromthe specification inputprogChris.
These requirements are allocated to lower
level components in the system hierarchy
and lower-level requirements are created and
addedto thedatabaseas needed,whilemain
tainingtraceability linkages.

The requirements engineering processd sup
portedby ARTS consistsof the stepsof iden
tification, allocation, and flowdown (a top
down approach. Once the system hierarchy
has been defined, system requirements are
identified first for the top-level "block." M
ter being identified, they are added to the
ARTS database in the storage format speci
fied. Thesesystem requirements are later "al
located" or pointed to one or more appropri
ate lower-level blocks through the use of an
ALLOCATION field entry. After the appro
priate analysis, these requirements are then
"decomposed" or "flowed down" into more
detailed requirements for each of the lower
levelblocksto which the requirement wasal
located.

The higher-level requirements are sometimes
referred to as "parents" and themoredetailed
as "children." The lower-level requirements
are connected to their parents through the
use of a DERIVATION field thatcontainsthe
REQIDs or identifiers of the parent require
ments. Every lower-level requirement must
have at least one parent. ARTS allows mul
tiple parents (limited currently to eight) for
a requirement. Thelower-level requirements
aresometimes referred to as"derivedrequire
ments."

• Exploration:

- sum~Tizes Useaf ARTS(Usea fAR)

MethodS84

• Subj: Followingimproperreq. engg. process
for traceability

• Desc.: The system allows users not to fol
low ideal or recommended approach to req.
mgmt. if they sodesire.An exampleof sucha
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behavioris cited by the author for "after-the
fact" bookkeeping mode. The systemallows
the traceability links to be specified and re
ports to be generated.

• Exploration:

- sum~rizes UseofARTS(UseofAR)

Method586

• Subj: Outputreport generation

• Desc.: Various formats are availabe for gen
erationof outputreports. Several optionsare
availablefor each report that enable the user
to includefields of interestand to varyoutput
sizes.

• Exploration:

- sum~rizes UseofARTS(UseofAR)

Claim590

• Subj: ARTS today - a viabletool

• Desc.: ARTS has evolved to becomea useful
tool to perform req. mgmt. including trace
ability. The software is fullysupported. User
supportis available andapplication support is
also provided. There is a real need for req.
mgmt. techniques including traceability and
these are well handled thru ARTS. The sys
tem has useful features e.g. it is flexible and
extensible(a featureusefulduetothediversity
in the req. mgmt. of diff. systems), the sys
temposesnolimit tonumberof requirements,
the system is small-enough(modifiability is
easy). A.lITS has matured as a software prod
uct.

• Exploration:

- sum~rizes ARTStodayO

• Deliberation:

augments .
- ..- suggestion/lS (Re: ARTS)

• Integration:

comprises I . )
- -+ e azm5l8(sueeesso

is-similar-to
-+

claim538(CurrentS)(Seott)

Problem594

• Subj: Difficulties and limitations

• Desc.: The complications faced with ARTS
may be categorized among the following:
a)Software complications - thecapabilitylim
itations associated with the features may af
fectan application, obstacles withreportgen
eration, speed limitatyions duetocreationofa
large requirement databaseetc. In the normal
case(i.e, if theuserfollowstherecommended
methodology) then most of these limitations
won't comeintoplay. b)Applications compli
cations - when users try to do more from the
software than it is designed for. c) People
related complications- due to the impact of
personnel on toolacceptance. Maybe associ
ated to the users own whimsand prejudices.

• Exploration:

summarizes DOff ° it ° (D off· it)- -+ z zeu zes z zeu

• Deliberation:

augments .
- ..- suggestion'Zbi) (methodolo)

• Integration:

- (Mary/s-sin~ar-to prob/em542 (problem

w)
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Claim596

• Subj: Conclusions

• Desc.: Flexibility is essential for such sys
tems but excess flexibility can lead to incor
rect applications of the tool.

• Exploration:

summariz~s C I . (C I io)- -+ one uszons one uszo

• Integration:

• Desc.: The concept of allocation usually
implies a tree-type hierarchical decomposi
tion. Allocation is an important concept but
wouldn't the type of decomposition implied
lead to an incomplete implementation of the
concept.

• Deliberation:

challenges
-+

eoneept496(AIIoeation)(Chris)

(M )com pr ises
- ary +-

Prac)(Scott)

Critique728

claim560

Suggestion732

(Some • Subj: Development platform

• Desc.: A WINDOWS environment seems to
be a useful one and should be attempted.

• Deliberation:

o Subj: requirement mgmt and tree struct

• Desc.: The author presupposes that in thereq.
analysis the requirements would generate a
tree structure. What if a requirement has mul
tiple parent requirements? Such requirements
might naturally arise in real-systems. In such
systems the structuring based on tree concept
may itself lead to inadequate representation
of requirements. This may suggest an inad
equacy of the traceability model also.

• Deliberation:

_ eva0::ftes claim454(Adatabas)(Chris)

Question730

• Subj: Hierarchical allocation

augments
- -+ other524(Enhanceme)(Scott)

C.5 Argumentation nodes

1. critique760 description (Mary):

2. critique758 evolution (Mary):

3. question756 concept? (Mary):

4. suggestion750 methodology complica
tions (Mary):

5. critique742 conventional traceability
methods (Mary):

6. suggestion732 Development platform
(Todd):

7. question730 Hierarchical allocation
(Todd):

8. critique728 requirement mgmt and tree
struct (Todd):
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9. suggestion718 Re: ARTS today - a viable
tool (Scott):

10. suggestion696 Re: problem with ARTS
(Scott):

11. question714 Re: success of ARTS
(Scott):

12. suggestion694 Re: Requirements analy
sis tools (Scott):

13. question692 Re: Requirements manage
ment and traceability (Scott):

14. critique690 Are problems in sys reqmt
management due to life cycle model ?
(Chris):

28. question640 Flexibility (Mary):

29. suggestion638 flexible to a certain extent
(Mary):

30. critique636 requirement problems
(Mary):

31. suggestion632 Problem with ARTS
(Chris):

32, question618 Can ARTS be transferred to
other platforms? (Chris):

33. critique616 over statement (Mary):

34. critique614 incomplete description
(Mary):

15. question710 Re:
(Scott):

Life Cycle Model
C.6 RESRA tuples

16. suggestion680 ARTS and traceability
(Chris):

17. critique678 About Traceability issues
(Chris):

18. critique668 requirements? (Mary):

19. suggestion666 Improvements to ARTS
(Chris):

20. evidence662 ARTS is not all that flexible
(Chris):

21. critique658 Too much flexibility (Chris):

22. critique654 methodology (Mary):

23. c1aim650 success of ARTS II (Mary):

24. suggestion648 bookkeeping (Mary):

25. suggestion646 type of claim (Mary):

26. critique644 tree formats (Mary):

27. critique642 ARTS' adaptability (Mary):

1 ' 574 presupposes(Scott) 1 ' 528
c tum -- c tutti

1 . 538 strengthens(Scott) h 456c aim -- t eory

th d460 generates(Scott) id 554
me 0 -- em ence

1 ' 560 presupposes(Scott) 1 . 574
c auti -- c azm

1 . 442 strengthens(Scott) h 456
c azm -- t eory

1 . 442 is-alternative-to(Scott) 1 . 452
c aim -- c aim

1 . 442 responds-to(Scott) bl 434c auti -- pro em

1 . 452 suggests(Scott) bl 434c auti --. pro em

1 . 574 responds-to(Scott) bl 434c azm -- pro em

1 . 418 defines(Mary) 550c azm --. concept

1 . 418 responds-to(Mary) bl 412c azm -- pro em

1 . 544 responds-to(Chris) '1 438c tittt: -- prob em

th 502 suggests(Chris) bl 446
eory -- pro em

th 502 suggests(Chris) bl 424
' eory -- pro em

th d506 generates(Chris) sd 470
me 0 -- em ence

1 . 454 responds-to(Chris) bl 436c azm --. pro em
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'd 470 supports(Chris) I . 468evz enee -l- e aim

th 444 defines(Chris) t498eory -l- eoneep

th 444 defines(Chris) t494eory -l- eoneep

th 444 defines(Chris) t496eol'y -l- eoneep

I . 418 responds-to(Mary) bl 411"':.e aim. -+ pro em -J

ti 692 challenges(Scott) bl 424ques zan * -+ pro em

ti 694 augments(Scott) bl 438sugges zan * -l- pro em

ti 696 augments(Scott) bl 542sugges zan * -+ pro em

ti 710 cha/lenges(Scott) th 502ques zan * -l- eory

ti 714 challenges(Scott) I . 518ques zan * -+ e azm

ti 718 augments(Scott) I . 590sugges zan * -+ e azm

sti 616 evaluates(Mary) bl 434en zque * -l- pro em

iti 636 evaluates(Mary) I . 442erz zque * -l- e azm

t . 638 augments(Mary) I . 528sugges zan * -+ e azm
ti 640 challenges(Mary) I . 560ques zan * -+ e azm

't' 642 evaluates(Mary) I . 574cr t zque * -l- e azm

't' 644 evaluates(iVJary) I . 454erz zque * -l- e azm

ti 646 augments(Mary) I . 544sugges zan * -+ e azm

ti 648 augments(1Hary) I . 418sugges zan * -+ calm

't' 614 evaluates(i\1ary) I . 574crt ?que * -l- e azm

I . 522 presupposest.Mary) I . 1:.50e azm -+ e azm\} *
't' 652 evaluates(Mary) I . 530en zque . * -l- e azm

't' 654 evaluates(Mary) I . 530erz zque * -l- e azm

't' 668 evaluates(Mary) I . 548crt zque * -l- e azm

't' 742 cvaluates(Mary) bl 436en zque * -l- pro em
. augments(Mary)

suggestzan750* -+ problem594

t . 756 challcngcs(Mary) t500ques wn * -+ eoneep

't' 758 evaluates(Mary) h d564en ?que * -l- met 0

., 760 evaluates(Mary) th . 552critique * -+ , ,mg
. augmcnts(Chris)

suggestzan632* -l- problem542

't' 658 evaluates(Chris) I . 560en zque * -+ e azm

'd 662 counters(Chris) I . 522em enee * -+ e azm
. 666 augments(Chris) th d460suggestzan * -l- me 0

iti 678 evaluates(Chris) bl 434erz zque * -+ pro em

ti 618 challenges(Chris) I . 538ques zan * -+ e azm

ti 680 augments(Chris) I . 418sugges zan * -l- e azm

't' 690 evalulLtes(Chris) bl 532en zque * --+ pro em

iti 728 evaluates(Todd) I . 454en zque * -+ e azm

ti 730 cha/lenges(Todd) t496ques zan * -+ eoneep

ti 732 augments(Todd) th 524sugges zan * -+ 0 er

I . 560 comprises(Mary) I . 596e aim -+ e aim

I . 590 is-similar-to(Mary) I . 538e aim -+ e azm

I . 590 comprises(Mary) I . 518e aim --+ e aim.

I . 538 is-related-to(Mary) I . 518e ann -+ e azm

I . 418 comprises(Mary) I . 528e aim -+ e aim

bl 542 is-similar-to(Mary) bl 594pro em -+ pro em

bl 410 comprises(Mary) bl 446
pro em -+ pro em

is-r sarne-r per spectiue-r ast M ary)
problem412 -+

problem436

bl 434 comprises(Mary) bl 466pro em -+ pro em

bl 4- 4 comprises(Mary) bl 424pro em .:) -+ pro em
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Table C.l: Summarative nodes (EX) at a glance

User PR CL CO ME EV TH SO TI OT Total

Scott 1 6 0 1 1 1 0 2 1 13
Chris 4 3 6 1 1 2 0 0 0 17
Mary 4 3 2 1 0 1 0 0 1 12
Todd 3 4 0 5 0 0 0 3 1 16

Table C.2: Evaluative nodes (EX) at a glance

User Critique Question Suggestion Total
Scott 0 0 0 0
Chris 0 0 0 0
Mary 0 0 0 0
Todd 0 0 0 0

Table C.3: Summarative nodes (CON) at a glance

User PR CL CO ME EV TH SO TI OT Total
Scott 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Chris 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
Mary 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Todd 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Table C.4: Evaluative nodes (CON) at a glance

User Critique Question Suggestion Total
Scott 0 3 3 6
Chris 3 1 3 7
Mary 10 2 4 16
Todd 1 1 1 3
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